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Activity 1: 

Providing Special Grammar Exercise 

Workbook 

 

The focus of remedial coaching activity of the 

college is grammar exercises. Instead of just 

teaching we give exercises from specified grammar 

exercise book. The Departmental library has 

sufficient number of grammar books. 

One book is issued to every enlisted student for a 

specific time-bound period and exercises from the 

book are given on daily basis for a fixed period. The 

exercises are solved by students in notebooks. 

All exercises are checked and problems if any are 

explained to the students. 

 

As students are weak in grammar  special attention 

was given on  articles and prepositions. For 

vocabulary, students were asked to learn by heart the 

list of synonyms and antonyms. Tests were 



conducted on every alternate days. Daily practice of 

spellings was taken through dictation. Notes and 

study material were distributed.  Question papers of 

previous years were given. Many students solved 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(SAMPLE NOTICE)

 
 

 



 

 

 

 



LIST OF STUDENTS TO WHOM 

WORKBOOKS ARE ISSUED 

2017-18 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Student Cell number Accession No. 

of book issued 

Date of 

Issue of 

book 

1 CHETAN ZALPURE 

B.A.1 B 

7507162320 66313 5-8-2017 

2 CHIRAG KAREMORE 

B.A. I B  

9689881082 66298 5-8-2017 

3 DESHRAM SAHU B.A. I 

B  

9021307907 66289 5-8-2017 

4 PRATIK MOTGHARE 

B.A. I B  

9975016922 66323 5-8-2017 

5 SIMRAN BHIVGADE 

B.A. I B 

9623274912 66311 5-8-2017 

6 MAHESHWARI KALE 

B.A. I B  

9834664414 66306 5-8-2017 

7. PRIYANKA ZADE    

B.A. I B 

 66316 5-8-2017 

8 MAYUR SHAHARE 

B.A. I B 

 66324 5-8-2017 

9 SHUBHAM 

MAHURKAR B.A. I A 

 66286 5-8-2017 



 

 

 

10 RAJAT KHARABE B.A. 

I A 

 66296 5-8-2017 

11 PALLAVI DHOBLE 

B.A.I A 

 66320 20-8-2018 

12 SURAJ ALAM B.A. I A  66304 20-8-2018 

13 SAGAR KHOT B.A. I A  66313 20-8-2018 

14 AKASH MADAVI B.A. I 

A 

 66294 20-8-2018 

15 SHUBHAM 

DANDEKAR B.A.  I A 

 66287 8-12-17 

16 NIKITA BHOYAR B.A I 

B 

 66319 8-12-17 

17 MAYURI KAWALE  

B.A. I B 

 66307 8-12-17 

18 HARSHAD PATIL    

B.A. I B 

 66302 8-12-17 

19 KAJAL GIRI  B.A. I C  66294 8-12-17 

20 SAURABH BANTE   

B.A. I B 

 66328 8-12-17 



2018-19 
 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Student Cell number Accession No. 

of book issued 

Date of 

Issue of 

book 

1. VAISHNAVI 

DHOSEWAN B.A.1 B 

9921760396 66284 20-8-2018 

2. ANUKROSH HEMNE 

B.A. I B 1840 

8237602977 66315 20-8-2018 

3. SHWETA KHANDARE 

B.A. I B  

91307238 66298 20-8-2018 

4. ASHWINI 

NANNAWAARE   

 B.A. I B 1825 

8378803161 66323 20-8-2018 

5. SAHIL MARKAM     

B.A. I B 1828 

8669791882 66307 20-8-2018 

6. MAYURI KASHYAP 9168259812 66306 20-8-2018 

7. ANKIT PATLE B.A. I C 

2055 

9175157070 66311 20-8-2018 

8 SHARAD WASAMWAR  66316 20-8-2018 

9 RITESH 

CHANDANBATWE      

B. A. I B 1846 

9823663714 66328 20-8-2018 



10 GAURI WADEKAR  

B.A. I C 2100 

8793491096 66296 20-8-2018 

11. KANCHAN CHHORI 

B.A. I C 2053 

9975362351 66322 20-8-2018 

12 PRIYANKA DABLE  66299 20-8-2018 

13 KRUPSHALI 

BODANKAR B.A. I C 

2023 

7796243188 66313 20-8-2018 

14 NIKITA BHONDLE  

B.A. I B 1886 

8390680976 66294 20-8-2018 

15 RITESH NIKHADE 

B.COM I B 

 66284 18-12-18 

16 AVANTI KAMBLE 

B.COM. I B 

7083736832 66322 18-12-18 

17 RAJASHREE 

MOKADAM B.COM. I B 

 66307 18-12-18 

18 YAMINI MOUNDEKAR   

B.COM. I B 

9307620213 66316 18-12-18 

19 PAYAL BHURALE 

B.COM. I B 

7304602217 66294 18-12-18 

20 PRAVIN 

KHOBRAGADE  

B.COM. I B 

 66328 18-12-18 

21 KAJAL BURDE B.COM. 

I B  

7775847283 66296  

22 KRUTIKA BOKDE 

B.COM. I B 

 66315  

23 PAYAL ARMARKAR 

B.COM. I B 

9767468074 66294  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24 YAMINI MOUNDEKAR  

B.COM. I B 

9307620213 66328  

25 PRACHI SATPISE 

B.COM. I B 

 66313  



2019-20 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Student Cell number Accession No. 

of book issued 

Date of 

Issue of 

book 

1 NARESH BOGAMI  

B.A.1 C 2617 

9405874023 66285 22-8-2019 

2 SHITAL 

PIMPALAPURE B.A. I B  

9881084701 66305 22-8-2019 

3 SAMIKSHA WANJARI 

B.A. I B  

9823817239 66296 22-8-2019 

4 YOGITA SOLANKI  

B.A. I B  

7057142593 66323 22-8-2019 

5 ISHA MOUNDEKAR 

B.A. I B 

9021592404 66307 22-8-2019 

6 PINKI HEDAU B.A. I B 9461619481 66311 22-8-2019 

7. NISHANT NINDEKAR 

B.A. I B 

7507185942 66306 22-8-2019 

8 HARSHALA SHROTE 

B.A. I B 

8390238583 66316 22-8-2019 

9 YASH ASHTANKAR 

B.A. I B 

8600506277 66328 22-8-2019 

10 MAHESH WALKE B.A. 

I B 

9561266026 66299 22-8-2019 



 

 

 

 

11 MANISHA GUPTA 

B.COM. I B 

7559384430 66318 26-12-

2018 

12 ADITYA LAKSHANE 

B.COM I B 

8530857310 66288 26-12-

2018 

13 BHARATI NIMSARKAR 

B.A. I C 

9134917042 66320 26-12-

2018 

14 MANISH FUNNE B.A. I 

B 

7387225872 66294 26-12-

2018 

15 ABUZAR HUSSAIN 

B.COM II B 

7822068345 66289 26-12-18 

16 HARSH KATKAR 

B.COM. I B 

7517501285 66311 26-12-18 

17 PRITI SALAME B.A. I B 9119470939 66307 26-12-18 

18 HIMANSHU BARGAT 

B.COM. I B 

8080185691 66287 26-12-18 

19 PAYAL ARMARKAR  

B.COM. II B 

9767468074 66303 26-12-18 

20 JAWAHAR BANARE 

B.A. I B 

7350681487 66320 26-12-18 



2020-21 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Student Cell number Accession No. 

of book issued 

Date of 

Issue of 

book 

1 ABHA DONODE B.A.1 

B 1808 

788771077 66284 20-8-2018 

2 ABHIJIT TALMALE 

B.A. I B 1840 

8847720771 66315 20-8-2018 

3 ABHILASHA DAHAT 

B.A. I B  

9960938522 66298 20-8-2018 

4 CHETANA HADGE  

B.A. I B  

7058420328 66322 20-8-2018 

5 PIYUSH GAJBHIYE 

B.A. I B 1855 

8805040955 66307 20-8-2018 

6 MANASI MESAWAT 

B.A. I B 1805 

6375391969 66286 20-8-2018 

7. RAKHI THAKUR B.A. I 

B 1804 

8459112956 66326 20-8-2018 

8 ABHISHEK 

YELWATKAR B.A. I B 

7020723066 66316 20-8-2018 

9 AMIT THAWARE B.A. I 

B 

7420880631 66328 20-8-2018 

10 DEVENDRA RAUT B.A. 

I B 

9370506511 66296 20-8-2018 



                      2021-22 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Student Cell number Accession No. 

of book issued 

Date of 

Issue of 

book 

1603 ADARSH DHONE 9356344249 66284 20-8-2018 

1840 JANHAVI KAKIRWAR 8390523869 66315 20-8-2018 

1848 DHANASHREE 

WANJARI  B.A. I B  

9595474276 66298 20-8-2018 

1803 MADHAVI THAKARE  

B.A. I B  

9225117367 66323 20-8-2018 

1619 UJWALA BHOYAR B.A. 

I B 

9022786445 66307 20-8-2018 

 NIKITA TURAKANE 

B.A. I B 

7743891074 66306 20-8-2018 

7. LAKSHMI DORLIKAR 

B.A. I B 

9689577499 66311 20-8-2018 

8 ANAMIKA SHENDE  

B.A. I B 

9370449387 66316 20-8-2018 

9 ANKITA REHPADE  

B.A. I B 

8669540322 66328 20-8-2018 

10 HARSH ABHANGE  

B.A. I B 

9325783582 66296 20-8-2018 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 KHUSHI NIMJE  B.A. I 

B 

9579929899 66322 20-8-2018 

12 KHUSHI MOSBINWAR  

B.A. I B 

7499944869 66299 20-8-2018 

13 MAYURI SONGANJIR  

B.A. I B 

8767597899 66313 20-8-2018 

14 NADIRA BADGE B.A. I 

B 

9130311684 66294 20-8-2018 

15 MADHURA 

BARAPATRE B.A I B 

8806298996 66284 18-12-18 

16 LOKESH NAMURTE 

B.A. I B 

9657052738 66322 18-12-18 

17 PRIYANKA 

BARAPATRE B.A. I B 

7709998387 66307 18-12-18 

18 SHITAL BISAN  B.A. I B 8149281443 66316 18-12-18 



Activity 2: 

PROVIDING STUDY MATERIAL 

TO STUDENTS 

(For Semester - I and Semester - II 

Students) 

 

Faculty members develop study material and same is 

Xeroxed and provided to weak students of B.A. & 

B. COM Semester I and Semester II. On an average 

more than 70 students avail this facility every 

semester.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



                                               

(SAMPLE NOTICE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LIST OF STUDENTS TO WHOM NOTES WERE 

DISTRIBUTED 

B.A. IST YEAR 

2017-18 

1605.      MR LOKESH DILIPRAO GOTMARE 

1619       MR AKASH KAILASH CHAKOLE 

1622      MR RAJAT RAMESH SHEWARE 

1623      MR SURAJ DEWAJI ALAM 

1603      MR VAIBHAV SHANKARRAO MANAPURE 

1624      MR SHRISAGAR KASHINATH ATARM 

1625      MR PARAG PRAMOD SAKHARE 

1626      MR SAGAR BANDUJI BHIWGADE 

1627      MR ANKIT SURESH NANDAPURE 

1628      MR MANISH NANDU DAMODHAR 

1629      MR SHUBHAM SHIVPAL SHEWALE 

1630      MR GHANSHYAM UDDHAV TAYWADE 

1631      MR SAGAR SHYAM KHOT 

1632      KU HARSHA HARICHANDRA HEDAU 

1633      MR SURAJ UTTAMRAO KARNAYAKE  

1634      MR SANKET RAMCHANDRA KOLEKAR 

1635      MR NACHIKET KUMAR KAMBLE 

1636      MR ROSHAN ARUN KAPSE 

1638      MR MANISH CHINTAMAN TAIWADE 



1639      MR TUSHAR VIJAY KURVE 

1640      MR PURUSHOTTAM RAJANU CHAWAR 

1641      MR PRATIK ARUN ADOLKAR 

1642      MR NIKHIL PRAKASH DABARE 

1643      MR ABHIJEET NARENDRARAO GULHANE 

1648      KU NEHA KAILASH WADHIVE 

1649      KU AKSHAY LILADHAR GATPHANE 

1650      MR AKSHAY DADARAO LOKHANDE 

1652       MR ASHISH PARASRAM SAHARE 

1653      MR YOGESH DNYANESHWAR KOTHE 

1654       MR KAILASH KHEMLAL BHIMTE 

1655      MR LALIT RAMDAS BOTHALIKAR 

1661      MR PRAKASH RATAN SHENDE 

1662      MR RAJ RAMKRUSHNA BHAJIPALE 

1663      MR RUSHIKESH BALU  

1673      MR UMESH HARICHANDJI UMATE 

1674      MR NITIN PUNDLIK DHARADE 

1681      MR VED PRAKASHRAO BHATURKAR 

1682      KU SAKSHI ASHOK SHENDE 

1683      KU SHRAWANI ARUN RAJMALWAR 

1808      KU GAURI CHANDRASHEKHAR KSHIRSAGAR 

1809      KU KARISHMA DEOCHAND KOKODE 

1810      MR RUPESH LAXMAN WARTHI 

1814      MR GAJANAN BHOJRAJ PARTETI 



1815      KU MAYURI ISHWAR KAWALE 

1816      MR DIGAMBAR DAYARAM GOVARDHAN 

1819      MR AMIT RAJU NEWARE 

1820      KU KALYANI GAJANANRAO GORLE 

1821      MR SWAPNIL CHANDRABHAN PANDHARE 

1822      MR MADHAV VISHWANATH WAGATKAR 

1823      MR ANIKET NARAYAN KHADATKAR 

1824      MR MOHAN PANDIT WAGATKAR 

1825      MR HARSHAL RATNAKARRAO DAMLE 

1829     MR ABHILASH GAJANAN BIND 

1830      MR SARANG GAJANAN BIND 

1831      MR NAGESHCHANDRA SUMER MESHRAM 

1832      KU SHRUTIKA ABHIMANYU YELURE 

1833      KU SAMIKSHA ANANDRAO KALBANDHE 

1834      KU RASHMI NILKANTHA DHOBLE 

1843      MR SURYANKANT KRUSHNARAO SONSARE 

1844      MR YASH BANDUJI KAWARE 

1845      MR PRANAY CHANDRASHEKHAR UMREDKAR 

1846      MR KRUNAL MADHUKAR CHANDEKAR 

1847      MR TEJAS DIPAK VAIDYA 

1848      MR ROHIT RAJEEV LAGHATE 

1849      MR ARVIND SHRIRAM NANNAWARE 

1850      MR PRANAY SANTOSH PAGUL 

1851      MR SHUBHAM KASHINATH KADAM 



1852      MR GAURAV CHHAGANLAL CHINDHALORE 

1853      MR GAURAO DAMODHAR TAKIT 

1854      MR DNYANESHWAR VISHWANATH UJJANKAR 

1855      MR REVTIKANT MANOHAR HINGE 

1856      MR DHANANJAY KALICHARAN KISAN 

1857      MR JAYDEO MANRAJ KHANDATE 

1858      MR AMOL RAMESH KHAJURIYA 

1868.     MR NITIN KRUSHNAJI Agarkar 

1869.     MR MAHEESH BHASKAR WALAKE 

1871       MR TUSHAR DEEPAK RAMTEKE 

1872       KU PALLAVI FATTUJI GOTEGODE 

1873       KU ROSHANI GHANSHAM KHAJURE 

1874       KU SIMRAN DILIP NIKHARE 

1875       MR PRABHAKAR BALIRAM HAJARE 

1887       MR ATUL RATIRAM PIMPALKAR 

1888        MR SURAJ PRAMOD SAHARE 

1889        MR CHIRAG PRAKASHRAO KAREMORE 

1890.     MR NIRANKUSH VETAN MESHRAM 

1897      KU SIMRAN NARESH BHIVGADE 

1898      KU DIPALI KISNAJI BORJE 

1899      MR AKSHAY RAJU HATEWAR 

1900      MR RAJAT DEVIDAS BAHADURE 

1906      MR DESHRAM VINOD SAHU 

1907      MR RUTWIK PURUSHOTTAM MENDHEKAR 



1908      MR NIVRUTTI KASHIRAM GORE  

1909      MR PRATIK RAJKUMAR NIKOSE 

1910      MR PRATIK PRAKASH KHAIRKAR 

1911      MR SAGAR SUDHAKAR AMBATKAR 

1912      MR ANKUSH KHUSHAL SAKHARKAR 

1913      MR NEHAL RAMCHANDRJI SHENDE 

1914      MR KISHOR SAKHARAM TARAM 

2008      MR PRATIK ANIL PAGADE  

2009      MR SANDIP LULA MADAVI 

2010      KU SONALI SUDHANSHU MALLIK 

2011      MR GOKULDAS DNYANESHWAR THKARE 

2012      KU RITU NARSU MARASKOLHE 

2013      MR RAJANLAL DESHLAL JAMKATE 

2014      KU KANCHAN RAJKUMAR MOUNDEKAR 

2015      KU ABOLEE RAJU SHANKHADARWAR 

2016      KU SHUBHANGI SUBHASH BHONGADE 

2017      KU MEENA BHOJRAJ THAKRE 

2033      KU YOGITA SOMAJI NAROTE 

2034      KU MADHURI ANANDRAO NAROTE 

2035      MR SUSHIL NANAJI DODAKE  

 2036     KU SHALINI SHIVSAJAN AGRE 

2037      MR RITIK DILIP BHAGAT 

2045      MR SIDHANT MAHENDRA KHOBRAGADE 

2049      MR ASHIK PARDESHI DHURVE 



2055      MR ANIKET GIRIDHAR MADAVI 

2056       MR PRANAV ARVIND GOREGAONKAR 

2057      MR PRAVIN DINESH THAKARE 

2070      MR ASHIK MOHANLAL BHOYAR 

2071      MR NILESH RAMPRASAD UIKEY 

2072      KU DIVYA SURESH PARADHI 

2073      MR YATEESH UMESH GONNADE 

2074      MR VYANKAT RAJKUMAR KOROTE 

2075      MR ASHIK CHINNU PADA 

2076      MR SHUBHAM GHANSHYAM AMBULE 

2083      KU SONAL BABAN DHURVE 

2084       KU MRUNALI DNYANESHWAR DHABEKAR 

2085      MR PRAFULLA BHIMRAO CHAOHA 

 

 

 

 

 



B.A. IST YEAR 

2018-19 
ROLL NO.           NAME 

1603                      Shweta Bhendare 

1614                     Akash Choudhari 

1637                     Rohit Uikey 

1638                     Ashok Gawade 

1644                     Pranali Fule 

1646                    Dhanlaxmi Kohad 

1665                    Atul Giri 

1674                    Ravi Dhakne 

1675                    Roshan Kapse 

1681                   Ajinkya Uchke 

1682                   Jyoti Padate 

1686                   Akash Kale 

1691                    Chetan Bhagat 

1803                    Chetan Tumareti 



1806                    Surabhi Darlinge 

1815                    Nikita Ramteke 

1820                    Pradip Halami 

1825                     Ashwini Nannaware 

1829                    Prajakta Gokhale 

1831                      Pawan Lanjewar 

1832                      Mamata Vyawhare 

1836                      Dhawalkumar Hatewar 

1840                     Anukrosh Hemne 

1841                     Mayur Giri 

1848                    Manoj Ambale 

1852                    Prashant Dhone 

1856                   Saurabh Gadkari 

1858                   Kamal Usendi 

1859                   Himanshu Randive 

1861                   Chhagan Fulzele 

1866                   Vishal Shastrakar 

1867                    Mayuri Kashyap 

1875                    Badal Selokar 



1899                    Sajid Sheikh 

1902                    Hemalata Salame 

1903                   Harshal Udapure 

1913                   Shalini Sakhale 

1914                  Dhanashri Kawale 

1919                 Himani Kale 

2002                Ashish Puri 

2003                    Hemant Shahu 

2004                     Nilesh Sahu 

2011                      Naresh Bogami 

2014                      Shubham Ganvir 

2023                       Krupshali Badonkar 

2053                       Kanchan Chhori 

2097                       Vaishnavi Dhosewan 

2098                       Vaibhav Salame 

2099                       Priyanka Kumbhalkar 

2100                        Gouri Wadekar 

1615      AJAY INGLE 

1617      ABHILASHA HEDAU 



1619      ASHWINI BARAPATRE 

1621      DIPAK SAWARKAR 

1622      RAHUL DHARMIK 

1630       NISHA LAROKAR 

1636      ROSHAN TEKAM 

1640      HARSHAL SHENDE 

1645      PRAKASH BHOYAR 

1648      PARINITA KSHIRSAGAR 

1656      DURGESH KHEDKAR 

1661      JITENDRA CHUAHAN 

1682      JYOTI PARATE 

1688      MAYUR DORLIKAR 

1693     PRANALI SHEWDE             

 

 

 

 

 



B.A. IST YEAR 

2019-20 
1601 RUPALI RAJENDRARAO YENASKAR 

1802 ABHISHEK BALIRAM DHURVE 

1803 ROSHAN CHANDAN INWATE 

1900 SHUBHAM JIVAN DHURVE 

1804 MANISH GAJANAN FUNNE 

1805 PINKI LAXMAN HEDAU 

1806 ABHISHEK SHIVPRASAD KUMBHRE 

1807 VIKAS HEMRAJ SONGED 

1808 MANOJ BANSI CHAWAR 

1809 URMILA DEVAJI KOHAD 

1810 NISHANT RAVINDRA NINDEKAR 

1811 ISHA VITTHAL MOUNDEKAR 

1812 ABHISHEK CHANDRAKANT KIRNAPURE 

1813 VAIBHAV ASHOK RAKHUNDE 

1602 RITESH PARMESHWAR PIPARHETE 

 1815 RITIK RAJU KHANDARE 

1816 RUPESH VISHWANATH KUMARE 

1817 ABHISHEK ASHOK BORKAR 

1818 SAMIR UDARAM USENDI 



1819 NARESH SURAJLAL BHALAVI 

1820 MUNESHWAR AKATRAM SORI 

1603 MANOJ SURENDRA NANDANWAR 

1821 CHETAN EKNATH KODAP 

1822 PRASHANT SURESH KAMBLE 

1604 SHUBHAM ASHOK SURKAR 

1605 PRANAY MULCHAND ZANZAD  

1607 NIKHIL VINAYAK MANDAOKAR 

1823 SHUBHAM BANDU BELPADE 

1824 PRAFUL LAXMIKANT UMREDKAR 

1825 PRANALI KISHOR UMREDKAR 

1826 AMAN RAMKUMAR SHAHU 

1827 AMIT KAILASH DHENGE 

1828 VISHAL RAMESH SHENDE 

1608 AKSHAY ANIL WAHANE 

1609 SHUBHAM MADHUKAR KALBANDE 

1829 RAKESH RAJHANS ZANZAD 

1830 HEMANT DAYARAM ZANZAD 

1831 SAHIL KAILAS DHANDE 

1610 NIKHIL HIRALAL SELOKAR 

1832 KRUNAL ANIL TALWARE 

1833 VIKAS SEVAKRAM BURDE 

1834 PARVEJ SAMI KURESHI 

1611 VILASH ANIKLAL DAMAHE 



1612 KARAN SANJAY ZANZAD 

1835 KUNAL SURESH SAWALKAR 

1836 PRAJWAL KOTHIRAMJI DESHMUKH 

1837 SOURABH FULCHAND ZALPURE  

1838 APEKSHA ARJUN KOTHEKAR 

1838 PIYUSH BALAJI BHAGAT 

1840 PRADIP SUKRAM SHENDE 

1613 ASHWIN HIRAMAN KAMLE 

1841 PRINAL MANOHAR RAUT 

1889 SWATI MAROTI NIKHARE 

1842 MAYUR BALIRAM MARWADE 

1843 UJWAL SUKRAM BORKAR 

1614 ROHIT RAMPRASAD YADAV 

1899 KIRAN KRISHNA JUNANKAR 

1844 VISHAL BHAIYYA ISHWARKAR 

1897 ASHISH GAJANAN BHARADKAR 

1615 UMESH SURESH KAMTHE 

1845 PRAFUL SHIVBAL KUMBHARE 

1847 KAPIL ASHOK RAHATE 

1848 TEJAS RAJENDRA WANDHARE 

1849 DHANASHRI CHANDRAKANT KHAPEKAR 

1850 ANAMIKA SUBHASH PRADHAN 

1904 VAIBHAV PRALHAD ISHWARKAR 

1851 NAMIT KIRAN BARDE 



1852 SAMIKSHA SATISH WANJARI 

1853 PAYAL RAJESH BHURALE 

1854 JAWAHAR RAVINDRA BHANARE 

1855 TEJAS PRAMOD CHAVAN 

1856 HARSH DNYANESHWAR MADKE 

1857 SWAPNIL DEVRAO WARTHI 

1858 TUSHAR NAMDEO UIKEY 

1617 AMAN SURESHRAO THATE 

1859 GAURAV SITARAM VAIDYA 

1860 RANJIT HEMLAL DUDHANAG 

1861 ROSHAN PANDURANG MESHRAM 

1862 PAYAL VINOD PARATE 

1863 RAHUL NANAJI HALAMI 

1864 OMPRAKASH BABAN KHEDEKAR 

1865 CHANDRASHEKHAR WASUDEO MANDAWKAR 

1866 PRATIK SANJAY SAWALKAR 

1867 SHUBHAM INDRAKUMAR TUPKAR 

1868 SNEHA ARUNPANT SALKAR 

1869 SWATI CHARANDAS BEHARE 

1870 DNYANESHWAR PUNJAJI FOPSE 

1871 PRADIP PANDURANG BORKAR 

1872 CHANDRASHEKHAR MAHENDRA BHURLE 

1873 VYAS SANJAY NAGWANSHI 

1874 GAURAV RAMKRUSHNA YEOLEKAR 



1875 ISHA MANOHAR GAJBHIYE 

1876 AKASH GAJANAN MAKDE 

1877 HARISH RAJENDRA GHOSHIKAR 

1878 ATHARVA VIJAYRAO BURADKAR 

1618 ROSHAN RAJENDRAKUMAR ZADE 

2001 NIKITA MAHENDRA POTHARE 

1879 MUKESH SURAJLAL NANDANWAR 

2002 SHUBHAM LAXMAN NAGPURE 

1880 ASHISH BALIRAM MESHRAM 

1619 MAYUR RAJENDRA SHENDRE 

1881 DHANU ARUN KUMBHARE 

1882 GAURAV SURESH NAYAK 

2003 MAHESH ESHWAR HICHAMI 

1883 CHETAN DILIP KATARE  

2004 VILAS MAHARU GAWADE 

2005 ROSHANI DURYODHAN WADHAI 

2006 AKSHAY TULSHIRAM KORETI 

2007 KARAN RAMBHAU BANTE 

2008 ASHVINI VINAYAK BHUSKUTE 

2009 RAHUL RAMESHWAR DARRO 

1620 TUSHAR PURUSHOTTAM KHANORKAR 

1884 RAHUL BANDU KUMRE 

1885 KRUNAL SHRIKRISHNA MATE 

1621 ROHINI MURLIDHAR KAWALE 



2011 TANISHA ATUL MESHRAM 

1886 ABHIJEET VISHWAS GEDAM 

1622 BANSILAL FAKIRA JIBHKATE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Since 2020-21 Whatsapp groups of teachers and 

students have been formed, soft copy of study material 

was shared on B. A. and B. Com. Groups. Screenshots 

of whatsapp groups are shared below -   
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B.COM. IST YEAR 

2017-18 
 

5401     Ku Tejashri S Bhange  

5402     ku  Punam  Purhe 

5404     Mr Akash Chule 

 5406    Ku. Kiran Chaudhary 

5411     AKASH UMREDKAR 

5412     HITESH DEOGHARE 

5414     YOGESH BHONGADE 

5416     RAGINI YELKAR 

5418     BHAGYASHREE SIRSIKAR 

5421     SIMRAN UMATHE 

5424     PRANAY SHINDE 

5428     DIKSHA RAUT 

5430     DIKSHA KARNURE 

5432     ATUL TAKLIKAR 



5432    PUJA WAKODIKAR 

5436    SAKSHI NAKOD 

5441    SHUBHANGI CHANDEKAR 

5449    PRASHANT PARDIKAR 

5450    SAGAR KUMBHARE 

5452    AKSHAY WAKADE 

5455    KRUTIKA POKALE 

5459    KUNDAN HEKANE 

5461    PUJA GEDAM 

5470    PRIYANKA THAKARE 

5469   UJWALA DATIR 

5474   MAYUR KUHIKAR 

5476   HEMANT NANDANWAR 

5478   JAGRUTI ARMARKAR 

5479   MINAKSHI BOKADE 

5482   PRACHITA DEKATE 

5483   SAKSHI GEDAM 

5486   PUJA ROKADE 

5488   PUJA BOKADE 

5489   AISHWARYA BHANUSE 

5490   LOKESH KHAPEKAR 



5494    SONALI SHELWATKAR 

5495   PRAGATI KAREMORE 

5496   MAMATA HEDAU 

5497   DIVYA MOHULE 

5498   PRANAY KHADAGI 

5499   TANMAY KAWALE 

5500   TANVIR KAWALE 

5505   MAYUR KHAPRE 

5507   KALYANI GATTAWAR 

5508   RIYA REKWAR 

5509   MONICA SHRAVENKAR 

5510   NILESH DHARMIK 

5511   PRAFUL UMREDKAR 

5513   DIPALI KALKAR 

5514   DURGESHWARI SALOTKAR 

5515   NITESHWARI SAWWASAKADE 

5516   NISHA PATLE 

5517   PAYAL BARAHATE 

 

 

 



B.COM. IST YEAR 

2018-19 
5404    TANUJA LASUNTE 

5405     SUSHMA SHERKURE 

5406    HARSHADA KODAPE 

5407    MAHESH WAKODIKAR 

5408     HIMANSHU BHANDARKAR 

5409    NISHANT KAWALE 

5412     SAKSHI WALAKE 

5413    AVANTIKA WADEKAR 

5416    ASTIK BORKAR 

5417    VIASHNAVI PAUNIKAR 

5418    MINAKSHI PAUNIKAR 

5419   LINKITA MOHADIKAR 

5420    JYOTI BARAPATRE 

5421    NEHA SHENDE 

5424    ROHIT UMATHE 

5425    VISHAKHA KURVE 



5433    ROSHAN TOPRE 

5434    DIPTI YEWALEKAR 

5438    HARSHAD DHURVE 

5439    AKASH JAGDALE 

5440    RUPALI DHAKATE 

5442    MADHURI DHAKATE 

5445    NITIN LIKHAR 

5446    ISHIKA CHAVHAN 

5447    NAMRATA PANDHARE 

5448    LALIT KAMBLE 

5451    MANGESH PAUNIKAR 

5452    LAKSHMI NIMJE 

5454    GAURAV PENDAM 

5456    AKSHAY URKUDE 

5458     KIRTI DEKATE 

5459    NEHA WADIGHARE 

5462    SAGAR GAYAKWAD 

5463    TUSHAR GOUR 

5464    SHITAL NNIKULE 

5466    DIKSHA RAUT 

5467    ROHIT SHINDEKAR 



5468    PRAVIN KHADGI 

5470    VED KULKARNI 

5471    GAURAV YELKAR 

5473    AMIT BALLIGWAR 

5477    AKANSHA AMBADE 

5480    RUTIK HEDAU 

5482    SHASHANK PAUNIKAR 

5486    SHEWTA BHASANE 

5487    PRIYANKA NAVLAKHE 

5488    MANISH VINDANE 

5489    AKASH URKUDE 

5495     BHARATI TARANEKEAR 

5496     RINKI PARATE 

5498    KISHOR MALODE 

5500    RITU GAHUKAR 

5501    JAYASHRI KALAMKAR 

5502    ASHWINI PATIL 

5509    DINESH DHOPATE  

5516    SUHAS KIRNAPURE 

 



B.COM. IST YEAR 

2019-20 
5401    SHRAVANI UMATHE 

5403    SANJANA KUMBHARE 

5405    KARUNA UMATHE 

5407    SNEHA UMATHE 

5410    SANDESH PAUNIKAR 

5411    AKANSHA PAUNIKAR 

5412    SNEHA HEADU 

5413    ANIKET CHAPEKAR 

5415    DIMPLE WANKAR 

5419    PRIYANKA NIKHARE 

5420    KAMAL DHAKATE 

5421    DIPALI GOKHALE 

5422    SAHIL BHANARKAR 

5424    PAYAL ARIKAR 

5425    MANISHA GONDANE 

5427    ARATI HINGANIKAR 



5431    HARSH DESHPANDE 

5433    ROHIT CHAWAKE 

5434    NILESH MESHRAM 

5438    NIKITA DONGARE 

5442    MOHINI NANDANWAR 

5444    PRIYANKA BOKDE 

5445    PUJA NIMJE 

5446    SNEHAL BHANUSE 

5448    SAKSHI KAMBLE 

5449     SAGAR TINGNE 

5450    DHIRAJ LAHANE 

5453    SAGAR PAUNIKAR 

5454    SHETANA BURDE 

5455    TANUSHRI MOTGHARE 

5457    AYUSH NIKHADE 

5459   LOKESH SAWWASHERE 

5460    NEHA CHAUDHARY 

5467    SAGAR MOURYA 

548    SAMIKSHA BORIKAR 

5469    ACHAL GULABE 

5472    AKANSHA WANKHEDE 



5474    SANKET KADU 

5475    KUNAL MASURKAR 

5476    ASHWINI KOLHE 

5477    GAURAV NAGPURE 

5478    ACHAL MARWADE 

5482    PALLLAVI TAMBEKAR 

5484    ASHWINI PARATE 

5485    RAHUL KHAPEKAR 

5487    GAURAV PENDAM 

5491    ANIKET KAREMORE 

5492    MOHIT NAKHATE 

5495    YOGESH RAMTEKKAR 

5496    ROHINI GADALWAR 

5497    PRANAY RAUT 

5499    MAYUR KUMBHARE 

5500    MUKESH SAWARKAR 

5501    VEDANG UPAGADE 

 

 



B.A. IST YEAR WHATS APP GROUP 

2021-22 SCREENSHOTS 
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STUDY MATERIAL 

 

GRAMMAR 
ESSAYS 

           

1. 

INDIAN FARMER 

 

   India is an agriculture country. Over seventy percent of the Indian population 

depends on agriculture. Agriculture is the backbone of Indian economy.  

    Farmer lives in village. He works hard in the field with his wife and children. 

His life is very simple. When sun rises, he goes to his field with his plough and 

bullocks. He works with honesty. In the evening he returns home. He sings bhajans 

with other villagers in a temple in the evening.  

    In different seasons he does different works. He normally takes two crops: kharif 

and rabbi. 

    Today Indian farmer is in poor condition. He needs good seeds, fertilizers and 

pesticides. They are very costly. So he takes loan. But many a times because of 

low rainfall or pests his crop is destroyed. He cannot repay loan. Then he commits 

suicide. If crop is good, he doesn't get good market rate. Many a times in anger he 

throws away crops like onion, tur daal on the street. He remains poor in his life. 

Government should take necessary actions so farmers can live respectable life. 

 

                           



2. 

MOBILE PHONES: A BLESSING OR A CURSE 

 

'Anyone, anywhere, anytime' is the mantra of mobile phones. We cannot imagine 

our lives without mobile phone. It has become almost our extended body part. 

Mobile phone is the wonder gadget.  

 

   Mobile phones are available in various sizes. There is tough competition in 

mobile companies to capture the market. So, you can not only send sms and talk on 

the phone but also listen to music, take photos and send mails. Latest models come 

with good camera, radio, music, voice mail, calculator, clock, dictionary etc. With 

this wonder gadget you can book railway ticket or cinema ticket, buy things online 

or check your bank account. 

 

     But the mobile phones have their limitations also. Mobile phones are very 

costly. You have to buy recharge.  

 

      People use mobile phones while driving. This is very dangerous. People use 

mobile phones during meeting, programmes or a lecture. People are addicted to 

whatsapp and facebook and games. They are addicted to mobile phones and do not 

talk with their family members and friends. 

 

       Thus, mobile phone is very useful in the time of need and necessity, but we 

must use it sensibly. 

 

 

                        



 

3. 

Unemployment 

 

One of the greatest problems in India is unemployment. It is surprising that even 

after sixty years of independence, India remains a country with millions of 

unemployed. No wonder, India is still a poor country. A large number of people 

live below poverty line. Small countries like Japan, Singapore made tremendous 

progress. Yet an average Indian still finds it hard to meet both ends. 

    Population explosion is the main reason of unemployment. We make progress, 

but with increasing population there are problems of unemployment and poverty. 

Unplanned development, lack of vision, laziness in Indians have contributed to this 

problem. 

     Unemployment is a problem in cities as well as villages. Farmers in villages 

still depend upon rains. They don't know modern methods of farming. They have 

no work for six months. Their families live in poverty. 

     In cities millions of graduate youths are unemployed. Wherever they go they 

see the board of "no vacancy" and return disappointed. On the other hand millions 

of young men are underemployed. Imagine an engineer working as a typist in a 

private company! Competition is so tough that young men take up the job they get.  

    Some unemployed turn to crime. They become anti-social because they don't 

have money. They take to looting and robbery. These keep them busy. They also 

engage in gambling, drug-trafficking, kidnapping and cheating. They turn out to be 

a great problem in society.  

     In order to overcome the evil of unemployment, population control on a war 

footing is very necessary. Proper economic planning is necessary. New jobs should 

be created. Education should be job-oriented. Financial help should be given to 

young persons starting a new business. When an individual grows, nation grows. 

 



 

4. 

Population Explosion 

 

There are many problems in India. Unemployment, illetaracy, poverty, etc. The 

root cause of these problems is population explosion. Our population is above 100 

crore. We are the second largest populated country. The population increase by 16 

crore every year. The total population of Australia is 16 crore. It means one 

Australia is added in India each year. In India a child is born in every two seconds. 

    It is a big task to provide food, shelter,clothing, education, employment and 

health facilities to such large population. We make progress, but with increasing 

population there are problems of unemployment and poverty.In order to overcome 

the evil of poverty and  unemployment, population control on a war footing is very 

necessary. 

     The causes of population explosion are many. The people in our country, 

specially villagers are superstitious and ignorant. They think that it is sin to abort a 

child. They don't believe in birth control and family planning. They think that they 

need children for farm work and earning money. Because of medical facilities 

death rate has decreased and birth rate increased.  

      In order to check population explosion, we should educate people about family 

planning. They should know the advantages of small family. Illiteracy and 

ignorance should be removed completely.  

     There is no short cut to solve this problem. Continued efforts for a long period 

of time will give good results. 

 

### 

 

 



 

UNSEEN PASSAGE 

                                                        # 1. # 

 

one day a king had a misfortune. he cut off one of him fingers by accident . When 

his minister came,the king showed him his bleeding hand and exclaimed, "see what 

I have done!" The  

minister was a very jolly person. With a smile on his face he replied, “sir ,it is all 

for the best.” “all for the best ?what do you mean?” exclaimed the king.“i cut off 

my finger and you say ,‘it is all for the best.’ Go away! Never let me see you 

again.” 

     A few days later,the king went hunting alone. The king hunted all the day. In 

the evening he lay beneath a tree and fell asleep.while he was asleep,a lion came 

there. The king had lost one of the fingers. so the lion smelt him, and went away. 

The minister’s words proved to be true. 

 

Questions 

1.what misfortune happened to the king ? 

2.how did his minister react to the king’s misfortune ? 

3.why did the king not take his minister with when he went hunting ? 

4.what happened when the king was sleeping ? 

5.why did the lion not kill him ? 

 

 

                 



 

                                                   #  2. # 

 

Socrates taught that "man who is master of himself is truly free". By being master 

of oneself he meant first knowing oneself, one's faults and weaknesses and one's 

good point's, without making any pretence and without being vain, and then being 

able to control oneself. This knowledge of himself was what helped a man to be 

courageous, and the courageous man has very important sort of freedom from fear. 

Socrates himself , because he was not Afriad of the consequences always felt free 

might make him with the powerful people in Athens. 

       No wonder all his pupils loved Socrates. But he made some dangerous 

enemies by his strange ways of teaching and asking p 

Questions.some of the rulers in Athens did not like people to be encouraged to ask 

questions for fear they would begin asking questions about what their rulers were 

doing.so they accused Socrates of teaching young men wicked things and leading 

them to throw off their religion.this was false, for in fact Socrates was a very 

religious man.At last his enemies had him arrested,and he was condemned to 

death. 

Questions 

1.what kind of man truly free , according to Socrates ? 

2.how did Socrates have enemies? 

3.why did some rulers dislike people to be encouraged to ask questions. 

4.what was Socrates accused of. 

5.how can it be said that the accusations was false? 

 

                

 



 

# 3 # 

 

This is the story of a man who thought that he had the right to do whatever he 

liked. One day, this gentleman was walking along a busy road, spinning his 

walking-stick round and round in his hand, and was trying to look important. A 

man walking behind him objected. 

“You ought not to spin your walking-stick round and round like that!” he said. 

“I am free to do what I like with my walking-stick,” argued the gentleman. 

‘Of course, you are,” said the other man, “but you ought to know that your 

freedom ends where my nose begins.” 

The story tells us that we can enjoy our rights and our freedom only if they do not 

interfere with other people’s rights and freedom. 

 

A. Answer the following questions. 

Questions: 

1. Why was the gentleman on the road moving his walking stick round and round? 

2. Who objected to his behaviour? 

3. What argument did the gentleman give? 

4. Was the other satisfied with argument? 

5. What did he say in reply? 

 

 

 



 

# 4 # 

 

We must do all we can to stop conflicts and civil war. Most conflicts happen in 

poor countries, especially which are badly governed or where power and wealth 

are not distributed fairly between different tribal or religious groups. So the best 

way to check fighting is to make a political arrangement in which all groups have 

their representatives. The need is to ensure human rights and economic 

development of all. 

The next fundamental freedom is one that is not mentioned in the UN charter. In 

1945, the leaders could not imagine that such a situation would arise. That is the 

freedom of future generations to live on this planet. 

Even now many of us have not understood its importance. We are using up the 

limited resources for our present use. We are over using and even wasting them. 

We are, in fact, robbing our children of their right to live. 

We must preserve our forests, fisheries and wildlife. All of these are collapsing 

because of our own habit of consuming or destroying them. 

 

Answer the following questions briefly: 

(a) Why do most conflicts happen in poor countries? 

(b) What is the best way to check conflicts? 

(c) What is meant by ‘the freedom of future generations to live’? 

(d) How are we robbing our children of their basic right? 

(e) What must we preserve for our children? 

 

Аnswers: 



(a) Most conflicts happen in poor countries because they are generally badly 

governed. 

(b) The best way to check conflicts is to make a political arrangement in which all 

groups have their representatives. 

(c) It means- the right of the coming generation to live. 

(d) We are using up the limited resources for our present use. Thus, we are doing 

injustice to the future generations. 

(e) We must save our forest and fisheries for use by our great grandchildren. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. 

 

 On the one hand the cinema is a source of entertainment. On the other it is also a 

source of knowledge and information. Films satisfy all the sections of people and 

their different tastes. 

There are religious movies and historical movies. They recreate the past, the old 

culture and lifestyle. Social films spread awareness about social evils of dowry, 

casteism and communal feelings. Some films expose the corruption in high places 

among the policemen and the citizens. 

Answer the following questions briefly: 

(a) Why is cinema so much popular? 

(b) How can you say that the cinema industry has made rapid progress after 

independence? 

(c) Why are tickets often sold in the black market? 

(d) Mention two advantages of cinema. 

(e) What is the main purpose of making social films? 

 

 Answers 

(a) Cinema is so much popular because it is the cheapest means of recreation. It is 

a good posture. 

(b) Earlier there were silent, and black and white movies. Now we are dazzled by 

the colours in the movies. One can see big posters on the wall of cities and towns. 

(c) Tickets are often sold in the black market because there is always a huge rush 

before the booking windows. 

(d) 

• Cinema is a source of entertainment. 



• It is also a source of knowledge and information. 

(e) The main purpose of making social films is to spread awareness about social 

evils of dowry, casteism and communal feelings. 

 

# 6 # 

Food can maintain and save life. It can destroy life as well. Proper food serves as 

medicine, improper food works as poison. A little care about the quality and 

quantity of food will keep us healthy and happy. If we go about eating all sorts of 

things, we shall become sick. 

We take pride in calling ourselves civilized. Being sensible means to know the 

difference between good and bad, right and wrong. It will not do to become slaves 

to our tongue or taste. Even cattle, birds and beasts eat only what is best for their 

body. 

We mostly eat processed food and refined sugar. We pay heavily for junk food, for 

Chinese dishes or deep fried snacks. As a result we catch diseases. We have drifted 

away from mother nature. We laugh at the rules of hygiene, healthy diet and the 

advice of our elders. This has given rise to diabetes. 

We offer chocolates, cakes and ice creams too often to our children. We also attend 

parties or dine out every day. This way we invite obesity and diabetes. 

 

Questions: 

Answer the following questions briefly: 

(a) What are the functions of food? 

(b) What is meant by ‘improper food’? 

(c) What does ‘civilised life’ imply? 

(d) Explain: We have drifted away from nature. 

(e) How does modem life style and food habits affect us? 



Find words from the passage that mean the same as: 

(a) being fat 

(b) cleanliness 

 

Answers: 

(a) Food maintains and saves life. 

(b) Food which is of poor quality and has harmful effect on the body. 

(c) Being civilised means – to know what is right and what is wrong. 

(d) Our lifestyle has pushed us away from nature. 

(e) We don’t follow the rules of hygiene and healthy diet. We eat processed, fried 

or junk food. 

2. (a) obesity              (b) hygiene 

https://www.cbsetuts.com/cbse-class-6-english-reading-skills-reading-iii/ 
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Antonyms 

PREFIXES  

regular × irregular  

possible × impossible  

able × unable  

legal × illegal  

 

prefix  pre  fix  

suffix suf fix  

Prefixes to make antonyms  -  

IR IL IM  IN UN MIS DIS = Not 

MIS  = wrong  

understand × misunderstand 

समज × गैरसमज 

 behave × misbehave 

वर्तन × गैरवर्तन 

adventure misadventure 

धाडस × चुकीचे धाडस 

 

DIS 

Agree × disagree  

allowed disallowed  

appear disappear  



honour × dishonour  

obey × disobey 

 like × dislike  

please × displease 

 

 Non = not  

sense × nonsense  

stop × non-stop  

violence ×non-violence  

metal × non-metal  

profit × nonprofit  

 

IL not 

Legal × illegal  

logical × illogical  

literate × illiterate 

 

IM = Not 

Balance × imbalance  

mortal  × immortal  

mobile × immobile  

possible × impossible  

moral × immoral  

pure × impure  

patient × impatient 

 

IN = Not 

Ability × inability   



active × inactive  

animate × inanimate  

accurate × inaccurate  

attentive × inattentative  

definite × indefinite  

effective × ineffective  

justice × injustice  

sensible × insensible  

stability × instability  

sufficient × insufficient  

visible × invisible  

 

UN = Not 

armed × unarmed 

Wise × unwise  

social × unsocial  

common × uncommon  

fit × unfit misfit  

fortunate × unfortunate  

conscious × unconscious  

controlled × uncontrolled  

pleasant × unpleasant  

popular × unpopular 

 

************* 

 

Absent × present  

accept × reject, refuse  



addition × subtraction  

alien × native  

allow × forbid, disallow  

angel × devil  

artificial × natural  

attack × defence  

attract × distract  

beautiful × ugly  

begin × end  

belief  × disbelief, doubt  

blessing  × curse  

blunt × sharp  

bold × timid  

bonafide × malafide  

borrow × lend  

brave × coward  

busy × idle  

careful × careless  

certain × uncertain  

cheap × costly  

cheerful × gloomy  

clean × dirty  

clever × stupid  

comedy × tragedy  

correct  × incorrect  

create × destroy  

credit discredit debit  

cruel × kind 



crude × refined  

danger × safety  

dark  × light  

dawn × dusk  

decent × indecent  

decrease × increase  

deduction × induction 

deep × shallow  

deposit × withdraw  

depreciate × appreciate  

despair × hope  

destruct × construct  

domestic ×wild  

dull × bright  

early × late  

earn × spend  

employer × employee  

encourage × discourage  

entrance × exit  

equality × inequality  

examiner × examinee  

exclude × include  

exterior × interior  

external × internal  

ordinary × extraordinary  

facility × difficulty  

fact × lie  

failure × success  



false × true  

faithful × unfaithfull  

famous × infamous  

familiar × unfamiliar strange  

famous × unknown  

fast × slow  

fearful × fearless  

fertile × infertile  

for ×against  

foreign × native  

forget × remember  

forgiveness × revenge  

freedom slavery  

fresh × stale  

friend × enemy  

front × back  

general × particular  

full × empty 

General × particular  

gratitude × ingratitude  

guest × host  

happiness ×sadness  

hard × soft  

Harsh × gentle  

hate × love  

head × tail foot  

heaven × hell earth  

heavy × light  



high × low  

idle × busy  

ill × well  

import × export  

important × unimportant 

in × out  

include × exclude  

inferior × superior  

joy × sadness  

junior × senior  

just × unjust  

laugh × cry  

leader × follower  

loose × tight  

loud × low  

major × minor  

majority × minority 

Male × female  

masculine × feminine  

master × servant  

maximum × minimum  

miser × spendthrift  

monogamy × polygamy  

narrow × broad  

Negative × positive  

new × old  

objective × subjective  

odd × even  



on off  

offensive × defensive  

offer × refuse  

often × seldom  

open × shut close   

optimism × pessimism  

optional × compulsory  

oral × written  

pain × pleasure  

part whole  

patriot × traitor  

war × peace  

permanent × temporary  

permit × prohibit  

polite × impolite  

poor × rich  

reward × punish  

right × wrong  

ripe × raw  

Rise × fall  

rough × smooth  

rude × polite  

safety × danger  

sane × insane  

smart × dull  

smile × cry  

sympathetic × unsympathetic sympathy × antipathy  

upper × lower 



 

https://youtu.be/9O4jGeSAByE 

 

https://www.eslbuzz.com/antonym-list-using-mis-dis-un-im-in-prefixes/ 

 

https://youtu.be/lPtgQW3ryyk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STUDY MATERIAL 

FOR B.A. IST 

SEMESTER  

2017-18 to 2019-20 
 

UNIT I 

In Sahyadri Hills, a Lesson in Humility 

 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. Look up a map for the Sahyadri Hills. Where is it situated? 

A. The Sahyadri mountains run along the western coast of India. 

2. Who are the Thandas? 

A. The Thandas are tribes that live in the Sahyadri hills. 

3. Why were the Thanda people reluctant to talk to the writer? 

A. Sudha Murthy was an outsider and thus the Thanda people were reluctant to talk 

to her. 

4. What gifts did Murthy bring when she came in the winter? 

A. Murthy brought umbrellas and cloth when she came in the winter. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. Discuss the relevance of the title of the piece. 

   OR 

What is the author’s attitude towards the tribal community she encounters? Does 

she change it as the narrative progresses? 

   OR 

‘There is grad in accepting also.’ Explain this statement in the context of the story. 



 

A. Sudha Murthy went to a remote and poor village in the Sahyadri hills. There she 

visited a school which had no facilities. She decided to help them by donating 

umbrellas and cloth for the students. When she went with those things, the 

community leader refused to take her help until she also accepted something 

from him. Murthy was very touched that those poor people were so cultured that 

they didn’t take anything until they could give. 

 

2. Who is Thandappa? What is his importance in the tribal community? 

A. A Thanda is a community of tribal people who live in the Sahyadri hills. A 

Thandappa is the eldest member of the tribe. He is considered very important as 

he takes decisions for his tribe and the tribe has to obey him. He is considered 

almost a living God and all are beholden to him. He practices all the customs 

taught to him in his childhood and everyone follows him. 

 

3. What change in the landscape observe when Murthy came for the second time? 

A. When Murthy returned to the tribal village in the Sahyadri hills for the second 

time, the rains were gone. It was now winter season. So there was no mud and 

no frogs were croaking. It was a complete change from the first time. The sky 

was clear. It was so beautiful that Murthy says it was like paradise. Many rare 

flowers had bloomed. Birds were chirping. The atmosphere was really 

wonderful. 

 

4. ‘The children wanted to learn about computers in Kannada language. What does 

this tell you about their mindset? 

A. The tribal village that Murthy visited was very poor and the school had no 

facilities. The children there had never even seen computers in real life. They 

had only seen it on TV. But still they wanted to learn about computers. This 

means that although the children came from very poor families, and even the 

school was too poor to teach them computers, they still dreamed of a better life. 

They wanted to learn modern technology and get ahead in life. 

 

 

Uncle Podger Hangs a Picture 

 

Very short answer questions: 

1. What did Uncle Podger ask his wife not to worry about? 

A. Uncle Podger asked his wife not to worry about hanging a picture. 

 

2. What did Mr. Podger send his daughter out for? 



A. Mr. Podger sent his daughter to buy nails. 

 

3. Why was Uncle Podger unable to find his handkerchief? 

A. Uncle Podger was unable to find his handkerchief because he had kept it in his 

coat pocket and forgotten where he had kept his coat.  

 

4. When did Mr. Podger call all the others a fool? 

A. Mr. Podger called all the others a fool when nobody could find the exact spot 

marked to hang the picture. 

 

5. Finally, around what time did the picture go up on the wall? 

A. The picture finally went up around midnight. 

 

 

Short answer questions: 

1. From the hints given in the story, find out how many people lived in Uncle 

Podger’s house. 

2. List the accessories and tools that Uncle Podger needed/used to hang the 

picture. 

3. Is Uncle Podger accident-prone? Give examples. 

4. What was Uncle Podger’s wife’s reaction to all the commotion? 

5. Did Uncle Podger finally manage to hang the picture? Could his efforts be 

termed a success? Defend your answer with evidence from the text. 

6. Write a character sketch of Uncle Podger. 

7. What is the attitude of the author to the nature and habits of Uncle Podger? 

How can you tell? 

8. Describe how the whole family got involved in putting up the picture. 

 

For all the above questions, you can write the following answer: 

There were about 7-8 people living in Uncle Podger’s house and he would engage 

all of them in even the smallest activities like hanging a picture. He was so 

accident prone that he would almost always hurt himself while hanging a picture 

and his wife declared that instead of seeing all this commotion, she would prefer 

going away for a week. With the help of various instruments like a ruler, a step 

ladder, and a spirit level, he would finally get the work done by midnight, but not 

before damaging the entire wall. The author pokes fun at Mr. Podger while 

narrating the incident. 

 

 

 



UNIT II 

Where the Mind is without Fear 

 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. What does Tagore mean by ‘narrow domestic walls’? 

A. By ‘narrow domestic walls’, Tagore means the differences of caste, creed, 

religion, gender, etc. that man has created. 

 

2. How can people achieve perfection? 

A. People can achieve perfection by constantly striving for it. 

 

3. What importance does Tagore ascribe to knowledge, truth and reason? 

A. Tagore feels that knowledge, truth and reason are very important as they set us 

free from fear. 

 

4. Why does the poet repudiate the idea of narrow domestic walls? 

A. The poet criticizes the idea of narrow domestic walls by saying that they divide 

the world into fragments. 

 

5. What type of strength does the poet pray for? 

A. The poet prays for strength to take his country into a heaven where the mind is 

without fear. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. What are some of the qualities that a land of freedom should have, according to 

Tagore? 

2. How does Tagore speak of sectarianism and communalism in the poem? 

3. How does this poem achieve meaning in the context of the freedom struggle? 

4. Is this the song of a patriot? Give reasons for your answer. 

5. What does Tagore say about stagnation and decay of the mind? 

6. How would you read this poem as a prayer? Give reasons for your answer. 

7. Write a note on Tagore’s concept of ‘the heaven of freedom’. 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

Speaking like a true patriot, Tagore says that he wants his country to rise above 

differences of communalism and sectarianism, and become a land of freedom 

where there is truth, perfection and reason. He prays to god that his country should 

not face decay because of old, outdated traditions. He wants people to keep 

working towards perfection. He also wants that people’s thoughts and actions 

should be bigger. Such a place would become a ‘heaven of freedom’, he says. 



 

 

The Toys 

 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. How does the poet describe the little boy’s toys? 

A. The poet says that the little boy’s toys were neatly arranged on a table beside his 

bed. 

 

2. How many times did the boy disobey his father? 

A. The boy had disobeyed his father seven times. 

 

3. How was he punished? 

A. The father punished the boy by beating him and sending him to bed without any 

kind words. 

 

4. Where is the little boy’s mother? 

A. The little boy’s mother has passed away.  

 

5. Why does the father go up to see the son? 

A. The father goes up to see his son because he feels bad for having punished him. 

 

6. What was the father’s reaction to seeing his son? 

A. The father felt so sorry on seeing his son that he had tears in his eyes. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. Why did the speaker punish his son? 

2. What did the speaker see when he went to see his son later? 

3. Why did the boy put out all of his toys? 

4. Explain the phrase ‘of what toys/We made our joys’. 

5. What are the two personas that the speaker takes on in the poem? 

6. What does the speaker learn from his experience as a father? 

7. Why do you think God ‘will be sorry for their childishness’? 

8. What do you understand of the speaker’s concept of religion from the poem? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

The poet punished his son for disobeying him, but later felt very bad about it. He 

went to see his son, and saw that he had put out all his toys to comfort himself as 

he had nobody else to comfort him. Seeing this, the poet wept and thought how this 



behaviour was like adults who comfort themselves with things that are useless. But 

he hopes that God, our father, will also forgive us for our childishness. 

 

 

UNIT III 

 

Why I Want a Wife 

 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. Why does the woman impersonate a person who needs a wife even though she 

is one herself? 

A. The woman pretends she needs a wife because she is trying to point out how 

easy it is for married men without any household responsibilities. 

 

2. What are some of the advantages that the woman will have if she possessed a 

wife? 

A. A woman who possesses a wife will have someone to earn while she studies, to 

take care of the children, their needs and their illnesses, someone who will cook 

and clean the house and someone who will sacrifice her desires to keep her 

‘husband’ happy. 

 

3. What are the duties that a wife needs to perform for the sake of the children in 

the family? 

A. A wife has to take care of children, look after their health, their education, their 

clothes, their cleanliness, and even their social life with their peers. 

 

4. How will the presence of a wife enable the woman in handling the culinary 

needs of the family? 

A. The wife will plan meals, buy the groceries, cook food, serve it pleasantly and 

also the cleaning up afterwards. 

 

5. How will the presence of a wife help tackle the sexual needs of the woman? 

A. The wife will make sure that the woman is sexually satisfied and will not 

impose needs of her own. She will remain faithful all her life without regard to 

what she wants. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. What is the wife supposed to do with regard to the bringing up of the children 

and taking care of the family? 



2. What are the responsibilities a wife has towards her husband as implied in this 

piece? 

3. What is the code of conduct recommended for wives when guests arrive? 

4. Comment on the strictures laid on the wife in her physical relationship with her 

husband? 

5. Why is it not considered acceptable that a wife interferes in her husband’s 

activities? 

6. What are the specific duties of a wife that belittle her freedom or individuality? 

7. Which are the duties expected of a wife that clearly show gender 

discrimination? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer: 

This essay is an attempt to show how women are treated unfairly by men. A wife is 

supposed to take complete care of the house and the children. She should also work 

and earn money so that her husband can study. She should also arrange the house 

and food for guests and work without interrupting. She should satisfy her husband 

sexually and not think about her needs. In short, she should sacrifice herself 

completely for the sake of her family. Men will not take on any of these 

responsibilities, showing how our society discriminates against women. 

 

 

The Selfish Giant 

Very Short answer questions 

1. Why did the giant build a wall around the garden? 

A. The giant built a wall around the garden to keep children out. 

 

2. Who were the only two who were happy that there were no children in the 

garden? 

A. Only Snow and Frost were happy that there were no children in the garden. 

 

3. Why did the little boy not run away when the Giant came out into the garden? 

A. The little boy did not run away because his eyes were so full of tears that he 

could not see the giant. 

 

4. What made the Giant say ‘It is your garden now, little children’? 

A. The giant saw that Spring came as soon as children entered his garden. So he 

said, ‘It is your garden now, little children.’ 

 

5. Who came to is it the garden of the giant at last to take him to paradise after his 

death? 



A. Jesus Christ came to the Giant’s garden to take him to paradise after his death. 

 

6. What is the moral of the story? 

A. The moral of the story is that being kind and gentle with even the smallest 

people pleased God. 

 

 

Short answer questions: 

1. Describe the Selfish Giant’s garden. 

2. How did the children feel after the Giant walled off the garden? 

3. Why did the garden fall into perpetual winter? 

4. How and when did Spring return to the garden? 

5. How did the Selfish Giant turn into a selfless one? 

6. Describe the experience of Jesus that the giant had. 

7. Comment on the title of the story. 

 

For all the above questions, you can write the following answer: 

The selfish giant’s garden was very beautiful with soft grass and a flowers of all 

colours. The children were sad when the giant built a wall around the garden. But 

Spring refused to come to the garden so long as the children were kept out. It only 

returned when the children came back to play through a gap in the wall. The 

children playing in beautiful weather melted the giant’s heart and he allowed 

everyone to play. He became so selfless that when it was time for him to die, Jesus 

Christ himself came to take him to Paradise. 

 

ARTICLES 

1. From the seashore near Khempur, he went to an island. 

2. We should not carry ____ luggage on a journey. 

3. ____ cows give us ____ milk. 

4. The Ganges is the largest river in ____ India. 

5. ____ steel is a useful metal. 

6. He is an MA in ____ English. 

7. The house was an old-fashioned one with many rooms. 

8. The brain is an amazing organ. 

9. What is the exact cause of this disease? 

10. The Atlantic is the deepest of all the oceans. 

11. The problem of ____ unemployment has assumed serious proportions. 

12. There is a zebra in the zoo. 

13. A long walk in the open is good for health. 

14. Though she had always been healthy, she could empathize with the sick. 



15. The player missed the only chance he got of scoring a goal. 

16. No one knows the story of the university. 

17. Ladakh is to the north of Delhi. 

18. If even ____ iron is so expensive, how can we afford ____ gold? 

19. ____ French is the language of ____ France. 

20. Only an experienced guide can tell us the way to the caves. 

 

PREPOSITIONS 

1. He led the team for a short period. 

2. He has not paid the bill for now. 

3. I will complete the work at the end of the month. 

4. They came to my room without an appointment. 

5. We entered into an agreement with the company. 

6. There is no point in complaining against the delay in receiving the packet. 

7. The situation is favorable to India’s victory. 

8. They prevented me from going to the site of the accident. 

9. The function began when the chief guest came. 

10. He arrived at the station on time. 

11. All the members must abide by the rules of the committee. 

12. Do not approach ____ him for any kind of help. 

13. The tourists admired the paintings on the walls of the temples. 

14. I was invited to lunch at his house. 

15. What is the cure for eczema? 

16. The doctor cured me of the ear infection. 

17. I was keen on reaching Mumbai before Wednesday. 

18. He poured water over the metal drum. 

19. We are all fond of music. 

20. He is adept at singing. 

21. The teacher is standing near the blackboard. 

22. The minister was facing towards the people who had gathered at Gandhi 

Park on the occasion of Independence Day. 

23. Nirad Chaudhari quoted extracts from Greek and Latin sources. 

24. I watched the fight between the two Indian boxers. 

25. The aeroplane took off at the scheduled time. 

26. We are thankful to you for your help. 

ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION 

 

1. A mark or substance that cannot be removed    

 indelible 



2. To avoid or escape from someone or something    

 evade 

3. Able to do many things and also be used for many purposes  

 versatile 

4. A person who does not believe in the goodness and sincerity of people  

 cynic 

5. In a dangerous state       

 precarious 

6. Wanting everything to be correct and perfect    

 fastidious 

7. That which cannot be read      

 illegible 

8. Belonging to the same time      

 contemporary 

9. To go down in value       

 depreciate 

10. Incapable of making a mistake      

 infallible 

ANTONYMS 

 

1. acquit  X  convict 

2. barren  X  fertile 

3. bend  X  straighten 

4. eager  X  reluctant 

5. exclude  X  include 

6. follow  X  lead 

7. lend  X  borrow 

8. major  X  minor 

9. reveal  X  conceal, hide 

10. strict  X  lenient 

11. success X  failure 

12. urban  X  rural 

13. well-mannered X  ill-mannered 

14. undersized X  oversized 

15. expensive X  cheap, inexpensive 

16. timely  X  untimely 

17. honest  X  dishonest 

18. legal  X  illegal 

19. possible X  impossible 

20. active  X  inactive 



21. do  X  undo 

22. clockwise X  anticlockwise 

23. powerful X  powerless 

 

 

SYNONYMS 

 

1. abate  -  lessen 

2. yearly  -  annually 

3. meticulous -  carerful 

4. appear  -  seem 

5. lucid  -  clear 

6. broad  -  wide 

7. elementary -  basic 

8. futile  -  useless 

9. mandatory -  compulsory 

10. wreck  -  destroy 
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        Q. 1 KALAM’S FATHER JAINULABDEEN 

 

Abdul Kalam was born into a middLe-class Tamil family at Rameswaram. His parents were an 

ideal couple. His father, Jainulabdeen was not very educated and rich. But he possessed wisdom 

and generosity. He was a hard worker. He avoided comforts. He provided his family good food, 

clothes and medicines. He used to go to mosque everyday for prayer. He was a very religious 

and highly respected person. People of different religion used to visit him during their illness. 

People believed that they would be cured by the water touched by his father. They would come 

back to thank him when they were cured.  The high priest of famous Rameswaram temple Pakshi 

Lakshman Sastry was his best friend. Religion was not a barrier in their friendship. 

 

 

 

 

 



Q. 2 KALAM’S MOTHER ASHIAMMA 

 

Kalam's mother's name was Ashiamma. She was very good and kind. She used to feed many 

guests everyday. Kalam liked to have his lunch sitting on the floor with his mother. She used to 

serve simple food - rice, sambhar, pickle and coconut chutney. Kalam and his brothers inherited 

kindness from their mother. 

 

Q. 3 THE POWER OF PRAYER 

 

Kalam used to go to mosque for prayers with his father. The prayers were in Arabic. He could 

not understand it. One day, he asked his father the importance of prayer. His father explained 

him that when you pray, you become a part of the universe. While praying a man forgets his age, 

cast, religion and wealth. We should not forget that every human being is a part of this universe. 

So we should not be afraid of troubles, sufferings and problems. We should try to understand the 

importance of problems. Sufferings make us wise. We should win over our fear. Kalam believes 

that the divine power guides us in our confusion and problems. 

Q. 4 AHMED JALLALUDDIN 

 

Ahmed Jallaluddin was a very close friend of Abdul Kalam. He was 15 years older than Kalam. 

He helped Kalam's father to build a boat. But the boat was damaged in a storm. But he was not 

angry and frustrated. Jallaluddin married to Kalam's sister. Kalam and Jallaluddin used to go for 

long walks. Jallaluddin could not complete his education because he was very poor. But he was 

very intelligent. He could read and write in English. He used to tell Kalam about scientific 

discoveries, literature and politics. He introduced Kalam to the outside world. Kalam says that 

whatever he achieved in hi life it was because of Jallaluddin. 

 

Q. 5 KALAM’S COUSIN SAMASUDDIN 

Kalam was very much influenced by his cousin Samsuddin. He was the only distributor of 

newspaper in Rameswaram. He used to distribute newspapers to 1000 houses. Kalam became 

fond of reading newspaper because of him. He used to take Kalam's help for collecting 

newspaper from railway station. He gave Kalam his first  job.  Kalam still remembers the pride 

he felt after earning money. Jallaluddin and Samsuddin taught many new things to Kalam. 



 

1. KALAM'S FATHER JAINULABDEEN 

अब्दलु कलाम याांचा जन्म एका मध्यमवगीय र्ामीळ कुटुांबार् रामेश्वर येथे झाला. तयाांच ेआई-वडील एक 

आदर्त जोडपे होर्े. तयाांचे वडील जैनुलब्दीन हे फारसे शर्कलेले नव्हर् ेव श्रीमांर् नव्हर्.े पण र्े अतर्र्य 

र्हाणे व दयाळू होर्े. र्े कष्टाळू होर्.े तयाांनी सवत सुखसोयीांचा तयाग केला होर्ा. तयाांनी आपल्या कुटुांबाला 
चाांगले अन्न कपड ेव औषधाांची कमी पडू ददली नाही. र्े दररोज मस्जजदीमध्ये प्राथतना करायला जार्. र् े

अतर्र्य धाशमतक होर्े आणण समाजार् तयाांचा खपू मान होर्ा. सवत धमातर्ील लोकाांचा असा ववश्वास होर्ा 
की तयाांना भेटल्यास आजार दरू होईल. लोकाांचा ववश्वास होर्ा की तयाांनी जपर्त केलेल्या पाण्याने रोग बरा 
होर्ो. प्रशसद्ध रामेश्वरम मांददरार्ले मुख्य पुजारी तयाांच ेजवळचे शमत्र होर्े. 

 

 

2. कलामाांची आई आशर्अम्मा  KALAM'S MOTHER ASHIAMMA 

कलाम याांच्या आईच े नाव आर्ीअम्मा होर्.े र्ी अतर्र्य चाांगली आणण दयाळू होर्ी. र्ी रोज खपु 

पाहुण्याांना जेऊ घालायची. कलामाांना जशमनीवर बसून आपल्या आई सोबर् जेवायला आवडायच.े र्ी 
अतर्र्य साधे जेवण बनवर् असे - भार्, साांबार, लोणचां आणण नारळाची चटणी. कलाम आणण तयाांच्या 
भावांडाांनी तयाांच्या जवभावार्ला दयाळूपणा आईकडून घेर्ला होर्ा. 

 

 

3. प्राथतनेची र्क्र्ी THE POWER OF PRAYER 

कलाम आपल्या वडडलाांसोबर् मस्जजदीर् प्राथतना करायला जायच.े प्राथतना अरेबबक भाषेर् अस.े तयाांना 
प्राथतनेचा अथत समजर् नसे. एक ददवस तयाांनी आपल्या वडडलाांना प्राथतनेचे महततव ववचारले. तयाांच्या 
वडडलाांनी तयाांना समजावून साांगगर्ले की जेव्हा आपण प्राथतना करर्ो र्ेव्हा आपण या ववश्वाचा एक भाग 

बनर्ो. प्राथतना करर्ाना माणूस आपले वय, जार्, धमत आणण सांपतर्ी ववसरर्ो. आपण कधीच ववसरायला 
नको की प्रतयेक माणूस हा या जगाचा भाग आहे. आपण सांकट, दुुःख आणण अडचणीांना घाबरायला नको. 
आपण सांकटाचे महततव समजून घ्यायला पादहजे. दुुःख आपल्याला र्हाणां बनवर्ां. आपण आपल्या 



भीर्ीला स्जांकायला पादहजे. कळमना ववश्वास आहे की सांकटार् आणण गोंधळलेल्या मनस्जथर्ीर् 

दैवीर्क्र्ी आपल्याला मागतदर्तन करर्े. 

 

 

4. अहमद जलालूद्दीन  AHMAD JALLALUDDIN 

अहमद जलालुद्दीन अब्दलु कलाम याांचे जवळचे शमत्र होर्.े र् ेकलामाांपेक्षा पांधरा वषाांनी मोठे होर्े. र् े

कलामाांच्या वडडलाांना बोट बाांधण्यासाठी मदर् करायचचे. पण र्ी बोट वादळामुळे नष्ट झाली. पण र्े 
रागावले ककां वा तनरार् झाले नाही. जलालुद्दीनचे लग्न कलामाांच्या बदहणीर्ी झाले. कलाम आणण 

जलालुद्दीन खपू लाांबवर कफरायला जायचे. जलालुद्दीन आपले शर्क्षण पूणत करू र्कले नाही कारण र् े

अतर्र्य गरीब होर्.े पण र् ेखपू हुर्ार होर्.े र्े इांस्ग्लर् वाचू व शलहू र्कर् होर्े. र् ेकलामाांना ववज्ञान, 

सादहतय आणण राजकारणाबद्दल मादहर्ी द्यायचे. तयाांनी कलामाांचा पररचय बाहेरच्या जगार्ी करून ददला. 
कलाम म्हणर्ार् की तयाांनी आयुष्यार् जे काही शमळवले र्े जलालुद्दीनमुळेच. 

 

 

5. KALAM'S COUSIN SAMASUDDIN कलमाांचा भाऊ समसुद्दीन 

कलामाांवर तयाांचा चलुर् भाऊ समसुदद्दन याचा खपू प्रभाव होर्ा. रामेश्वरम मधले वर्तमानपत्राांच ेर् ेएकमेव 

ववर्रक होर्े. र् ेएक हजार घराांमध्ये न्यूजपेपर पोचवायच.े रेल्वे जटेर्नवरून न्यूजपेपर आणण्यासाठी र् े

कलामाांची मदर् घ्यायच.े तयाांनी कलामाांना पदहली नोकरी ददली. कलाम याांना अजूनही आठवर् ेकी पदहला 
पगार शमळाल्यावर तयाांना ककर्ी अशभमान वाटला होर्ा. जलालुद्दीन आणण समसुदद्दन याांनी कलामाांना खपू 

नवीन गोष्टी शर्कवल्या. 

 

 

 

 



LAUGH AND BE MERRY 

 

The poem 'Laugh and be Merry' by John Masefield is very optimistic. The poet says that God 

made the world for us to enjoy. Therefore we should enjoy life to the fullest. But at the same 

time we should fight against the injustice. We should make the world a happy place to live in.  

 

The poet says that our life on this earth is very short. It can be measured with thread. So, we 

should enjoy  life to the fullest. We are very lucky that we got the life of human beings.  

 

Godccreated heaven and earth for joy. God was very happy creating this world. He created the 

universe, heaven and earth. He filled the world with music.  

 

The poet says that we must laugh and drink the wine from the deep blue cup of the sky. In short, 

we should enjoy the beauty of nature. We should observe the sky, birds, clouds, stars and so on.  

 

In the last stanza the poet advices to live in this world like brothers. We are like guests in this 

world. We  stay here for a very short time and leave. The guests wnjoy the party, dance and 

music. Similarly we should enjoy the life. But the party ends soon. Similarly, we should die one 

day. Life is like a game. Play it wholeheartedly. Enjoy the game.  

 

The poet frequently uses simile and metaphor to prove his point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Refund 

 

 

1. Mathematics teacher's trick. 

 

The mathematics teacher asked Wasserkopf two questions. One was easy but the other was 

difficult. First he asked the easy qustion. It was on the speed of light. Wassrekopf's answer was 

wrong. Then the mathematics teacher asked him the difficult question. He asked hiw much the 

school owed him. Wasserkopf calculated. He answered that school should give him 5682 crowns 

and 38 heller. The mathematics teacher said that the answer was correct. Thus mathematics 

teacher tricked Wassrkopf and proved him an excellent student. 

 

गणणर्ाच्या सराांनी वसॅरकॉफला दोन प्रश्न ववचारले. एक सोपा होर्ा आणण एक कठीण. पदहल्याांदा तयाांनी 
सोपा प्रश्न ववचारला. हा प्रश्न प्रकार्ाच्या गर्ीवर होर्ा. तयाच ेउतर्र वसॅरकॉफने चकुीचे ददले. तयानांर्र 
गणणर्ाच्या सराांनी तयाला कठीण प्रश्न ववचारला. तयाांनी तयाला ववचारले की र्ाळेने तयाला ककर्ी पैस े

द्यायला पादहजे. वसॅरकॉफने दहर्ोब केला. तयाने उतर्र ददले कक 5680  क्राऊन्स आणण 38 हेलर द्यायला 
पादहज.े गणणर्ाच्या सराांनी हे उतर्र बरोबर असल्याचे साांगगर्ले. अर्ाप्रकारे गणणर्ाच्या सराांनी 
वसॅरकॉफला युक्र्ीन ेबुद्धू बनवले आणण तयाला उतर्म ववद्याथी घोवषर् केले. 

 

 

2.How did the history teacher justify Wasserkopf's answer? 

 

The history teacher asked Wasserkopf  how long the thirty year war lasted. Wasserkopf 

answered that it lasted for seven metres. The teacher saidvthat it was an excellent answer as it is 

based on the theory of relativity. The history teacher explained. He said that the actual war took 

place only during half of each day. So thirty years became fifteen. The fighter s had to eat, sleep 

and take breaks. Deducting these hours should only leave seven years. Seven years are 

represented as seven metres. Thus the history teacher justified Wasserkopf's answer. 

 



इतर्हासाच्या सराांनी मला प्रश्न ववचारला की र्ीस वषाांच ेयुद्ध ककर्ी वषत चालले. वसॅरकॉफने उतर्र ददले की 
हे युद्ध सार् मीटर चालले. शर्क्षक म्हणाले की हे उतर्र बरोबर आहे कारण हे गथअरी ऑफ ररलेटीव्हीटीवर 

आधाररर् आहे. सराांनी समजावुन साांगगर्ले  की दररोज युद्ध अधात ददवस चालले. अर्ाप्रकारे र्ीस वषाांच े

पांधरा वषत झाले. सैतनक खायच,े झोपायच ेआणण ववश्राांर्ी घ्यायच.े हा वेळ काढला र्र सार् वषत युद्ध चालले. 

सार् मीटर सार् वषत दाखवर्ार्. अर्ाप्रकारे इतर्हासाच्या शर्क्षकाांनी वसॅरकॉफचे उतर्र बरोबर असल्याचे 
समथतन केले. 

 

 

3. How did Wasserkopf greet the teachers in the beginning of the play? Why? 

 

Wasserkopf greeted the teachers very rudely and angrily. He called them loafers and long eared 

asses. He called the history teacher a numberskull, the physics teacher an ass, the geography 

teacher a nitwit and the mathematics teacher as the same old stick in the mud.  

 

   Wasserkopf believed that hus teachers taught him nothing. This was the reason he greeted the 

teachers rudely and angrily. 

 

वसॅरकॉफन े शर्क्षकाांना अतर्र्य उद्धटपणे आणण रागाने अशभवादन केले. तयान े शर्क्षकाांना लोफर आणण 

लाांब करण्याच े गाढव म्हटले. तयाने इतर्हासाच्या शर्क्षकाांना नांबरजकल, कफस्जक्स शर्क्षकाांना गाढव, 

भूगोलाच्या शर्क्षकाांना नीटवीट आणण गणणर्ाच्या शर्क्षकाांना ओल्ड स्जटक इन द मड म्हटले. तयाला 
वाटर् होर्े की तयाच्या शर्क्षकाांनी तयाला काही शर्कवले नाही. म्हणून तयाने शर्क्षकाांना उद्धटपणे आणण 

रागाने अशभवादन केले. 

 

4. Why did Wasserkopf wanted his tutionnfees back? 

Or 

Why did Wasserkopf insist that the principal conduct a re-examination? 

Or 



Why was the principal surprised and perplexed? 

 

 

Wasserkopf was fired from job to job as he was useless. His friend said that it was not his fault. 

His school taught him nothing. So Wasserkopf should ask for the refund of his school fees. 

 

Wasserkopf went to school and met the principal. He said that school made him a good for 

nothing ass. School took his money but did not teach him anything. So he wanted his money 

back. He insisted that school should take his re-examination. If he failed, school should give him 

back his school fees of six years. The principal was surprised and confused at this strange 

demand. 

 

वसॅरकॉफ एक काहीच येर् नसर्ां असणारा व्यक्र्ी होर्ा म्हणून तयाला अनेक नोकऱयाांमधनू काढून टाकले 

होर्.े तयाच्या शमत्राने तयाला साांगगर्ले की यार् तयाचा काही दोष नाही. तयाच्या र्ाळेने तयाला काहीच 

शर्कवले नाही. वसॅरकॉफने तयाच्या र्ाळेला तयाची फी वापस मागगर्ली पादहजे. 

     वसॅरकॉफ र्ाळेर् गेला आणण मुख्याध्यापकाांना भेटला. र्ो म्हणाला की र्ाळेने तयाला बबनकामाचा 
गाढव बनवले. र्ाळेने पैसे घेर्ले पण तयाला काहीच शर्कवले नाही. म्हणून तयाला तयाची फी वापस 

पादहज.े तयाची परीक्षा घ्याअसे तयाांने बजावले. जर र्ो नापास झाला र्र र्ाळेने तयाची सहा वषातची फी 
वापस करायला पादहजे. ही ववगचत्र मागणी ऐकून मुख्याध्यापकाांना आश्चयत वाटले आणण र्े गोंधळले. 
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Lesson 1 The Thief  

 Ruskin Bond  

     Summary  

The Thief is a short story narrated by a teenager who offers to work for a 

young man named Arun. His intention is to eventually steal money from 

Arun. The two characters in the story are in complete contrast to each other. 

Arun is friendly and kind. He is unable to pay regular salary to the Thief but 

feeds him and teaches him to write.   

The two meet at a wrestling match. The thief is fifteen and Arun about twenty 

years of age. Arun looks simple and kind and so the Thief thinks that he 

could be easily cheated. The thief introduces himself with a fake name 

Deepak. He further tells Arun that he would like to work for him.   

Arun agrees to feed him if he can cook.  The food cooked that night by the 

thief was awful.  



Arun gives it to the neighbor’s cat. Arun tells him that he would teach him 

cooking next morning.  Arun not only teaches him to cook but also to write 

their names. He also promises to teach him to write the whole sentence and to 

make additions.   

The thief enjoyed working with Arun. In the morning he would make tea. 

Later he would go to market to buy day’s supplies. He would bargain for the 

things in the market. Arun was not told of this bargaining and thus the thief 

would make a little money. Arun did not have regular income. But whenever 

he would receive cheque, he would celebrate lavishly.  

One evening Arun returns with a good amount of money. The thief sees him 

tucking it under the mattress. The thief finally got the opportunity that he was 

looking for. But he could not make up his mind whether he should rob Arun 

or not. Arun was the most trusting man he had ever met. Arun kept it under 

the mattress. To steal from there was easy for the thief. He thinks that Arun 

will spent the money on his friends. He also does not pay him. So it is better 

to steal the money.   

The Thief to board the train to Amritsar at 10.30 after stealing the money. He 

ran down the bazaar to the railway station. The notes were held at the waist 

by the string of his pyjamas.  There were about a hundred rupees in fives. He 

did not buy ticket and went directly to the platform. The train was just 

moving out. He could have, but he did not board the train.   

After sometime he stood alone on the platform. The stolen rupees increased 

his feeling of isolation and loneliness. He kept on thinking of Arun. On 

having lost something of material value, a greedy man shows panic, rich man 



anger and a poor, fear. But he knew that nothing of that would be there on 

Arun’s face.   

It was a cold night. He regrets not having brought Arun’s blanket with him 

along. It starts raining and the notes he carried with him got damp with 

rainwater. He thinks that in the morning Arun would have given him a rupee 

for a movie. But now he has all the money. Suddenly he realized that learning 

to write whole sentence may one day make him a wise and successful man. 

He decides to go back to Arun.  

The Thief keeps back the money under Arun’s mattress. Next morning when 

he gets up, Arun had already made the tea. He felt guilty and so could not 

look into Arun’s eyes. Arun served him tea along with a five rupee note. 

Arun promised to pay him regularly hereafter. The Thief was happy that he 

has returned the money. The note given by Arun is damp and this makes the 

thief understood that Arun has realized everything.   

  

Attempt the following questions in short:  

1.Elaborate on the significance of the following line: ‘Whole sentences, I knew, 

could one day bring me more than a hundred rupees.’  

Ans. He had seen Arun at a wrestling match and took him to be a person who 

can be easily cheated upon. His purpose was to steal money from Arun and 

run away. Arun on the other hand did not give much importance to money. 

Whenever Arun made a good earning, he would spend it celebrating with 

friends. The Narrator got an opportunity to steal Arun’s money. But after 

running away he felt guilty about stealing Arun’s money. The narrator 



understood that Arun would not feel sad for losing the money but will be sad 

that his trust had been broken. The Thief realized that the money stolen won’t 

remain with him for a long time. Arun had promised to teach write complete 

sentences. This would help him to make money regularly in future. This 

thought made the thief to go back to Arun and keep back the money he had 

stolen. Therefore, the sentence ‘Whole sentences, I knew, could one day 

bring me more than a hundred rupees’, holds significance as it brought 

change in the behavior of the Thief.   

  

2. Why does the narrator say that it was quite pleasant working for Arun?  

Ans. The narrator offered to work and cook for Arun. He accepted his request 

as the narrator told him that he could cook.  Arun made it clear to him that he 

won’t be able to pay him. But the food the narrator cooked was awful. Arun 

taught him to cook. Along with this he was to do other household chores too. 

He made tea in the morning and later went out shopping. He would take his 

time in buying things in the market. He would make some profit of about 

twenty-five paisa a day by saving from the money given by Arun.  Arun 

perhaps knew about this but he did not mind it as he was not paying the 

narrator regular wage. The narrator was also grateful to Arun for teaching 

him how to write. He knew that once he starts writing like an educated man 

then he can achieve many things. So, he says that it was quite pleasant 

working for Arun.    

3. Why did Arun want to send the narrator away on the first night? What 

convinced him not to do so?  



Ans. The narrator, the thief and Arun came across each other at a wrestling 

match. The narrator with an intention to steal Arun’s money made friends 

with him. He told Arun that he wanted to work for him. The narrator then told 

Arun that even if he is fed, that would be enough. Arun asked the thief if he 

could cook. To this the narrator replied that he can and accompanied Arun to 

his room. But it was a lie and the food cooked by the narrator was awful. 

Arun gave it to the neighbor’s cat. He asked the narrator to leave. But the 

narrator hung around smiling in his most appealing way. This changed the 

heart of Arun and he started laughing. He patted the thief on the head and told 

him that next morning he would teach him to cook.   

4. Describe in your own words the narrator’s opinions on robbing various 

types of people.   

Ans. One evening Arun returned with a good amount of money. The thief 

finally got the opportunity that he was looking for. But he could not make up 

his mind whether he should rob Arun or not. Arun was the most trusted man 

he had ever met. It was easy to rob a greedy man. He deserved to be robbed. 

The rich man can afford to be robbed.  It was also easy to rob him. But to rob 

a poor man who does not care to be robbed is difficult. Greedy or rich man 

would keep their money in a safe place. Arun kept it under the mattress. To 

steal from there was easy for the thief. The narrator could have easily boarded 

the train with the stolen money and fled but he couldn’t. He was remined of 

Arun and his behavior towards him.  On having lost something of material 

value, a greedy man shows panic, rich man anger and a poor, fear.  

But he knew that nothing of that would be there on Arun’s face.   

5. Compare and contrast Arun with the narrator.   



Ans. Arun and the narrator met each other in a wrestling match. Right from 

the beginning of their relationship, Arun is all kind, trustworthy and selfless. 

In spite of awful cooking by the narrator that also exposes his lie of he being 

a good cook, Arun allows him to stay and teaches him to cook. Arun also 

teaches him to write. The narrator on the other hand is cunning and shrewd. 

He has established a relation with Arun with an aim to steal his money. Arun 

would let him go out shopping for their daily needs. He would make some 

profit of about twenty-five paisa a day by saving from the money given by 

Arun for shopping. Arun perhaps knew about this but he did not mind it as he 

was not paying the thief a regular wage.In the end in spite of coming to know 

about the theft by the narrator, Arun promises him regular salary thereafter.   

6. The narrator gives Arun an appealing smile at the beginning of the story 

as well as at the end of the story. Are the two smiles different? If yes, how 

so?  

Ans. Arun looks simple and kind and so the narrator thinks that he could be 

easily cheated.  

The narrator offers to work for Arun. Initially Arun refuses to take his service 

as he wasn’t in a position to pay him.  But later Arun agrees to feed him if he 

can cook. It is during this that the narrator gives his appealing smile. He uses 

this artificial appealing smile to win the heart and confidence of Arun.The 

morning after the narrator had kept back the stolen money,Arun served him 

tea along with a five rupee note. The note given by Arun was damp and this 

made the thief understand that Arun knows everything. Arun told him that he 

will teach him little more than just writing a name. The narrator was happy 

that he had returned the money. This naturally brought appealing smile on the 

narrator’s face.   



7. Describe how the narrator feels the day after he tried to rob Arun, from 

the moment he wakes up to the end of the story.  

Ans. The narrator wanted to steal Arun’s money and run away. He succeeded 

and decided to board the train to Amritsar. But after reaching the station he 

did not board the train.  He kept thinking of Arun. He knew that Arun must 

be in a blissful sleep. He would never panic or get angry on discovering the 

theft. He would be sad not for money but because someone has betrayed his 

trust. But suddenly he realized that in his excitement of a hundred rupees he 

had forgotten about the whole sentences that Arun would have taught him.  

His affection and sense of sympathy for Arun and desire to write whole 

sentences drew him back to the room.  

He kept back the money under Arun’s mattress. Next morning when he got 

up, Arun had already made the tea. He felt guilty and so was unable to look 

into Arun’s eyes.  

The Thief Multiple Choice Questions  

1.The Thief met Arun for the first time when he (The Thief) was only  

_________ years of age.  (a) sixteen  (b) Seventeen (c) fifteen (d) eighteen  

2. The Thief approached Arun for the first time while he (Arun) was watching 

the- (a) actors (b) wrestlers (c) cricketers (d) leaders  

3. The Thief introduced himself to Arun with fake name- (a) Deepak (b) 

Ranbir (c) Trilok (d) Sudhir  

4. The reason the thief initially wanted to work for Arun  was- (a) Arun was a 

wealthy man (b) he took Arun as a person who can be easily deceived (c) 

he wanted to learn how to write (d) he wanted a shelter for night   

5. Arun turned down the narrator’s request to let him work for him because- 

(a) he was unable to trust the stranger (b) he was to leave for another town 

next day (c) he already had a servant (d) he was unable to pay   



6. The narrator lied Arun that he can- (a) read (b) draw images  (c) cook (d) 

write  

7. The awful meal cooked by the narrator was given to __________ by Arun. 

(a) neighbour’s dog (b) beggar at the end of the street (c) neighbour’s cat 

(d) strayed cow  

8. Arun taught the narrator to- (a) cook and write name (b) recite a poem (c) 

to play chess (d) to sing a song  

9. While buying the day’s supplies for Arun the narrator would make a profit 

of- (a) twenty five paise a day (b) fifty paise a day (c) ten paise a day (d) 

sixty paise a day  

10. Arun did not mind the narrator making profit from buying of the day’s 

supplies because- (a) he had promised this (b) he had no idea of this (c) he 

was earning good money (d) he was not giving him regular wage  

11. As soon as Arun would receive a cheque of his earning, he would- (a) go 

out and celebrate lavishly (b) clear his debts (c) visit an orphanage and 

make donations (d) buy new clothes  

12. According to the narrator it is difficult to rob a poor man who is- (a) 

greedy (b) lazy (c) does not care even if he is robbed (d) earning regular 

wage  

13. What approximately was the amount stolen by Deepak? (a) hundred 

rupees in five (b) two hundred rupees in five (c) fifty rupees in five (d) 

three hundred rupees in ten  

14. At railway station the narrator did not stop at the ticket office because- (a) 

he was already late for the train (b) he did not have change to buy ticket (c) 

he had never bought a ticket in his life (d) he was not sure if he would take 

a journey  

15. While the thief reached the station the train that was moving out was- (a) 

the Mumbai Express (b) the Calcutta Express (c) the Madurai Express (d) 

the Amritsar Express  

16. The knowledge of having stolen one hundred rupees in his pajamas gave 

the thief a feeling of- (a) happiness (b) being a powerful man (c) being a 

rich man (d) isolation and loneliness  



17. The thief was sure that Arun would be sad for- (a) for the loss of money 

(b) for the loss of a friend (c) for the betrayal of trust (d) not being able to 

spend the money he had earned   

18. In the excitement of a hundred rupees the thief had forgotten that- (a) 

Arun had trusted him (b) Arun had paid his wages regularly (c) Arun would 

teach him Mathematics (d) writing whole sentences could bring more 

money  

19. Which of the following makes, according to the narrator, a successful 

thief? (a) quickwittedness (b) independence (c) pitilessness (d) adaptability  

20. What makes the narrator realize that Arun knew everything about what 

happened the night before? (a) Arun had kept the door unlocked (b) The 

five rupee note was wet from the previous night’s rains (c) The money was 

not at the same place where Arun had left it (d) Arun gave a sarcastic smile  

Answer Key  

Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

01  C  06  C  11  A  16  D  

02  B  07  C  12  C  17  C  

03  A  08  A  13  A  18  D  

04  B  09  A  14  C  19  C  

05  D  10  D  15  D  20  B  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Lesson 2 Between the Mosque and the Temple   

Boman Desai  

     Summary  

The lesson ‘Between the Mosque and the Temple’ is taken from the novel 

‘The Memory of Elephants’. The lesson revolves round a Parsi lady Banu. It 

shows how she handles a tricky situation to maintain peace in her area. She is 

the Chairman of the Sanitation Committee. She is called to find a solution to 

the problem of keeping the rubblish bin. The Hindus did not want the bin near 

the temple and the Musalmans did not want it near the Mosque. The situation 

could have resulted into riots. But Banu found a peaceful solution and saved 

everyone the trouble.   

At the beginning of the lesson, the writer describes Banu. She is an old 

Parsi lady. She lived alone with her maid servant Pemmy. She always wore a 

plain saree with cotton blouse. Her simple dress with no ornaments made her 

look respectful. Pemmy looked after the household chores. She had to settle a 

dispute between the Hindus and the Musalmans. The Collector had warned 

that a bloodbath might follow if the situation got out of control. Banu was 

tensed and anxious.   

Banu remembered Gandhi’s saltmarch. She did not take the car sent by 

the Collector.Instead she walked towards the places of worship. She wanted 

to involve the common people of both the religions, gender, caste and ages. 

She was joined by college students, vegetable sellers, men with tiffin crates, 

chanwallahs, hawkers, beggars, street animals, an acrobat and even the 

Collector himself.   

Banu was happy to get the support of all the people. They reached the 

place. The Hindus and the Musalmans were surprised to see a woman 



approaching them. They had expected a man. Banu gave them a solution. She 

walked from the Mosque to the Temple and counted the steps. There were 

two hundred and thirty-two steps. The centre point would be at one hundred 

and sixteen steps. She asked the people to keep the rubblish bin at that point. 

It would be exactly at the middle of the Mosque and th Temple.   

This way, Banu could solve the problem. She averted a big tragedy. Both 

the religious parties agreed with her. They found the solution fair and easy. 

They thanked Banu and were indebted to her. She only said that a peaceful 

solution was reached because of two things.  

First, because she was a Parsi, and, secondly, because she was a woman.   

Attempt the following questions in short:  

Q. 1 What did Banu do to overcome her anxiety about the day’s outcome?  

Ans. Banu was the chairman of sanitation committee. There was a dispute between 

a Hindu and Musalman faction about the placement of a rubbish bin. Both the 

groups wanted to move it away from their respective places of worship. The 

collector had warned that if the matter is not resolved carefully then there can be a 

bloodbath Banu as a chairman of Sanitation committee decided to settle the 

dispute. For this she had to examine the site. Every morning Banu would be 

awakened by crowing of the rooster. Then before the sunrise she would say her 

kusti prayers. But on the day, she was to examine the site of dispute between two 

communities, she was anxious about the outcome.  

To overcome her anxiety about the day’s outcome she said an extra Yatha Ahu 

Vairyo prayer.  Q. 2 Why was Banu glad to have two members of the 

committee with her?  



Ans. Banu was the chairman of sanitation committee. There was a dispute between 

a Hindu and Musalman faction about the placement of a rubbish bin. The collector 

had warned that if the matter is not resolved carefully then there can be a 

bloodbath. Banu decided to settle the dispute. The day Banu was supposed the 

examine the site of dispute,the collector had sent a car to pick her up. But she sent 

the car back and had chosen to walk. She did this because the place of dispute was 

not far and she wanted to show the people that she was just like them. The two-

committee member had come in the collector’s car. They stayed back with her. 

These members would have been of no help in a riot. But she was glad for their 

moral support.  Q. 3 Describe the character of Banu.  

Ans. Banu would get up early morning to say her Kusti prayers. She was 

dependent on domestic help Pemmy for household chores and companionship. As 

an administrator she had sense of dressing. She kept herself informed about the 

latest happenings in the world through news on her Murphy radio. Aware of her 

responsibility as a chairperson of sanitation committee she successfully handled 

the situation which was not safe for a man, let alone a woman.She was focused on 

resolving the matter and refused to get indulge in any kind of chitchat on her way 

to the site of dispute. She knew how to muster support of people and decided to 

walk to the site of dispute instead of taking a car sent by the collector. She depicts 

her leadership qualities as the crowd of students, men and women join her while 

she moves towards the site of dispute. She displays her sense of understanding of 

the mind of common people and of justice through her act of finding out the exact 

centre where the rubbish bin can be kept at equal distance from the temple and the 

mosque.   

 



Q. 4 Describe the ‘parade’ that Banu led.  

Ans. Banu sent back the car sent by the collector and decided to walk to the site of 

dispute. She used her sari to shield her eyes from the hot sun. Accompanied by two 

committee members she met the group of students on the way who enquired he 

well-being and followed her. On the way six women with vegetable basket, two 

men carrying a crate of tiffins, channawallas, hawkers, begging children, street 

animals and an acrobat joined them. The collector too joined the parade. The men 

were mostly in white and women gaily dressed. They passed dogs, goats, and 

chickens along the dusty and dirty paths. The streets were cobbled and the parade 

crossed shops of cobblers, tailors, potters and other artisans. They got past 

pyramids of dry dung amid ringing of bicycle of bells and honking of scooter 

hooters. When they came across a cow on their way, Banu bowed to show respect. 

The others too did the same.   

  

Q. 5 Describe the tone of the story. Use examples from the text to support 

your answer.   

Ans. The story Between the Mosque and the Temple is a story of dispute between 

the Hindus and the Musalmans. Both the groups think that rubbish bin was closer 

to their place of worship. This minor incident could have flared up into violence 

between the two communities. So, the story highlights the importance attached to 

religious places in India. The dispute is finally settled by the chairman of sanitation 

committee. She impartially handles the problem and is able to bring out a solution 

which is acceptable to both the groups. She being a woman helped her as this both 

the groups were too much surprised to argue. Thus, another traditional belief of 

gender disparity is highlighted in the story.   

 



Q. 6 Why did people thank Banu at the end of the story?  

Ans. There was a dispute between the two groups regarding place of rubbish bin 

near their respective places of worship. Banu was the chairman of sanitation 

committee. She decided to find the spot which is exactly between the two places of 

worships. Banu walked from the mosque to the temple with the crowd counting 

along with her. It was two hundred and thirty-two steps. Then she asked the crowd 

the one half of it to which crowd replied as One hundred and sixteen. She asked 

the crowd to count and started walking again from the mosque. She stopped at a 

hundred and sixteen.  

That was the middle point. The rubbish bin was to be removed closer to the temple 

and farther from the mosque. It was a wise decision and they were indebted to her. 

So they thanked her for bringing out a peaceful solution to the matter that could 

have resulted into violence.   

Q. 7 Describe and explain the problem that Banu faced and the mutually 

agreeable solution she arrived at.   

Ans. Banu was the chairman of sanitation committee. There was a dispute between 

a Hindu and Musalman faction about the placement of a rubbish bin. The Hindus 

said that it was too close to their temple. The Musalman said that it was already 

close to Mosque. Both the groups wanted to move it away from their respective 

places of worship. The collector had warned that if the matter is not resolved 

carefully then there can be a bloodbath. The situation was not safe for a man let 

alone a woman like Banu. She decided to find the spot which is exactly between 

the two places of worships. Banu walked from the mosque to the temple. It was 

two hundred and thirty -two steps. Then she asked the crowd the one half of it to 

which crowd replied as One hundred and sixteen. She walked again from the 

mosque and stopped at a hundred and sixteen steps.  That was the middle point. 



The rubbish bin was to be removed closer to the temple and farther from the 

mosque. Both the groups accepted the reasonable solution.   

Between the Mosque and the Temple Multiple Choice Questions  

1.Banu was awakened every morning by-  (a) Temple bells  (b) Honking of 

vehicles (c) Crowing of the rooster (d) her maid Pemmy  

2.What kind of bed did Banu have? (a) Three poster bed (b) Four poster bed 

(c) Five poster bed (d) Two poster bed  

3.Describe the relationship between Banu and Pemmy-  (a)Maid and friend  

(b) Sister and friend (c) Mother and friend (d) School friends  

4.Banu was a chairman of-  (a) Standing Committee  (b) Peace Keeping 

Committee (c) Disaster Management Committee (d) Sanitation Committee  

5.The dispute that Banu has to resolve was regarding- (a) the location of a 

rubbish bin between the Mosque and the temple (b) the compound wall 

between the Mosque and the temple (c) the plantation at the open space 

between the Mosque and the Temple (d) the construction of water tank 

between the Mosque and the Temple  

6.Banu says extra prayer because -  (a) Pemmy had asked her to do so (b) she 

had holiday  (c) she was certain about the outcome of the day (d) she was 

anxious about the outcome of the day  

7.The warning of collector was thatif Banu is not careful -(a) sanitation 

workers will go on strike (b) blood bath will ensue (c) the water supply to the 

town will stop (d) people will sit on hunger strike  

8.Banu’s breakfast consisted of –  (a) Green salad and a cup of tea (b) one 

egg and a glass of milk (c) one egg, one slice of bread and a cup of tea (d) 

one slice of bread and a cup of coffee  

9.While taking breakfast Banu has an access to news through- (a) Newspaper 

(b) Murphy Radio (c) Philips Radio (d) Internet   



10.Banu sent back Collector’s car and decided to walk as she wanted - (a) to 

show people that she was just like them (b) not to reach the site early (c) to 

convey people importance of walk (d) the road was not wide enough for a car  

11.Two committee members who came in collector’s car and stayed back 

provided-  (a) information about disputed site (b) security to Banu (c) moral 

support to Banu (d) funds for rubbish bin  

12.During the Parade Banu shielded her eyes with- (a) the sash of her sari (b) 

handkerchief (c) googles (d) her hands  

13.The parade to the disputed site reminded Banu of- (a) Quit India 

Movement (b) Gandhiji’s Satyagraha (c) Gandhiji’s Salt March (d) 

Gandhiji’s March to Delhi  

14.Through her Parade Banu built retinue which was more impressive than- 

(a) Mercedes(b) BMW (c) Toyota (d) Rolls Royce  

15.When Banu reached the site of dispute the spokesmen of both the 

communities were surprised because- (a) Banu the chairman was a woman 

(b) Banu was too young (c) Banu had lot of followers (d) Banu walked on 

such a hot day  

16.The distance between the Mosque and the Temple was exactly- (a) two 

hundred and fifty steps (b) two hundred and thirty two steps (c) two hundred 

and forty steps (d)two hundred and sixty two steps  

17.As a solution to the dispute the rubbish bin was to be- (a) completely 

removed from the site (b) moved closer to the Mosque and farther from the 

Temple (c) to be emptied everyday(d) moved closer to the temple and farther 

from the Mosque  

18.What according to Banu helped her to resolve the dispute? (a) That she 

was chairman of sanitation committee (b) That she was a Parsi and a Woman 

(c) That she was well educated (d) That she knew lot of people in the town  



 

 

Answer Key  
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01  C  06  D  11  C  16  B  

02  B  07  B  12  A  17  D  

03  A  08  C  13  C  18  B  

04  D  09  B  14  D  ----  ----  

05  A  10  A  15  A  ----  ----  

  

                                                                   Lesson 3  

A Letter by Hazlitt to his Son   

William Hazlitt  

     Summary  

On his return from school Hazlitt’s son complains about his fellow students. 

He is having disagreeable opinion of them. Hence, he wrote this letter to his 

son giving him advice to change his behavior.   

Hazlitt tells his son that his entry in school is his first visit into the world. 

Hazlitt is not keeping good health and may not live long. He has committed 

some mistakes in his life. He wants to share this experience with his son. He 

advices him to not to repeat his mistakes.  

Hazlitt’s son complains that his school mates are stupid, disagreeable people. 

Hazlitt says that one should believe things to be right until they are proved 

wrong. If they turned out to be wrong and we cannot alter them then, instead 

of irritating ourself we should adjust with it.  

Next his son is sure that he will not like the school. Hazlitt tells him that 

reality is that he does not like to leave home. He cannot say that school is not 

likable place unless he has experienced it. One should not make things worse 



than they really are only because they are not exactly as we wished them to 

be.  

As the school mates are strangers to him, Hazlitt’s son does not take their 

notice. But even these schoolmates know little about Hazlitt’s son. This can 

be a reason for they remaining aloof from each other. We should not form 

prejudice against anyone if we do not know anything about them. If we do 

this, half of the world will turn our enemy. We should not think ill of others 

unless they do ill to us. Then we should avoid the faults which we see in 

them. This would take away their hostility sooner than that by anything else 

such as pique, resentment or complaint.   

Hazlitt’s son complains about the dress of some boys. Hazlitt advices him not 

to despise anyone for something that one cannot control. We should never 

despise anyone for their poverty. We should not judge anyone from the way 

they dress. Thus, we will not fall victim to vulgar prejudices. Hazlitt later 

advices him not to despise anyone at all. Contempt towards anyone means 

taking pleasure in suffering of others. It is like congratulating ourself because 

someone else has failed or is unfortunate.   

Hazlitt’s son complains that the boys laugh at him. They do not care about 

him. This is not how he was treated at home. Hazlitt tells him that in life one 

will come across difficulties and many uncertainties. One of the reasons for 

sending boys to school is that they should get accustomed to face this kind of 

unavoidable situations in life. It is not possible for Hazlitt’s son to always 

have his father’s support. He should not expect the others show the same 

concern towards him as his father had shown. Now he is among the boys who 

are either equal or bigger and stronger than him. These boys have other things 

which are more important than  



Hazlitt’s sons. This makes him feel repulse or as if injustice has been done to 

him. But he should learn the lesson that there are other people in the world 

besides him.  

These other people have their own wishes and choices. These are as 

important to them as those of Hazlitt’s son are to him. So if Hazlitt’s son 

considers himself self-important he would he laughed at. He should learn that 

everyone is equal in this world. In his father’s house he was someone special. 

But in the outside world there will be many competitors. He is not born a 

King’s son. So, he has to settle his differences amicably with others.  

Attempt the following questions in short:  

Q 1. List two or more reasons why Hazlitt wishes to share some advice with 

his son.Ans. On his return from school Hazlitt’s son complains about his fellow 

students. He doesn’t hold a agood opinion of them.Hazlitt advises his son to adjust 

himself to the world which is different from his home. He is not a King’s son. So, 

he has to settle his differences with others in friendly manner. Hazlitt writes that he 

is not keeping well. He thinks that he might not live long. But his son would 

remember him for the rest of his life too, Hazlitt had bad experiences in his 

lifetime, He does not want his son to repeat the same mistakes that he committed. 

He wants his son to benefit from his experience and to change his behaviour. This 

letter was written in the hope that his son would not form any prejudices about 

others. He would rather develop into an all-round gentleman.     

Q 2. What does Hazlitt suggest his son do to disarm any hostility others might 

feel towards him?AnsHazlitt’s son went to a new school. He did not take notice 

of other students. He considered them as strangers and kept away from them. They 

knew nothing about him. They also did not talk to him much. Hazlitt advises his 



son to face the situation and not to form opinions about people when we do not 

know anything about them. They would become our enemies without reason. He 

further tells his son not behave badly towards others till they have done anything 

wrong to us. We should put efforts to avoid the faults of others. We should not let 

them affect us. This way, other people will not have enmity towards us. Slowly 

they will accept us and become friends.   

Q 3. According to Hazlitt, what is one of the primary reasons why boys are 

sent to school?  

Ans. On his return from school Hazlitt’s son complains about his fellow students. 

He is having disagreeable opinion of them. Hence, Hazlitt wrote this letter to his 

son giving him advice to change his behaviour. In the letter, Hazlitt advises his son 

to accept things in life and have a positive outlook.Hazlitt’s son complains that the 

other boys laughed at him, they did not care about him and treated him badly. 

Hazlitt tells his son that it is their first entry into the big world. They go away from 

their family and the comforts of the house. The boy’s face the world with all kinds 

of hardships. This prepares them for their future life. Life can be full of challenges. 

This is the reason that they are sent to school.  The young boys would get used to 

the trials and challenges of life.  We cannot expect people to behave nicely with us. 

They are not our family.   

Q 4. What are Hazlitt’s thoughts on self-importance?  

Ans.  It is not possible for Hazlitt’s son to always have his father’s support. He 

should not expect the others show the same concern towards him as his father had 

shown. He should learn the lesson that there are other people in the world besides 

him.Hazlitt advises his son to respect other people. In school he is among the boys 

who are either equal or bigger and stronger than him. These boys have other things 



which are more important than Hazlitt’s sons. This makes him feel repulse or as if 

injustice has been done to him. His son should not be a victim of self-importance. 

Other boys would laugh at him. He should practice Equality. We are all one among 

the rest. No one is more important or less important. In our homes, we can behave 

as we please. But in the outside world, we will find competitors. We should 

reconcile to our situation.    

Q 5. What were some of the complaints Hazlitt’s son had after attending a 

new school?  

Ans 5.  On his return from school Hazlitt’s son complains about his fellow 

students. He is not having good opinion of them. He found the fellow-students 

stupid and disagreeable. He found that some of the boys were not properly dressed. 

He did not like them. He did not know anything about them as they did not share 

anything with him. The boys used to laugh at him. He compared them with his 

family. And found the fellow-students uncaring. They did not give him 

importance. He felt unloved and lonely.  Hazlitt’s son did not take notice of other 

students. He considered them as strangers and kept away from them. They knew 

nothing about him. They also did not talk to him.  

Thus, Hazlitt’s son complains about behaviour, dressing of his fellow students and 

how he feels uncomfortable in their presence.   

  

Q 6 Describe Hazlitt’s attitude towards prejudices and pre-conceived 

judgements.   

Ans. On his return from school Hazlitt’s son complains about his fellow students. 

As the school mates are strangers to him, Hazlitt’s son does not take their notice. 

But even these schoolmates know little about Hazlitt’s son. This can be a reason 

for the remaining aloof from each other. We should not form prejudice against 



anyone if we do not know anything about them. If we do this, half of the world 

will turn our enemy. Hazlitt’s son complains about the dress of some boys. Hazlitt 

advices him not to despise anyone for something that one cannot control. We 

should never despise anyone for their poverty. We should not judge anyone from 

the way they dress. Thus, we will not fall victim to vulgar prejudices. Hazlitt later 

advices him not to despise anyone at all. Contempt towards anyone means taking 

pleasure in suffering of others. It is like congratulating ourself because someone 

else has failed or is unfortunate. (157 words)  

Q 7 How will reconciliation help Hazlitt’s son develop into the man Hazlitt 

wants him to be?  

Ans.  Hazlitt tells his son that his entry in school is his first visit into the world. 

Hazlitt is not keeping good health and may not live long. He has committed some 

mistakes in his life. He wants to share this experience with his son. He advices him 

to not to repeat his mistakes. Hazlitt’s son has many complaints against his school 

and his fellow-students. Hazlitt asks his son to reconcile to the situation. He asks 

his son to accept and adjust in a friendly way at school. He says that true equality 

is true wisdom. His son should not compare his fellow-students with his family. He 

should understand that he is one of them. He shares the same fate as they. He 

should not be self-centred. He should share things with his friends. They will also 

start sharing their things. He will feel accepted and loved by them.   

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 



 A Letter by Hazlitt to his Son  

Multiple Choice Questions 1.What emotions 

does Hazlitt’s son express when he was going to school? (a) anger and fear 

(b) Disgust (c) Enthusiasm (d) Indifference  

2. Hazlitt writes a letter to his son as something to remember because he 

fears that- (a) school will soon move away to farther place (b) he would not 

be able to contact his son during winter (c) he may not live long because of 

his bad health (d) his son would not take his advice after he grows up  

3. Hazlitt’s son thinks that his schoolmates are- (a) more intelligent than 

him (b) set of stupid, disagreeable people (c) having good educational 

background (d) more interested in sports  

4. According to Hazlitt if we cannot alter things then we should- (a) 

complain to the higher authorities (b) make ourselves more able to face them 

(c) fight till our last breadth (d) endeavor to put up with them as well as you 

can  

5. The real reason of Hazlitt’s son not liking school was that- (a) it was far 

away from the town (b) he did not like to leave home (c) the teachers were 

strict (d) the school building was old one  

6. The reason for Hazlitt’s son and his school mates keeping aloof from 

each other was- (a) they were enemies (b) they did not know each other’s 

language (c) they were from different nations (d) they knew little of each 

other  

7. What would make half of the world our enemy? (a) If we conceive 

prejudice against others without knowing anything about them (b) If we 

oppose people because they are uneducated (c) If we oppose people because 

they destroy environment (d) If we conceive political differences   

8. Hazlitt’s son criticized dress of some boys. By doing so he is despising 

them for their- (a) greed (b) laziness (c) poverty (d) choice  

9. According to Hazlitt pleasure in the ill of others mean that- (a) one is 

unhappy on failures of others (b) one is always warning others to be careful 

(c) one is always wishing good to others while they face difficult times (d) 

one is glad and congratulates self on failings of others  



10. Which of the following complaints is not made by Hazlitt’s son? (a) boys 

laugh at him (b) boys do not care about him (c) boys don’t return his books 

(d) boys don’t treat him as he was treated at home  

11. The main reason for Hazlitt’s son being sent to school is that- (a) he must 

be a gentleman (b) he must be able to endure difficulties of life (c) he should 

respect social customs (d) he should not discriminate on class of people  

12. The school mates of Hazlitt’s son are – (a) from royal families (b) 

physically weak (c) equals or stronger (d) well behaved  

13. By considering himself self-important, Hazlitt’s son would- (a) be more 

thwarted and laughed at (b) become a corrupt person (c) not respect elders (d) 

not help others  

14. Hazlitt tells his son that- (a) he should be properly dressed (b) he is not a 

King’s son (c) he should always study during day time (d) he should not 

consider himself less than anyone else  

15. At the end of the letter Hazlitt advises his son to- (a) to face everyone 

bravely (b) to concentrate on his studies (c) to take care of his family’s good 

name (d) to reconcile to the situation                                        Answer Key  
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01  A  06  D    11  B  

02  C  07  A    12  C  

03  B  08  C    13  A  

04  D  09  D    14  B  

05  B  10  C    15  D  

                                                                   Lesson 4  

Education Provides Solid Foundation         A.P.J. Abdul Kalam  

      Summary  

‘Education Provides Solid Foundation’is taken fromA.P.J Abdul Kalam’s 

autobiography, Wings of Fire. In this excerpt he talks about his education at 

Schwartz High School, St. Joseph College and Madras Institute of 



technology. He describes his professors and mentors who played a crucial 

role in building his character.   

In Schwartz High School, one of his teacherIyadurai Solomon an ideal guide, 

inspired him most. He was open minded and made his students comfortable 

in the class. Here, Abdul Kalam realized that the desire to learn was very 

important and understood the power of conviction which make the things 

really happen. Abdul kalam, since his childhood was fascinated by the 

mysteries of the sky and always wanted to fly like birds. In later years, he 

became the first child from Rameswaram to fly. After Schwartz High School, 

he joined St.  

Joseph’s College and stayed there for four years. Rev. Father T.N. Sequeria 

taught him English, there he acquired a taste for English Literature and 

started reading classics but at the same time he developed a keen interest in 

physics as well. Kalam applied at the MIT for engineering course but 

admission to the prestigious institution was an expensive affair. Zohara, his 

sister mortgaged her gold bangles and chain to give him money for 

admission. After that he decided to study hard and get a scholarship.   

In MIT his curiosity was aroused by aircraft which were kept on display to 

demonstrate the various subsystems of flying machines. He had always 

admired the human will to fly and after completing his first year he chose 

Aeronautical Engineering. In the course of Kalam’s education at MIT, three 

teachers influenced him very much. Professors Sponder, KAV Pandalai and 

Narasingha Rao shaped his thinking. Their guidance and instructions formed 

a solid foundation, on which Kalam later on built his professional 

career.These three teachers were distinct personalities and different in many 

ways but they had an immense capacity to feed their student’s intellectual 



hunger with brilliance and zeal. Prof Sponder taught Kalam technical 

aerodynamics. He always updated his knowledge and expected his students to 

do the same. Prof. Pandalai a friendly and enthusiastic teacher unlocked the 

secrets of structural engineering in the class and encouraged students for 

classroom discussion. He taught him aero-structure design and analysis and 

brought a fresh approach to every teaching course.  

Prof. NarasinghaRao taught Kalam theoretical aerodynamics and it is because 

of his persistent advice Kalam acquired the skill to review the aeronautical 

designs.  

His third year at MIT was a year of transition. Mostly, people believed in 

scientific methods as they considered it was the only valid approach to 

knowledge. Kalam’s father was a religious man, so he had been brought up 

with deeply religious values where true realization lay beyond the material 

world. Kalam believed in existence of divine power.  

In final year, Kalam was assigned a project to design a low-level attack 

aircraft along with four other students. He was incharge of drawing its 

aerodynamic design. When Prof.  

Srinivasan- a director of MIT reviewed his work he declared it disappointing. 

He didn’t listen to any explanation made by Kalam.So Abdul Kalam pleaded 

for one month’s time to complete it. Prof. Srinivasan told him, “Today is 

Friday afternoon. I give you three days’ time. If by Monday morning I don’t 

get the configuration design, your scholarship will be stopped.” Scholarship 

was life line for him. He and his colleagues did not sleep that night and 

worked hard on the project. On Sunday morning when they were near 

completion, Prof Srinivasan, patted Kalam’s back affectionately and told him 



he never expected him to perform so well. Kalam participated in various 

competitions organised by Tamil Sangamin his college days.  

The most cherished memory from college is related to Prof. Spondor. While 

taking the photograph in farewell function Prof. Spondor called Kalam and 

asked him to sit with him in the front as he was his best student.   

Attempt the following questions in short:  

1. Why did Kalam find the flight of birds fascinating? How did the sight 

inspire him?  

Ans. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam is known as the ‘Missile Man of India’ for his work on 

rocket technology. While talking about his own education at Schwartz High 

School, Kalam illustrated some examples from his life. He was a simple boy from 

remote area of the country. He always cherished a desire to fly in the sky. He had a 

great attraction for the blue sky and always fascinated by the mysteries contained 

in the skies. As he always wanted to take a flight in the sky, the very sight of the 

flying birds captivated him. By looking at them he was convinced that he too 

would fly and soar high in the sky in future. He was very much inspired to fulfill 

his dream and in the later years of his life he became the first child from 

Rameswaram to fly. Eventually he developed an interest in aeronautics and worked 

on designing aircrafts.   

2. Examine the role of faith in Kalam’s life.  

Ans. A.P. J. Abdul Kalam was an enthusiastic fifteen -year old student who 

realized that the desire to learn was very important to grow in life. Iyadurai 

Solomon, one of his teachers was his ideal guide. He made Kalam realize the 

power of conviction. Soloman taught Kalam that, in order to make anything 

happen he must desire it intensely. Kalam learnt the importance of faith with 



which one can change his destiny. The faith in himself and a sense of his own 

worth raised his self-esteem.  

Kalam became confident to take a decision to study further. Faith played a very 

important role in Kalam’s life. The strong conviction changed his attitude and he 

became determined to succeed.   

  

3. ‘In later years I have often been told I carry a “surgical knife” to 

aeronautical design review.’ Explain.  

Ans. In Madras Technical Institute, Abdul Kalam’s curiosity was aroused by two 

aircrafts which were kept on display to demonstrate the various subsystems of 

flying machines. He was attracted towards them and cherished a desire to fly 

aircraft. After completion of his first year he had opted for Aeronautical 

Engineering. Prof. Narasingha Rao taught Kalam theoretical aerodynamics. After 

attending Prof. Narasingha Rao’s classes, Kalam started preferring mathematical 

physics to any other subject. Kalam acquired the skill of verifying the equations 

and always carry a ‘surgical knife’ to review the aeronautical designs. Kalam’s 

teacher revealed these truths to him and created within him an excitement about 

aeronautics through his meticulous teaching.   

  

4. Provide a character sketch of Iyadurai Solomon.  

Ans. Iyadurai Solomon was a teacher in Schwartz High School. He was an ideal 

guide for the young minds who were uncertain about their dreams. He was warm 

and open minded and made his students comfortable in the class. Solomon was 

Kalam’s mentor during his stay at Ramanathapuram. He was instrumental in 



shaping Kalam’s personality. In his company, he learnt that one could exercise 

enormous influence over the events of one’s own life. He was a great teacher 

because he instilled in children a sense of their own worth.  It was he who inspired 

Abdul Kalam by saying that “With faith, you can change your destiny.” Thus 

Abdul Kalam began to aspire for greater things in life. Abdul Kalam was always 

fascinated by flight of birds from early childhood, because of the influence of 

Iyadurai Solomon, he began to dream of soaring up into the skies.   

5. Describe the relationship that Kalam shared with the director of MIT.  

Ans. Abdul Kalam’s third and final year at MIT was a year of transition for him. 

Kalam was assigned a project to design a low-level attack aircraft along with four 

other students. When Prof. Srinivasan- a director of MIT reviewed his work he 

declared it disappointing. Kalam requested  

Prof. Srinivasan to give him one month’s time. It was Friday.Prof. Srinivasan told 

him to revise by Monday morning. He and his colleagues did not sleep that night 

and went on working non-stop on the drawing board skipping their dinner as well. 

On Sunday morning when they were near completion Prof Srinivasan, patted 

Kalam’s back affectionately and told him he never expected him to perform so 

well. Prof Srinivasan really injected the necessity of understanding the value of 

time and ignited the young minds for innovation and competitiveness.                                                                    

6. My favourite professors, all of them authorities in their different fields, 

helped me to acquire this composite knowledge.’ Explain  

Ans. In the course of Kalam’s education at MIT, three teachers influenced him 

very much. Professors Sponder, KAV Pandalai and Narasingha Rao shaped his 

thinking. These three teachers were distinct personalities and different in many 

ways but they had immense capacity to feed their student’s intellectual hunger 

with brilliance and zeal. Prof Sponder taught Kalam technical aerodynamics. He 



always updated himself with the latest technologies and expected his students to do 

the same. Prof. Pandalai was an enthusiastic teacher who unlocked the secrets of 

aero-structure design to his students. Prof. Narasingha Rao taught Kalam 

theoretical aerodynamics and it is because of his persistent advice Kalam acquired 

the skill to review the aeronautical designs. All the three teachers helped him 

unravel the complexities of aeronautical engineering and understand the structures 

of various aircrafts.   

7. How does this excerpt illustrate that Kalam, despite gaining entry to the 

illustrious MIT, always remembered his roots and where he came from?  

Ans. Kalam’s  third year at MIT was a year of transition. Mostly, people believed 

in scientific methods as they considered it was the only valid approach to 

knowledge. Kalam became confused and wondered about the spiritual associations 

which he studied in his childhood. Kalam’s father was a religious man, so he had 

been brought up with deeply religious values where true realization lay beyond the 

material world. Kalam believed in existence of divine power. He had been taught 

that the knowledge could be obtained only through inner experience. He always 

wondered about the ethical issues and try to solve the questions of science and of 

his own spiritual interests. He always believed in the fundamental truth and divine 

power.   

Education Provides a Solid Foundation Multiple Choice Questions  

1. Education provides a Solid Foundation is taken from  ________ (a) 

Courage and Conviction (b) Wings of Fire (c) Ace against Odds (d) Toward 

Freedom  

2. Kalam took some time to settle down at ____________ high school. (a)  

Schwartz High School (b) Murray High School (c) St. Peter High School (d) 

St. John’s Convent  



3. Who was the mentor of A. P. J. Abdul Kalam? (a) Professor Spondor (b) 

KAV Pandalai (c) Narsingha Rao (d) Iyadurai Solomon  

4. Kalam was always fascinated by- (a) mysteries contained in the skies (b) 

the scientific inventions (c) geographical discoveries (d) the life in the lap of 

nature  

5. At the end of education at Schwartz High School Kalam was- (a) ready to 

become a scientist (b) confident and determined to succeed (c) eligible to 

become a professor (d) lacking in confidence  

6. To study for his intermediate examination Kalam obtained admission at- 

(a) St. Mary Convent (b) St. Joseph’s College (c) St. Thomas College (d) St. 

Michael School  

7. Kalam was taught English at St. Joseph’s College by- (a) Father Perrera 

(b) Father Masoji (c) Father Sequeria (d) Father Anthony  

8. In the final year at St. Joseph’s College Kalam acquired taste for- (a) 

History and Philosophy (b) English Literature and Philosophy (c) English 

Literature and Mathematics (d) English Literature and Geography  

9. Who of the following is not in the list of favourite writers of Kalam? (a) 

Tolstoy (b) Scott (c) Hardy (d) Shakespeare  

10. The two roommates of Kalam at St. Joseph’s Campus were- (a) Iyenger 

Brahmin and Serian Christian (b) Iyenger Brahmin and Punjabi Sikh (c) 

Orthodox Madrasi Brahmin and a Christian (d) Iyenger Brahmin and 

Maharastrian Brahmin  

11. How did Kalam’s sister, Zohara, help him pay the admission fees to 

MIT? (a) She worked extra hours to earn more (b) She mortgaged her gold 

(c) She took out a loan (d) She sold her agricultural land  

12. After completing his first year at MIT, Kalam opted for 

________________ engineering branch. (a) civil (b) mechanical (c) 

automotive (d) aeronautical  

13. The three teachers shaped Kalam’s thinking at MIT. Which of them is not 

in this list? (a) Professor Spondor (b) KAV Pandalai (c) Narsingha Rao (d) 

Iyadurai Solomon  

14. Professor Sponder disliked Germans because- (a) he had suffered at the 

hands of Germans during world war II (b) Germans are dominating by nature 



(c) Germans have invented most of the violent weapons (d) their country’s 

action had debilitated the world’s economy  

15. The aeronautics department at MIT was headed by- (a) Prof. Russel 

Debrich (b) Prof. Walter Repenthin (c) Prof. Graham Radcliff (d) Prof. 

Harish Slater  

16. Dr.Kurat Tank designed India’s first- (a) missile (b) helicopter (c) jet 

fighter (d) submarine  

17. Who was Mathematician by profession? (a) Professor Spondor (b) Prof. 

Narsingha Rao (c) KAV Pandalai (d) Prof. Walter Repenthin  

18. Kalam’s project of to design low level attach aircraft was initially 

declared as ________ by Prof. Srinivasan. (a) perfect (b) great (c) 

disappointing (d) imperfect    

19. As an extracurricular work kalam wrote an article in Tamil. It was- (a) 

The Days Spent at MIS (b) The World of Aeronautics (c) Hard work and 

Success (d) Let us make our own aircraft  

20. The most cherished memory from MIT Kalam had was- (a) Prof. Sponder 

asking Kalam to sit in front with him for a class photograph (b) working in 

team with an Iyengar Brahmin and Serian Christian (c) his second successful 

attempt in project to design low level attach aircraft (d) the visit of Prof. 

Srinivasan to his room  

  

Answer Key  
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01  B  06  B  11  B  16  C  

02  A  07  C  12  D  17  B  

03  D  08  B  13  D  18  C  

04  A  09  D  14  A  19  D  

05  B  10  A  15  B  20  A  

  

  

  



  

Personality 1 Ramchandra and Lakshmanrao Kirloskar  

     Summary  

Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. was founded in 1888 by Ramchandrarao and 

Laxmanrao Kirloskar. Before that it was a trading company in Belgaum, 

India. It was run by Ramchandrarao Kirloskar. Laxmanrao was in teaching 

job at Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay. Because British teachers 

were promoted ignoring his claim, he resigned. He reunited with his brother. 

They changed the focus of their trading from selling to manufacturing. They 

started manufacturing of bicycle pumps and set up a shop for its sell.   

Fourteen years after it was set up, Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. came out with a 

hand powered chaff cutter. In 1905 they produced their next product, an iron 

plough. Initially the farmers did not give it enough response. They were 

comfortable with the wooden plough that they were traditionally using. But 

later they realized that iron plough was more reliable than the wooden one. 

As the farmers were beginning to appreciate iron plough, the Belgaum 

Municipality ordered the Kirloskers to vacate the premises.   

Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, King of Aundh, in Maharashtra offered them land 

and loan to continue their venture. The brothers relocated and it was the 

beginning of setting up of Kirloskarvadi, a factory that would expand into a 

township. Established in 1910 it is now the second oldest township in India. 

With importance of balance between work and community for success, 

Kirloskarvadi was built near a railway station. The township now has schools, 

colleges, libraries, hospitals and other basic community facilities and its own 

pincode.   



During World War I the supply of iron ore stopped and basic production was 

also affected. This time the Maharaj of Solapur sold his cannons to 

Kirloskars. These cannons were melted into iron which was used into making 

iron ploughs. In 1940 they became the first Indian company to manufacture a 

lathe. With the beginning of World War II, the British wanted them to 

manufacture weapons. Kirloskers were not comfortable with it and instead 

offered to manufacture tools that can potentially be used a weapon.   

During this time, Shantanurao, son of Laxmanrao was involved in company’s 

affairs. He had Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering. Many 

of his decisions were taken with an aim to launch Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. and 

India into global market. He established Kirloskar Electric Company and 

Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited. After independence the company started 

manufacturing imported diesel engines.   

In 1958, the company started exporting. In 1969, the company set up its 

factory in Kuala Lumpur. The manufacturing of hand pumps started with 

other expansions at Kirloskarvadi. In 1973, Europe became the major market 

for Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. This led to Kirloskar empire enjoying growth rate 

of 32,000 percent from 1950 to 1991.   

In 1983, Sanjay Kirloskar, grandson of ShantanuraoKirlosker shifted focus of 

the company from valve and pump manufacturing to an Engineering, 

Procurement and Construction contractor. This has made the company the 

world’s largest pump manufacturers. It has its presence in over eighty 

countries. The company also secured the world’s largest irritation project, 

Narmada project, implemented by the Gujarat Government.   



From the humble beginnings, of a cycle-pump shop, Kirloskar brothers 

created a business empire that stretched across the world. It ushered India and 

itself into global market.  

Attempt the following questions in short:                                                                                                              

Q. 1 Describe the township that was set up in Maharashtra by the Kirloskar 

brothers.  

Ans. The Kirloskar brothers then shifted to Maharashtra on the invitation of 

Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, theRaja of Aundh who offered them land to continue 

their venture. This place Kirloskarwadi established in 1910 later grew into an ideal 

township. A remarkable foresight and a study of townships in America and Europe 

helped Lakshmanrao to set up a well-planned township. Lakshmanrao believed 

that it was necessary to keep the staff of his industry happy to achieve enduring 

success. With that in mind, Kirloskarwadi was built near the railway station so that 

it would be easy for the people to commute. These hundred years old and also the 

second oldest township has all the basic facilities of schools, colleges and 

hospitals. This scenic green township has its own pin code.   

Q. 2 Describe Lakshmanrao Kirloskar in your own words.  

Ans. Lakshmanrao had all the qualities of a businessman. He had skill and 

expertise in technology. He understood the pulse of the market and therefore was 

fiercely competitive in his approach. He had great foresight and vision which 

helped him to develop Kirloskarwadi into ideal township. He understood the 

importance of striking balance between work and community. Therefore, he built 

Kirloskarwadi near the railway stationfor the convenience of his industry staff. 

Lakshmanrao knew that his staff would be happy if all the basic amenities like 

healthcare aand education are provided to them in the township. Thus, we see that 



Lakshmanrao with his above listed qualities had a lion’s share in the success of 

Kirloskar Brothers.   

Q. 3 Describe Sanjay Kirloskar in your own words.  

Ans. Sanjay Kirloskar graduated degree in Mechanical Engineering from the 

Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago in 1978. Under his leadership, Kirloskar 

Brothers Ltd is India's largest pump manufacturer, which produces centrifugal 

pumpsMr. Sanjay Kirloskar also setup the all women operated and managed 

manufacturing plant of Kirloskar Brothers Ltd at Coimbatore as part of a drive to 

have more women in engineering industry. He secured several deals Including SPP 

Pumps, a UK manufacturing firm and acquiring Aban construction, one of India’s 

leading construction companies. He is also responsible for Kirloskar Brother’s 

dynamic shift in focus from pump and valve manufacturing to becoming an 

engineering Procurement and Construction Contractor. He was instrumental in 

establishing the presence of his company in eighty countries. The Narmada Project 

a biggest irrigation project was also secured under his chairmanship by the 

company.   

  

Q. 4 What impact did the World War I have on Kirloskar Brothers Ltd and 

how did they resolve the situation?  

Ans. After the Kirloskar Brothers established Kirloskarwadi ,the first major set 

back they faced was during  the First World War. They faced an acute shortage of 

the supply of iron ore. The future seemed bleak for the company. But the Maharaja 

of Solapur came to their aid .The Maharaja sold his canons to Kirloskar Brother’s 

Ltd.  That  were melted in the plant to make Iron ploughs. So World war I posed a 



challenge to the Kirloskar Brothers but their good contacts  and innovation helped 

them sail through it successfully.  

  

Q. 5 What impact did the World War II have on Kirloskar Brothers Ltd and 

how did they resolve the situation?  

Ans. The advent of the Second World war posed another threat to the expanding 

business of Kirloskar Brothers. The ruling British insisted that the company should 

manufacture weapons for them. But the Kirloskar brothers were uncomfortable 

with such a proposition. The Kirloskar Brothers gave a logical option to the 

British. They offered to manufacture tools, which would potentially be used as 

weapons. The rationale behind this suggestion was that the demand for weapons 

would die down after the war but the demand for manufacturing tools would 

increase. In this way, they would not incur losses. Thus, The Kirloskar Brothers 

were able to face the second crisis with foresight and courage.   

Q. 6 Describe the various initiatives SL Kirloskar put into place to help the 

company.  

Ans. S. L. Kirloskar was the son of Laxmanrao Kirloskar, who established the 

Kirloskar Group and the township of Kirloskarwadi. He was among the first 

Indians to graduate from MIT.S. L. Kirloskar was a global thinker and an 

enterprising person who had the courage and the confidence in the potential of his 

own country even in the pre-independence era.After the end of World War II, the 

Kirloskar Group grew rapidly under the leadership of S. L. Kirloskar. In 1946, he 

established Kirloskar Electric Company and Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited at 

Bangalore and Pune, respectively. He is credited with developing the manufacture 

of diesel engine indigenously as an import substitute after India attained 



independence. He penned an autobiography under the title Cactus and Roses.S. L. 

Kirloskar was awarded Padma Bhushan in the year 1965 for his contribution to 

trade and industry.   

Q. 7 What can be learnt from the various successes of Kirloskar Brothers 

Ltd.?  

Ans. There are many inspiring lessons to learn from the success of Kirloskar 

Brothers. To start with, we should dream about big, visionary projects. The 

adversities should not deter us from our path to success. We should learn to 

convert adversities into opportunities like the Kirloskar Brothers. When they were 

asked to vacate from Belgaum and during both the World wars, we should observe 

with pride that innovated without getting depressed and emerged with flying 

colours. All the big Businessmen in India should lean that The Kirloskar Brothers 

Ltd had not been established as just a company to derive profit but the brothers 

kept the profit margin low and spent their money on social welfare projects. From 

the story of Kirloskar brothers, we learn that for a businessman it is necessary that 

he should think globally, incorporate constant research and generate good will 

through community development.   

                                     Ramchandrarao and Laxmanrao Kirloskar  

Multiple Choice Questions  

1.Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. India’s largest pump manufacturer company was 

founded in- (a) 1889 (b) 1891 (c) 1888 (d) 1897  

2. The company by Kirloskar Brothers was initially- (a) a trading company 

in Belgaum (b) small scale and cottage industry in Belgaum (c) a company 

producing agricultural tools in Belgaum (d) a trading company in Pune  

3. What led to Laxmanrao Kirloskar leaving his job as a teacher at Victoria 

Jubilee Technical Institute? (a) He was keen to join his brother in handling 

the steel producing plant. (b) He was unhappy that the British authorities 



unfairly favoured British teachers over Indian teachers (c) He had his finger 

on the pulse of the market and knew it was the ideal time to shift into 

manufacturing (d) He did not want to serve the British   

4.What is meant by the line ‘Laxmanrao had his finger on the pulse of the 

market’? (a) He was aware of the latest news, developments and interests in 

the Indian market (b) He wanted to learn about the market’s constraints and 

opportunities (c) He was well-educated (4) He showed great foresight and 

vision  

5.The first product related to agriculture produced by Kirloskar Brothers was- 

(a) weed cutters (b) chaff cutter (c) brush cutters (d) cutting saws  

6. Why did the iron plough manufactured by the Kirloskar brothers not sell 

well initially? (a) Because the British were more interested in weapons than 

in farming equipment (b) Because Indian farmers could not afford the iron 

plough (c) Because Indian farmers were satisfied with the tools they already 

had (d) Because the Belgaum municipality did not recognise the Kirloskar 

brothers produce  

7.While the demand for iron plough was increasing Belgaum municipality 

asked Kirloskar brothers to vacate their premises because- (a) the space was 

to be used to create a new Belgaum suburb (b) the space was to be used to 

station the public transport buses (c) the space was to be used to 

accommodate vegetable sellers (d) the space was to be utilize for public 

library   

8. What did Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi offer the Kirloskar brothers? (a) a 

team of well trained workers (b) all modern facilities of farming (c) Land in 

Maharashtra and loan to continue their venture (d) partnership in his well 

established food industry  

9. Kirloskar wadi the second oldest township in India was established in the 

year- (a) 1919 (b) 1910 (c) 1925 (d) 1918  

10.What did Laxmanrao consider to be a vital element to the success of 

industrial township? (a) That it struck an ideal balance between work and 

community (b) That it was built near a river for availability of water (c) To 



build a township which has all forms of entertainment (d) Township that is 

connected with the international community  

11. What major setback did the Kirloskar brothers face around the time of 

World War I? (a) Supply of iron ore dried up (b) The war had a devastating 

impact on the Indian agrarian market (c) There was little demand for the iron 

plough (d) The British insisted they produce weapons instead of tools.  

12. The Maharaja of Solapur came to the rescue of Kirloskar during the first 

world war by- (a) providing loan waiver (b) purchasing produce at more than 

the market price (c) allowing Kirloskar to sell goods without tax (d) selling 

his canons for production of iron ploughs  

13. In 1940 Kirloskar Company Ltd. became the  first company to- (a) sell 

iron ploughs on credit to farmers (b) to produce water pumps indigenous (c) 

manufacture a lathe (d) to provide interest free loans to farmers  

14. During the second world war the British approached the Kirloskar 

brothers insisting- (a) to pay double tax (b) to manufacture weapons (c) to 

stop production of agricultural tools (d) to close Kirloskarvadi 15. 

Shantanurao Kirloskar’s decisions were based with aim to launch Kirloskar 

Brothers Ltd.  

into (a) Global market (b) Asian market (c) European market (d) African 

market  

16. For his contribution to __________ Shantanurao Kirloskar was awarded 

the Padma Bhushan in 1962. (a) Kirloskarvadi (b) welfare of farmers (c) 

introduce modern techniques of irrigation (d) trade and industry  

17. During his tenure Sanjay Kirloskar, chairman and managing director of 

Kirloskar Brothers Ltd acquired (a) software and transport industries (b) 

pump manufacturing firm and a construction company (c) a large pieces of 

farm lands (d) the premises of Belgaum Municipal Corporation  

18. During the chairmanship of Sanjay Kirloskar the company expanded in 

presence in over _______ countries. (a) Sixty (b) Eighty (c) Seventy (d) Fifty  

19. The world’s largest irrigation project mentioned in the chapter is- (a) the 

Narmada Project (b) the Austral Asia Project (c) the Upwan Project (d) the 

Godavari Project  



20. The Kirloskar brothers had a humble beginning. They had started their 

business with a- (a) iron plough shop (b) tyre shop (c) oil engine shop (d) 

cycle pump shop  

Question 
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01  C  06  C  11  A  16  A  

02  A  07  A  12  D  17  D  

03  B  08  C  13  C  18  B  

04  A  09  B  14  B  19  A  

05  B  10  A  15  A  20  D  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

Personality 2 Sudha Murthy  

     Summary  

Sudha Murty was born in 1950, at Shiaggon in North Karnataka. Her father 

Dr. S.R. Kulkarni was a physician by profession. Brought up by her maternal 

grandparents along with her parents, two higher learning institutions have 

been endowed to by Infosys Foundation to them. These are H.R. Kadim 

Diwan Building in which Computer Science and Engineering Department at 

IIT Kanpur runs and Narayan Rao Melgiri Memorial National Law Library at 

NLSIU.   

Murty completed BE in electrical engineering from B.V.B. College of 

Engineering and Technology. She completed ME in Computer Science from 

Indian Institute of Science. She received gold medal in both of them.   

Murty became the first female engineer hired at Tata Engineering and 

Locomotive Company.  When she was told that female cannot apply for the 

post, she complained to J.R.D. Tata about gender bias. Special interview was 

conducted for her and she was selected. Here she met N.R. Narayana Murty 

who later moved to Patni Computers. They got married in February 1978.   

Sudha has made lot of personal sacrifices while her husband was setting up 

Infosys. Whenever they would go for dinner Narayana Murty make Sudha 

pay promising to repay later that he never did. He owed Rs. 4000 to her. 

After their wedding Sudha tore the book of debts.   

Sudha provided seed money of Rs. 10000 to start Infosys. Its first office was 

house of Murties at Pune that they had bought on loan. She took a job with 

Walchand Industries to support the growth of Infosys.   



At present she is the chairperson of Infosys Foundation. She has worked in 

various capacities in development of Infosys Technologies Ltd. She is a 

member of public health initiatives of the Gates Foundation. She has founded 

several orphanages, participated in rural development efforts, supported the 

movement to provide all Karnataka government schools with computer and 

library facilities, and established the Murthy Classical Library of India at 

Harvard University.   

In 2004 Murthy was presented with the Raja-Lakshmi award for her 

contribution to social work. In 2006 she was presented Padma shri. She 

received an Honorary Doctorate for her contribution in Social Work, 

philanthropy and education. She also received R.K. Narayana award for 

literature. In 2011 she was conferred with honorary LLD degree to promoting 

formal legal education and scholarship in India.   

In her books Murty talks about charity, hospitability and self-realization 

through fictional narratives. Her book How I Taught My Grandmother to 

Read and other Stories has been translated into 15 languages. Her other books 

are Wise and Otherwise, Old Man and His God, and Gently Falls the Bakula.   

Experts from her interview in times group reveal fun person that Murty is:  

She started writing in college. She has been writing now for thirty years. She 

is a story teller at heart. Though talkative by nature, while writing she retreats 

into total silence. She does not interact and gets completely engrossed into it 

as if she has taken samadhi. She cannot write biography of Mr. Murty 

because it cannot be completely unbiased. Her latest book The Day I Stopped 

Drinking Milk is dedicated to her son-in-law, Rishi and daughter-in-law, 

Lakshmi. She tells them that they should not make adjustments for them. It is 



the older generation that should make adjustment for the younger generation 

and not the other way.    

Mr. Murty is a perfect listener. She talks he listens. They don’t have grant 

expectations from each other. So, marriage works well. She loves to walk, 

climb, travel and try out different vegetarian food. Touching elder’s feet is 

must and Non-vegetarian food and alcohol has no place in Murty’s house. 

The best thing for her for being Narayana Murty’s wife is that she could carry 

on with her Philanthropic work in a big way. The worst is that she cannot 

remain anonymous.  For example, the fear of being recognized puts break to 

her plan of having a cup of tea on the roadside.   

Answer the following questions in short:  

Q. 1 Trace the history of how Infosys started.  

Ans. Infosys was Narayan Murty’s dream. At that time, it was not so easy for him 

to achieve the dream as he was penniless. He set up Infosys with the help of his 

five friends. At its inception, Sudha Murthy provided the seed money and became 

the seed investor of Infosys. The first office of Infosys was started in Pune. The 

company was operated out from the house that the Murthy couple had purchased 

with the help of a loan. The company was started with meagre initial capital of Rs. 

10,000. To support the growth of Infosys, Sudha Murthy took up a job with 

Walchand Industries. She was involved in the development of Infosys 

Technologies Limited in various capacities. Now Infosys has become the symbol 

of teamwork and can be seen as the outcome of hard work.   

  

Q. 2 Describe some of the work done by Sudha Murthy in the field of 

philanthropy and social work.  



Ans.Sudha Murthy is the Chairperson of the Infosys Foundation and a member of 

public health care initiatives of the Gates Foundation. She has rendered social 

services by founding several orphanages. She has participated in rural development 

efforts and has also supported the movement initiated by the Government of 

Karnataka. Infosys Foundation has helped the students from rural area to get an 

access to education. Sudha Murthy has established the Murthy Classical Library of 

India at Harvard University. She is honoured with many awards and recognitions 

for her outstanding contribution in the field of social work.   

  

Q. 3 ‘We should make way for the youngsters instead of expecting them to 

come around to our ways.’ Elaborate on what Sudha Murthy is saying here.   

Ans. Sudha Murty has dedicated her latest book, ‘The Day I Stopped Drinking 

Milk’ to her son-inlaw and daughter-in-law. She understands the aspirations of the 

young generation and advocates the space to be provided to them by the old 

generation. She says, ‘we should make way for the youngsters instead of expecting 

them to come around to our ways.’ She does not expect that her son or daughter 

should make any adjustment for her. She is of the opinion that the old generation 

should always remember that they have had their inning. The elders in the family 

should provide an opportunity to the youngsters to live their life on their accord.  

This attitude of Sudha Murthy brings out her matured understanding to maintain 

the balance between the generations in the family.   

Q. 4 Describe in your own words some of the various challenges Sudha 

Murthy faced.  

Ans. After graduation, Sudha Murthy became the first woman engineer hired at 

India’s largest auto manufacturer company. When she applied to the company, she 

was told that only men were eligible to apply for the post. She wrote a letter to the 



Chairperson of the company complaining against the gender discrimination. As a 

result, she was interviewed specially and finally got the job.  

Sudha Murthy made many personal sacrifices at the setting of Infosys. At that 

time, Narayan Murthy was unemployed. So, he was in need of money to fulfil his 

dream of Infosys. Sudha Murthy provided financial support to him during his 

tough time. She took up a job with Walchand Industries and supported the family 

and the company financially in difficult time.  

5 Provide a character sketch of Sudha Murthy.  

Ans. Sudha Murthy is a multi-talented personality. She is a teacher, a social 

worker and a writer. She has proved herself as a strong supporter to her husband 

and an ideal mother. Her contribution to the society through her philanthropy and 

writings have inspired the Indian youth.   

Sudha Murthy’s social contribution can be seen through her services as a 

Chairperson of Infosys Foundation, a social venture. She has founded several 

orphanages, participated in rural development efforts, provided computers and 

library facilities to schools. Her several publications evidence her literary talent. 

She works as a visiting professor at the PG centre, Bangalore University, shows 

her passion for teaching and education. Her concern to her family members and 

affectionate bonding with her son in law and daughter in law present her as a 

considerate and matured family woman. She is an ideal supporter to her husband  

  

Q. 6 Describe in your own words the relationship Sudha Murthy shares with 

writing.  

Ans. Sudha Murthy is a prolific writer of fiction. She has published several books 

that spell out her views on charity, hospitality and self-realisation though fictional 

narratives. Her childhood experiences are brought out in her first notable work 

entitled ‘How I Taught My Grandmother to  



Read and Other Stories’. It is translated into 15 languages including English, Hindi 

and Assamese. ‘Wise Otherwise’, ‘Old Man and His God’, ‘Gently Falls the 

Bakula’ are her other notable literary contributions. Her passion for writing can be 

seen in her reply. When she was asked, “What does writing mean to you?” She 

replied, “There is no better way to express myself. There are stories that crowd my 

mind and are waiting to be pushed out and be written. I am a story teller at heart.” 

Sudha  

Murthy’s fictional narratives bring out her intense relationship with writing.   

  

Q. 7 Provide examples from the biography which illustrate that despite all of 

her accomplishments Sudha Murthy remains a very grounded and down to 

earth individual.   

Ans. In 2014, Sudha Murthy was presented with the Raja-Lakshmi Award for her 

outstanding contribution to social work. In 2016, she was awarded the Padma Shri, 

the fourth highest ranking civilian award from Govt of India. Despite all of her 

accomplishments, Sudha Murthy remains a very grounded and down to earth 

individual. When asked ‘What are the things that are nonnegotiable in the Murthy 

household?’ Sudha Murthy replies, ‘respect for elders’ and ‘no-non vegetarian and 

alcohol consumption inside the house.’ Though she is a wife of a leading 

industrialist, she believes in philanthropy and works for the society with great 

devotion. Her simple dreams like, to have a cup of tea on the roadside and desire to 

remain anonymous presents her as a common human being.   

Sudha Murthy Multiple Choice Questions  

1. The childhood experiences of Sudha Murty form the basis of her work 

entitled- (a) Wise and Otherwise (b) Old Man and His God (c) How I Taught 

My Grandmother to Read (d) Falls the Bakula  



2.The institution in memory of Sudha Murty’s grandparents, H.R.Kadim 

Diwan Building houses ____________  Department at IIT Kanpur.  (a) 

Computer Science and Engineering (b) Metallurgy (c) Mechanical 

Engineering (d) Civil Engineering  

3. Sudha Murty completed her ___________ from B.V.B College of 

Technology. (a) Computer Engineering (b) Masters in Computer Science (c) 

Masters in Technology (d) Production Engineering  

4. Sudha Murty completed her M.E. in Computer Science from- (a) Indian 

Institute of Technology (b) Indian Institute of Management (c) Indian 

Institute of Science (d) Birla Institute of Technology  

5. What obstacle initially prevented Sudha Murthy from becoming the first 

female engineer at TELCO? (a) gender bias  (b) her qualifications  (c) her 

lifestyle  (d) her rural background  

6.Sudha Murthy says her husband always owed her money. Based on the 

context of this statement, what does this suggest? (a) that her family was 

constantly in debt due to various ventures failing (b) that her husband was 

reckless with their money (c) that she earned more than her husband did (d) 

that she supported her husband during difficult financial periods  

7. The first office of Infosys operated from- (a) Murty’s house purchased 

with loan (b) Patni Computers (c) Walchand Industries (d) Building of 

Catamaran Ventures  

8. Which of the following is not the philanthropic effort of  SudhaMurty?   

(a) Opening Orphanages (b) Educating children of labourers (c) participation 

in rural development efforts (d) proving computer and library facilities to 

government schools in Karnataka  

9. Sudha Murty has been conferred with Raja-Lakshmi Award in 2004 for- 

(a) providing seed money to start Infosys (b) her work at reputed college of 

Bangalore (c) her contribution to social work (d) standing first in her class  

10. Sudha Murty was conferred with Honorary Doctor of Law Degree for her 

contribution to promote- (a) upliftment of poor people (b) promoting 

computer education (c) philanthropy and education (d) promoting formal 

legal education and scholarship  



11.Which of the following awards, is not conferred on Sudha Murty? (a) 

Padma Shri in 2006 (b) Raja-Lakshmi Award in 2004 (c) R.K.Narayan 

Award for Literature (d) Padma Vibhushan in 2001  

12.What does writing mean to Sudha Murthy? (a) expressing herself (b) 

teaching others (c) becoming an educationist (d) none of the above  

13. What reason does Sudha Murthy offer to explain why she would not be 

able to write her husband's biography? (a) she does not have enough time on 

her hands (b) she would not be able to write an objective account of his life 

(c) when she writes, she shuts herself away from everyone and everything (d) 

it is not possible to have unbiased biography as she is his wife and friend  

14. To Whom has Sudha Murty dedicated her book The day I Stopped 

Drinking Milk? (a) Narayana Murty (b) Rishi and Lakshmi (c) Her 

Grandparents (d) Her Parents  

15. What do Sudha Murthy's educational accomplishments say about her? (a) 

that she is diligent and hard working (b) that gender bias made things doubly 

difficult for her (c) that she was enthusiastic yet lacked discipline (d) that she 

respected her elders and their guidance  

16. What is the message given by Murthy to the older generation? (a) the 

older generation should control the young generation (b) the older generation 

should make way for the youngsters (c) the older generation should not adjust 

in any cost (d) none of the above  

17. What are the two things which are non-negotiable in Murthy's household? 

(a) being blunt and arrogant (b) unpolished lifestyle and adaptations (c) 

respect for elders, no non-vegetarian and alcohol consumption (d) 

independent lifestyle and food choices  

18. Apart from writing and social service, other interests of Sudha Murty are- 

(a) Singing and dancing (b) trying food of different tastes and travelling (c) 

viewing television and cooking (d) teaching and painting  

19. The best thing about being Narayan Murty’s wife according to Sudha 

Murty is that- (a) she has all the glory of modern world (b) she could give 

social service to needy (c) she could travel the whole world (d) she has a 

status of being a VIP  



20. The worst thing about being Narayan Murty’s wife according to Sudha 

Murty is- (a) she does not have a life of privacy (b) she is always busy (c) she 

has to frequently move from one place to another (d) she has to keep her 

knowledge updated Answer Key  

Questio

n No.   

Correct 

option  

  Questio

n No.   
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option  

  Questio

n No.   
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  Questio

n No.   

Correct 

option  

01  C  06  D  11  D  16  B  

02  A  07  A  12  A  17  C  

03  A  08  B  13  D  18  B  

04  C  09  C  14  B  19  B  

05  A  10  D  15  A  20  A  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



Personality 3 Muhammad Yunus  

     Summary  

Muhammad Yunus is a Bangladeshi banker, author and economist. He is the 

founder of Grameen Bank, a Nobel-prize winning organization. He was 

awarded the Nobel Prize for his concepts of microcredit and microfinance 

and its implementation for the benefit of the poor people of Bangladesh.  

Yunus was born in the village Bathua in Hathazari Chittagong of Bangladesh 

on 28
th

 June 1940. Yunus considered his mother a role model who helped 

anyone that knocked at her door. Yunus travelled to Canada to attend a 

jamboree. He studied at Dhaka University and received his bachelor’s and 

master’s degree from the same. He started his career as a lecturer in 

Economics at Chittagong College and received prestigious Fulbright 

scholarship to study economics in Vanderbilt University.   

In 1971, during Bangaladesh Liberation War, Yunus was in the United States. 

There he set up the Bangladesh Information Centre with other Bangladeshis 

in the US to raise support for liberation. Following the war, Yunus returned to 

Bagladesh and joined Chittagong University as head of the Economics 

Department. During 1974, Bangladesh was economically devastated as a 

result of natural calamities like famine and flood in succession, and the 

country received no aid from outside. Yunus was profoundly affected to see 

the sufferings and poverty of the people in his country and started putting 

forward several proposals to help the rural populace of Bangladesh. He 

became actively involved in poverty reduction. He established a rural 

economic programme to understand the damage caused by famine. After 

surveying and interviewing the people, he realized that people in rural 

Bangladesh were paying exorbitant rates of interest for their loans; hence they 



could barely make a profit. He started giving loans at advantageous rates and 

raised their profit margins. The implementation of microfinance and 

microcredit really helped Bangladesh in the struggle against poverty. He 

institutionalized his concept of microfinance and microcredit model by the 

end of 1976 and within a decade confirmed its status as a fully-fledged bank 

named Grameen Bank. Initially Grameen Bank faced some setbacks and 

difficulties but gradually it continued to grow and diversify itself into sectors 

like irrigation, equity projects and communication etc. By 2007, Grameen 

Bank had issued over six billion dollars to more than seven million 

borrowers.  

Repayment of loans was ensured through ‘solidarity groups’. This system 

helped majority of Bangladeshis pull themselves out of poverty. The 

Grameen Bank gave loans to nearly 95%of women. It employed a model that 

focussed on eliminating poverty and empowering women. MuhhamadYunus 

has graced many prestigious positions in and around the world and worked as 

policy maker in many reputed financial bodies.   

Answer the following questions in short:  

Q. 1 Explain how Yunus applied microcredit to help the poor.  

Ans. Bangladesh suffered a lot after  Famine in 1974,. In the rural areas, the people 

were suffering due to starvation and extreme poverty. Yunus decided to understand 

the problem from the root and visited the poorest areas of the villages.In 1976, as 

part of his research, Yunus interviewed a woman and learnt that she was being 

charged exorbitant rates for her loans and thus was barely making a profit. He 

realized the potential for recovery then and there and in an exhibition of practical 

economics loaned the equivalent of 27 U.S. dollars to 42 women in the village. It 

was his first loan with more advantageous rates. These women were able to raise 



their profits and manage better than before. In this way Yunus applied the concept 

of microcredit to help the poor.   

  

Q. 2 What was Yunus doing during the Bangaladesh Liberation war? How 

did this affect him?  

Bangladesh Liberation War is an important chapter in the history of Bangladesh. If 

affected the lives of the common people of the country. It was fought to get 

separation from West Pakistan. During the Bangladesh Liberation War, Yunus was 

in the United States. He set up the Bangladesh Information Centre with other 

Bangladeshis in the U.S. The idea behind the center was to raise support for 

liberation. Following the war Yunus returned to Bangladesh and joined Chittagong 

University as the head of the Economics department. It was during his time as 

acting head of the Economics department that Yunus would stumble across an idea 

that would lead to him helping millions of poverty-stricken people, and would 

eventually award him the Nobel Prize.   

  

Q. 3 How did Grameen Bank help the impoverished women of Bangladesh? 

Why did the bank focus on the women of Bangladesh?  

As a part of his research, he interviewed a poor woman and learnt that she was 

being charged exorbitant rates for her loans, and thus was barely making a profit. 

He realized the potential for recovery then and there, in an exhibition of practical 

economics, loaned the equivalent of 27 U.S. dollars to 42 women in the village. It 

was his first loan. With more advantageous rates, these women were able to raise 

their profits and manage better than before. Without these new rates, the women 

would likely have been stuck in a rut for the rest of their lives.  

It is interesting to note that nearly 95% of Grameen Bank loans were given to 

women. The reason behind this was that Bangladeshi women were more likely to 



suffer from poverty than men and the women were more likely to devote their 

earnings to their family, unlike the men.   

  

Q. 4 What is the story behind Yunus’s first loan?  

Ans. In 1976, as part of his research, Yunus visited the poorest household of 

village Chittagong. He interviewed a woman who was making bamboo stools and 

learnt that she was being charged exorbitant rates for her loans and thus was barely 

making a profit. He realized the potential for recovery then and there and in an 

exhibition of practical economics loaned the equivalent of 27 U.S. dollars to 42 

women in the village. It was his first loan with more advantageous rates. These 

women were able to raise their profits and manage better than before. Without 

these new rates the women would likely have been stuck in a rut for the rest of 

their lives. Yunus realized that on a smaller scale, microfinance and microcredit 

could really help Bangladesh’s struggle with poverty.   

  

Q. 5 Describe in your own words Yunus’s experiences in the U.S. as described 

in the essay. Ans. Muhammad Yunus is a Bangladeshi banker and economist. He 

has contributed to his country through the model of ‘microcredit’. He was a bright 

student at school and college. After completing his post-graduation at Dhaka 

University, Pakistan,  in 1965, Yunus received a Fulbright Scholarship to study 

Economics at Vanderbilt University. He completed his Ph.D. in Economics and 

remained in the U.S.A. as an Assistant Professor of Economics at Middle 

Tennessee State University for three years. In 1971, Yunus was in the U.S. when 

the Bangladesh Liberation War took place. Yunus set up the Bangladesh 

Information Centre to raise support for liberation.   

  

Q. 6 Describe the various role Yunus took on after setting up Grameen Bank.  



Yunus believed that microcredit could be a viable business model in Bangladesh. 

He applied for a loan from the government Janata Bank so that he could set up the 

institution. In the end of 1976, the institution put into effect the microcredit model 

that Yunus had proposed and began taking loans from other banks to continue 

operating. In 1983, the institution confirmed its status as a fullyfledged bank called 

“Grameen Bank”. In 1990, the bank had started to diversify, focusing on irrigation 

schemes and equity projects and even telecommunication. By 2007, Grameen 

Bank had issued over six billion dollars to more than seven million borrowers, the 

repayment of loans was ensured through “Solidarity group”.Grameen Bank was 

employing a model that they hoped would do two things, eliminate poverty, and 

empower women.   

  

Q. 7 Trace the history of Grameen Bank, what led to its formation and how 

did it develop over the years.  

Ans. Yunus believed that microcredit could be a viable business model in 

Bangladesh. He applied for a loan from the government Janata Bank so that he 

could set up the institution. The institution put into effect the microcredit model 

that Yunus had proposed and began taking loans from other banks to continue 

operating. In 1983, the institution confirmed its status as a fully-fledged bank 

called “Grameen Bank”. In 1990, the bank had started to diversify, focusing on 

irrigation schemes and equity projects and even telecommunication. By 2007, 

Grameen Bank had issued over six billion dollars to more than seven million 

borrowers, the repayment of loans was ensured through  

“Solidarity group”.Grameen Bank was employing a model that they hoped would 

do two things eliminate poverty, and empower women.   

                                                        Muhammad Yunus  



Multiple Choice Questions  

1. Mohammad Yunus was awarded Noble prize in 2006 for – (a) helping in 

rehabilitation of earthquake victims (b) efforts to create economic and social 

development from below (c) his significant role in maintaining peace during 

creation of Bangladesh (d) his role in spread of modern farming techniques  

2.Why did Yunus consider his mother a role model? (a) despite suffering 

from a psychological illness, she took case of him (b) she was generous to the 

community and always tried to help those in need (c) she was a terrific 

economist (d) she and his father ensured he lived in relative comfort 

throughout his childhood  

3. Yunus received a Fulbright scholarship in 1965 to study Economics at- 

(a) Oxford University (b) Cambridge University (c) Vanderbilt University (d) 

Harvard University  

4. Bangladesh was created as a result of – (a) India Pakistan war of 1965 (b) 

India Pakistan war of 1962 (c) India Pakistan war of 1947 (d) India Pakistan 

war of 1971  

5. Why was the woman whom Yunus interviewed not making profit? (a) 

Because she believed in social service (b) Because she was unable to recover 

debts (c) Because she was paying high rate of interest for loan (d) Because 

goods she was producing were of bad quality  

6. Yunus set up the Bangladesh Information Center- (a) to help in the war 

by raising financial support for the liberation of Bangladesh (b) to spread 

awareness about the war taking place in 1971 (c) to raise financial support to 

help those in need during the drought (d) to collect seed money for setting up 

Grameen Bank  

7. How was Yunus affected by the famine? (a) his family was forced to 

relocate as a result of it (b) he was no longer able to live in relative comfort 

(c) from an economic perspective, it allowed him to better understand 

microcredit and microfinance (d) it reminded him of his mother's generosity 

and he set up a programme to tackle poverty  

8. Which of the following contributed to the formation of Grameen Bank? 

(a) Yunus received a loan from the government (b) A rich lady agreed to 



provide finance (c) Yunus realised importance of foreign funds (d) Optimum 

rain had yield good crop  

9. Which of the following difficulties did Grameen Bank initially face? (a) 

radical leftists threatening Yunus and his colleagues (b) conservative clergy 

encouraging women to borrow from the bank (c) struggles with repayment of 

loans (d) it had insufficient fund for loan  

10. The primary goals of Grameen Bank was – (a) to develop a successful 

template for managing microcredit and microfinance (b) to help Bangladesh 

economically recover from its natural and man-made struggles (c) to develop 

into a fully-fledged bank that could bring about real change (d) to help the 

poor and the women of Bangladesh  

11. Why were the significant percentage of loans by Grameen Bank made out 

to women? (a) because women were more likely than men to slip into poverty 

(b) because men were cautioned by conservative clergy not to take out a loan 

(c) because men questioned the microcredit and microfinance options offered 

the bank (d) none of the above  

12. _________ ensured for the repayment of loans of Grameen Bank. (a) 

Individual beneficiary (b) Solidarity groups (c) Government (d) None of the 

above  

13. The basic feature of Grameen Bank is- (a) Microfinance (b) Urban 

finance (c) Investments (d) Subsidy from government  

14. Which of  the following awards was not conferred on Yunus? (a) Noble 

Peace Prize (b) The Presidential Medal of Freedom (c) Congressional Gold 

Medal (d) Republican Achievement Award  

15. Former US President ______________ was an ardent supporter of Yunus. 

(a) George Bush (b) Barack Obama (c) Bill Clinton (d) Donald Trump 

Answer Key   
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01  B  06  A    11  A  

02  B  07  C    12  B  

03  C  08  A    13  A  

04  D  09  A    14  D  

05  C  10  D    15  C  



Poem 1 In the Bazaars of Hyderabad  

by Sarojini Naidu  

    Summary  

The poemIn the Bazaars of Hyderabad begins with the poet’s question to the 

merchants what they are selling. She sees that the goods are displayed nicely 

to attract the buyers. She visits the vendors, the maidens and peddlers. She 

asks the vendors what they are weighing for sale. They reply that they are 

weighing saffron, lentil and rice. The maidens grind sandalwood, henna and 

spices. The peddlers reply that they are selling the chessman and dice made 

from ivory for the game of chess. The poetess goes to the goldsmith to ask 

him what he is selling. He says that he has made beautiful ornaments like 

wristlet, anklet and ring. He also has made bells for the feet of the pigeons, 

girdles for dancers and scabbards for the kings. Bells are described as ‘frail as 

a dragon-fly’s wing’. She visits the fruit-men and musicians. The fruitmen 

sell fruits like citron, pomegranate and plum. The musicians create wonderful 

tunes for ages to come. They play the instruments like citron, sarangi and 

drum. In the bazaar, the poetess sees flower-girls who make crowns for the 

bridegroom. They make garlands to decorate their beds for the wedding night. 

They also prepare ‘sheets of white blossoms’ to make the funeral, the last 

journey of a man perfumed.   

  

 

 

 

 



Answer the following questions in short:  

1. Reading this poem is a sensual experience. Discuss.   

‘In the Bazaars of Hyderabad’, brings out a lively picture of Bazaar. It is a place 

with variety of things and articles displayed for sell. The poem very successfully 

invokes the rich colours, smells, sounds and tastes of a rich and varied cultural 

milieu. Various things with different colours and shapes appeal to different senses. 

‘Turbans of crimson and silver’ satisfy the sense of eyes. Richly decorated mirrors, 

daggers, ivory dice, gold wristlets, anklet, colourful flowers create unique impact 

on the minds of the readers. Saffron, lentil, spices, various fruits all appeal to the 

sense of taste. With the presentation of the delicate bells for the feet of pigeons, 

girdles of gold for the dancers, the poetess makes the readers to listen melodious 

sounds. Display of musical instruments create imaginative music. Thus, we can 

say that reading the poem ‘In the Bazaars of Hyderabad’ is a sensual experience.   

2. Comment on the juxtaposition of the flower girls making garlands for a 

bridegroom, while also making them for corpses at the same time.   

Sarojini Naidu presents the juxtaposition of the flower girls when they prepare 

garlands for a bridegroom and also make sheets of flower ‘to perfume the sleep of 

the dead.’ The poetess celebrates the work of the flower girls. They weave tassels 

of blue and red flowers for various occasions. The flower girls make crowns for 

the bridegroom. They also prepare colourful garlands to decorate the beds on the 

occasion of marriage. With the same concentration they make the sheets of white 

flowers for the dead person so that the last journey of a man would be perfumed. 

Thus flower girls give happiness to the living people and the dead people with 

their skill and hard work.   

3. Describe the scene of the Bazaar in your own words.  



 ‘In the Bazaars of Hyderabad’ begins with the poetess’s question to the merchants 

about what they are selling. She sees that the goods are displayed nicely to attract 

the buyers. She visits the vendors, the maidens and peddlers. She asks the vendors 

what they are weighing for sale. They reply that they are weighing saffron, lentil 

and rice. The maidens grind sandalwood, henna and spices. The peddlers reply that 

they are selling the chessman and dice made from ivory for the game of chess. 

When the poetess goes to the goldsmith, he says that he has made beautiful 

ornaments like wristlet, anklet and ring and has made bells for the feet of the 

pigeons, girdles for dancers and scabbards for the kings. She visits the fruit-men 

and musicians. The musicians create wonderful tunes for ages to come. In the 

bazaar, the poetess sees a flower-girl who makes crowns for the bridegroom and 

makes garlands to decorate their beds for the wedding night.  

4. Look at the way the stanzas of the poem are divided. Notice the rhyme 

scheme and the repetition of certain words. Write a note on the effect these 

create on the reader.  

In the poem ‘In the Bazaars of Hyderabad’ the poetess has presented the lively 

picture of the market place in a very simple and effective way. Through a series of 

questions, she addresses to the traders and vendors in the vibrant bazaars of 

Hyderabad. The conversational method of the poem creates the realistic impact on 

the minds of the readers. The poem is divided into five stanzas of six lines each. 

Peculiar rhyme scheme is woven throughout the poem to create musical impact. 

The rhyme scheme ABCBDB is maintained in almost all the stanzas. Some of the 

words are skilfully repeated to have a desired effect, for example ‘What do you 

cry, O ye fruit-men?’, ‘What do you weave, O ye flower-girls?’. With a peculiar 

manner of the poem, Sarojini Naidu has excellently brought out the vibrant picture 

of the Bazaar of Hyderabad.   



  

In the Bazaars of Hyderabad                                                                            

Multiple Choice Questions  

1.What is not being sold by the merchants? (a) Turbans and tunics (b) Mirrors 

(c) Daggers (d) Saffron   

2.The maidens are engaged in what activity? (a) weighing saffron, lentil and 

rice (b) grinding sandalwood, henna and spice (c) displaying their wares (d) 

none of the above  

3.What do the flower girls weave for the bridegroom? (a) crowns and 

chaplets (b) garlands and chaplets (c) bouquets and crowns (d) none of the 

above  

4. What is the predominant emotion expressed by the speaker in the poem ‘In 

the Bazaars of Hyderabad’? (a) anger (b) apathy (c) jealousy (d) delight  

5.‘The bells for the feet of blue pigeons’ are described as – (a) frail (b) strong 

(c) bright (d) hard  

6.Which musical instruments are being played by the musicians? (a) 

Harmonium and tabla (b) Cithar, sarangi and drum (c) Flute and shehnai (d) 

Synthesiser and guitar  

7.What does the word ‘wares’ mean in the poem ‘In the Bazaars of 

Hyderabad’?                       (a) articles (b) tools (c) weapons (c) flowers   

8.‘Daggers with handles of jade’. What does the word ‘jade’ suggest? (a) 

handle of metal (b) handle of wood (c) handle with green precious stone (c) 

handle with carvings  

9. What is made by the goldsmiths for the dancers? (a) scabbards (b) bells (c) 

girdles (d) wristlets  

10.What is sold by the fruit-men? (a) citron, pomegranate and plum (b) 

mangoes, oranges and grapes (c) banana, pomegranate and lime (d) sweet 

melon, water melon and sweet lime Answer Keys  
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1.   a  6  b  

2.   b  7.  a  

3.   a  8.  c  

4.   d  9.  c  

5.   a  10.  a  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  



Poem 2 The Daffodils  

William Wordsworth   

     Summary  

The poet is alone and having nature in mind wandering from one place to 

another like a cloud which flies over valleys and hills with the wind. All at 

once he looks at many golden flowers of daffodils beside the lake and 

beneath the tree, they are dancing in the breeze. He says that just as stars 

twinkle and shine in the sky, in the same way these flowers of daffodils are 

spreading their beauty here. He says that just as stars beautify the milky way 

in the same way flowers beautify the earth. The flowers of daffodils are 

welcoming the visitors and attracting towards themselves. He says that just as 

stars are unlimited in the sky in the same way the flowers of daffodils are 

unlimited here. He is very happy to visit such a charming sight of nature. He 

comes back from the place, but it is an unforgettable sight for him. Later, 

whenever the poet is thinking of not being busy, lying on his couch the 

daffodils flash upon his imagination. The memory of the daffodils not only 

fills his heart with pleasure but also has a refreshing effect on him and he 

feels like dancing along with the daffodils.The last stanza of the poem is the 

most important part of the poem and is the essence of the poem. In this 

stanza, the poet speaks about the healing and refreshing effect of nature.  By 

this poem, he wants to say that nature is our best friend that takes our pain 

and gives us real happiness of life. So we should make friendship with nature.   

Answer the following questions in short:  

1. Explain how time is used in this poem.   

Ans. In the first three stanzas the poet has drawn three different comparisons. In 

the first stanza he compares himself with the wandering cloud. In the second 



stanza he compares the daffodils with the stars. In the third stanza the dance of 

daffodils is compared with that of waves in the lake.After this in the fourth stanza 

the poet says that whenever he is in a gloomy mood, the reflection of the beautiful 

daffodils comes to his mind. His heart begins to dance with the daffodils. The poet 

thinks that the sight of the daffodils is a permanent source of pleasure for him. 

Thus, the poem conveys us the message that an object of beauty makes an 

everlasting impression on us and gives us joy even when they are not present 

before our eyes. It remains unaffected with the passage of time.     

  

2. Describe the tone of the poem.   

Ans. The title, “Daffodils” is a simple word that reminds us about the arrival of the 

spring season, when the field is full of daffodils. At the beginning of the poem, the 

mood the poet portrayed in the poem was loneliness and sadness. He did this by 

comparing himself to a single cloud, isolated from the rest. However, clouds 

usually come together in the sky, but here he describes only a single cloud. ‘I 

wandered lonely as a cloud.’ But as the poem progresses, the mood of the poem 

transitions from sadness or loneliness to happiness. The poet does this by reflecting 

on a memory of ‘a host of golden daffodils.’ He constantly mentions the joy and 

the wealth that the daffodils brought him, and finalizes the poem with a line that 

shows us that he was happy and no longer lonely, and this was because of the 

daffodils.  

3.What is the central theme of the poem? Ans. The theme of the poem 

“Daffodils” is a collection of human emotions inspired by nature that we may have 

neglected due to our busy lives. The speaker encounters a field full of daffodils 

waving in the breeze and is overcome with delight watching them. After leaving 

the field, he often thinks of the flowers when he is bored or melancholy and the 



memory of their beauty and cheer once again brings him joy. To the poet, these 

flowers are not just pretty, but cheerful and joyous company that brings him out of 

his loneliness. Best of all, the poet finds that the memory of the sight of the 

daffodils stays with him, giving him companionship and joy when he is "in vacant 

or in pensive mood." The central idea of the poem is the expression of the comfort 

and cheering the author finds in the beauty of observing the daffodils.  

  

4. Describe the lasting impact the sight of the Daffodils has on the speaker,   

Ans. The poet is alone and wandering from one place to another like a cloud. All 

of a sudden he sees a large number of golden daffodils are growing on the bank of 

the lake under the trees. A light breeze is blowing, making the daffodils flutter and 

dance with it.For the poet, the view of these beautiful golden daffodils is similar to 

the stars shining and twinkling in the milky-way. He considers himself fortunate 

and very happy that he has been the witness to such a wonderful sight of the 

daffodils.Later, the poet says that whenever he lies on his couch having nothing to 

do or in pensive mood, the images of the daffodils flash upon his imagination.  The 

memory of the daffodils not only fills his heart with pleasure but also has a 

refreshing effect on him and he feels like dancing along with the daffodils.   

  

5.Analyze Wordsworth’s attitude to nature, memory and imagination. Ans.  

The theme of this poem i.e. “Daffodils” is based on the healing and refreshing 

power of nature. How easy it is for nature to lift the spirit and the morale of the 

man is also depicted in this poem. The poem is rich in imagery and the description 

of the daffodils is delightful. Their memories have a cheerful and lively effect on 

him. When this happens, the poet feels calm, refreshed, motivated and good about 

himself. The memories of the daffodils fill his heart with pleasure and joy and he 

feels like dancing along with the daffodils.    



Daffodils Multiple Choice Questions  

  

1.Wordsworth wandered alone among nature and felt lonely. He compares 

himself with- (a) a cloud (b) as a wave (c) as a leaf (d) as a bird  

  

2.The daffodils when the poet sees them were- (a) Standing calmly (b) 

Whispering with the win(c) Fluttering and dancing in the breeze (d) None of 

the above  

  

3. ‘Tossing their heads in sprightly dance,’ is an example of-  (a) Alliteration 

(b) Simile (c) Personification (d) Metonymy   

  

4.What are the golden daffodils compared with?   

(a) Sun far away in the horizon (b) Stars in their milky way (c) Sky with 

clouds of rain (d) Waves jumping to kiss clouds  

  

5.The poet saw ‘ten thousand at a glance’. What does he mean? (a) five 

thousand (b) ten thousand (c) fifteen thousand (d) many  

  

6. Where did the poet find a host of daffodils? (a) besides the lake (b) besides 

the river (c) besides the sea (d) besides the palace   

  

7. In what the Daffodils outdid the Waves? (a) in providing happiness (b) in 

dancing (c) in shining (d) in spreading colour  

  

8. When do Daffodils flash upon poet’s inward eye?  

(a) while he is saying his prayers  (b)  while he is busy composing poem (c)  

while he is resting and thoughtful (d) while he is on the sea beach  

9. A poet could not but be gay means- (b) the poet could not sleep (b) the 

poet had no choice but to be happy (c) the poet could not be happy (d) the 

poet was very sad  

  

10.What fills the poet’s heart with pleasure in the last lines of the poem? (a) 

dance with the  



daffodils (b) the clouds in the sky (c) the dancing waves (d) bliss of 

solitude  Answer Key  
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Poem 3 To Autumn  

John Keats  

     Summary  

In the first stanza of the poem To Autumn John Keats, describes the beauty 

and pleasure of the autumn season. According to the poet, it is a very pleasant 

season. This autumn season is of mists and mellow fruitfulness.Poet takes 

immense pleasure in the gradual developments of autumn season. Keats’s 

autumn is early autumn, when the trees and plants are with fruit and flowers. 

Poet says, autumn is a close bosom friend of maturing sun. They both 

conspire to load and bless fruit and flowers. The vines that run around the 

thatched house also have ample amounts of grapes on it.  The heavy apples 

bend down the mossed apple tree which is near to the cottage. The season 

fills the apples with juice. All the fruits are ripened to the core. They have 

grown to their fullest size and needs to be harvested.  The gourd becomes big 

and full. A gourd is a kind of vegetable that swell up like balloons. Hazel 

shells are also plump up with a sweet kernel. Poet says that, some flowers are 

reserved for bees. Bees are very happy and they think that these good days 

will never go. The beehives are filled with honey and the clammy cells are 

overflowing with sweet honey.   



In the second stanza poet is comparing autumn season with a girl, who is 

sitting carelessly on the granary floor. Poet says that, her hairs are soft-lifted 

by the winnowing wind. Poet further says that, sometimes she gets asleep in a 

half-reaped furrow as if she has consumed poppies. Then after some time she 

collects the half reaped crop and crosses the brook nearby her field. Then she 

reaches to cider-pressmachine, with a patient lookhours by hours.   

In the third stanza poet asks to autumnin a sad mood, where are the songs of 

spring? Poet further says that don’t think much of them. There is no need to 

miss spring, autumn has her own music. Because, autumn season has also its 

nice music. While sun sets its rays blooms the cloud like a flowerwith a violet 

colour. When sun rays touch the stubble-plains that creates a rosy hue. The 

gnats live beside the river shrubs. These gnatsare also mourning because of 

the dying dayfrom the hills, lambs are also bleating loudly. Birds like 

hedgecricket and redbreast whistling continuously from the gardern-croft.  

Swallow is a migratory bird in a group twittering in the sky. In this way poet 

reminds autumn as a beautiful and pleasant season of the year. In ths way 

John Keats glorifies autumn as an importance season of the year.  

Attempt the following questions in short:  

 1 - Based on this Ode, what do you think is Keat’s attitude towards autumn 

and nature?  

Ans – In the poem To Autumn John Keats, describes the beauty and pleasure 

of the autumn season. Poet takes immense pleasure in the gradual 

developments of autumn season. Poet says, autumn is a close bosom friend of 

maturing sun. They both conspire to load and bless fruit and flowers. The 

vines that run around the thatched house also have ample amounts of grapes 



on it.  The heavy apples bend down the mossed apple tree which is near to the 

cottage. The season fills the apples with juice. The gourd becomes big and 

full. Hazel shells are also plump up with a sweet kernel. Some flowers are 

reserved for bees. The beehives are filled with honey and the clammy cells 

are overflowing with sweet honey. Thus John Keats has been successful in 

expressing the beauty, the charm, the symphony of autumn in the lap of 

nature.  

2. While the poem describes a particular season, does it also convey other 

messages?  

Ans. In the first stanza, poet has personified autumn as a human being who is 

capable to secretly conspiring with sun to bring changes in the atmosphere. 

Also, in the second stanza we see autumn is compared to a lady. Then 

Autumn is the time of transformation between the growth of summer and the 

dormancy of winter. Much of the transformation in the poem occurs between 

stanzas. For example, in the first stanza apples, gourds are swelling outwards 

before they will be plucked. By the second stanza harvest is already 

complete, or nearly complete, and the ripe apples have been turned into rich, 

delicious cider. In the third stanza setting the sun marks the transformation. 

Just as life grows into its highest achievement during the youth following it 

come to the laboring days of middle age and finally old age indicating the 

approaching death.  

Que. 3 Examine the theme of time in the Ode, To Autumn.   

Ans -The passage of the time is one of the main themes in the poem. The 

most common thing in the world is the change. Throughout the poem Keats 

tries to show how the time keeps on changing by different passages of time in 

farming activities. Keats does this by showing different stages of farming, 



from ripening to harvesting. The progression of autumn season is depicted in 

three stanzas; from its ‘mellow fruitfulness’ and abundance in the first stanza 

to its laborious labour in second stanza and finally into its gradual demise. 

Also, parallel to this Keats illustrates the growing day from morning to 

afternoon into evening. Just as life grows into its highest achievement during 

the youth following it come to the labouring days of middle age and finally 

old age indicating the approaching death.  

Que. 4   How do three stanzas differ from each other?  

Ans –To Autumn is a poem of three stanzas, each of eleven lines. Three 

stanzas are structurally and thematically different from each other.In first four 

lines of each stanza are of ABAB rhyme scheme. Following the first four 

lines in the first stanza are seven lines in CDEDCCE form whereas, in 

remaining two stanzas after first four lines there is CDECDDE form.   

Thematically, the first of stanza Keats concentrates on the beauty and 

pleasure of the autumn season. He notes the sights of autumn, ripening grapes 

and apples, swelling gourds and hazel nuts, and blooming flowers. In the 

second stanza, poet is comparing autumn season with a girl, who is sitting 

carelessly on the granary floor. Her hairs are soft-lifted by the winnowing 

wind, can take a nap in the fields, walk across brooks, or watch the making 

cider. The last stanza contrasts autumn’s sound with those of spring.   

  

5. Examine the theme of ripeness or fruition (the state of producing fruit) 

in the poem. Ans –In the opening lines he emphasizes the idea that autumn is 

indeed a season of ‘mellow fruitfulness’, a time of year when the natural 

world swells pregnant with life. Everywhere the trees and plants are with fruit 

and flowers. The vines also run around the thatched house have ample 



number of grapes on it. The heavy apples bend down and the season fills the 

apples with juice to the core. The gourd becomes big like balloons. Hazel 

shells are also plump up with a sweet kernel. The beehives are filled with 

honey and the clammy cells are overflowing with sweet honey. Also, parallel 

to this Keats illustrates the growing day from morning to afternoon into 

evening. Just as life grows from youth to middle age and finally to old age.  

  

To Autumn Multiple Choice Questions  

  

1.What is implied by the line, ‘Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun’? (a) 

That autumn is the season of the ‘maturing sun’ (b) That autumn, personified 

here is a good friend of summer (c) That little separates autumn from summer 

(d) That winter will soon be arriving  

2. Referring to context, what is the effect of using words such as ‘swell’, 

‘plump’ and ‘budding’? (a) It suggests autumn is the season when plenty of 

fruits ripen (b) It hints at prosperity and wealth (c) It suggests that autumn is 

an idyllic time of the year (d) It suggests harvesting and hard work lie ahead  

3.Which of the following is an example of personification? (a) may find/thee 

sitting careless on a granary floor (b) Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing 

wind (c) sound asleep/drowsed with the fume of puppies (d) all of the above  

4.Which of the following, according to the speaker is an example of the 

music of autumn? (a) the sound of crickets in the night (b) the roar of an 

overflowing over breaking its levees (c) the high-pitched whine of a mosquito 

circling above one’s ear (d) all of the above  

5.What is the overall sense or feeling conveyed by the poem? (a) That 

autumn is the season of hard work (b) That autumn is the season of idleness 

(c) That autumn is when the sun is at its highest, flowers are bloom and fruits 

are ripe of the picking (d) That autumn is a brief respite before the harsh cold 

of winter.  

6.What is the poetic type used in the poem ‘To Autumn’? (a) Lyric (b) Epic 

(c) Ode (d) Satire  



7.Autumn is said to be the season of – (a) mists and mellow fruitfulness (b) 

dark and fruitlessness (c) dullness and fruitlessness (d) none of the above  

8. ‘To Autumn’ is in the form of --- wherein the poet addresses to the season 

as a human being- (a) Narration (b) Apostrophe (c) Explanation (d) 

Interrogation   

9.Which literary device is used by Keats frequently to refer ‘autumn’? (a) 

Metaphor (b) Simile (c) Personification (d) Metonymy  

10.Autumn is personified as which character? (a) Singer (b) Gleaner (c) 

Dancer (d) Gardiner   

11.How the birds and animals respond to the call of winter? (a) Lamb bleat 

loudly (b) Crickets sing (c) Redbreast whistles (d) All of the above  

12.What is the main theme of the poem ‘To Autumn’? (a) Love and hatred 

(b) Mortality and change (c) Patriotism and sacrifice (d) Prosperity and 

poverty  Answer Keys  
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Poem 4  

The Highwayman  

                             Alfred Noyes  

     Summary  

‘The Highwayman’ is a poem by Alfred Noyes. It narrates the story of an 

unnamed highwayman and an innkeeper’s daughter Bess. The poem is set in 

rural England. A highwayman is a term used to denote a raider on the 

highway.In the poem, the unnamed Highwayman is one such criminal on the 

run from law. It is a windy and dark night when the highwayman rides up to 

the inn. He was dressed in a coat of velvet trimmed with lace and a French 

hat. His boots were up to the thigh and he wore brown breeches made of doe 

skin. He carried with him a pistol and a rapier.  

The inn is closed. The highwayman whistles a tune and at this signal, the 

innkeeper’s daughter Bess comes to the window. The highwayman is in love 

with Bess. The highwayman informs her that, he is going to rob and will be 

back before day break and in case he is hunted by the law, he asks her to wait 

for him in the moonlight. He promises to come for her no matter what 

happens. Tim, the stable boy, who himself is in love with Bess, listens to this 

conversation. Kissing the fragrant black lock of hair that Bess lets down the 

window, the highwayman rides off in the moonlight. The next day, however, 

it was a troop of British soldiers who marched up to the inn door. Tim, the 

jealous stable boy had betrayed them to the troops. The soldiers tied up Bess 

with a gun at her chest and set an ambush for the highwayman. They wait at 

the window for the highwayman to shoot him. Meanwhile Bess after a lot of 

struggle manages to free her hand and keeps her finger on the trigger; then 

when she hears the highwayman’s horse, she shoots herself. The shot warns 



him of the trap and he escapes. It is the next day that he comes to know that 

Bess had shot herself to warn him of the trap. In an attempt to take revenge, 

he rushes back and gets shot down in the middle of the road by the soldiers. 

On certain winters’ nights, it is believed that the highwayman’s ghost still 

rides down the highway to meet his love Bess. The lovers thus are reunited in 

the afterlife.    

Answer the following questions in short:  

1.Briefly summarize the events of the poem.  

‘The Highwayman’ narrates the story of an unnamed highwayman and an 

innkeeper’s daughter Bess. The highwayman is in love with Bess.He comes 

to the inn and whistles a tune.  

At this signal, the innkeeper’s daughter Bess comes to the window. The 

Highwayman informs her that, he is going to rob and will be back before day 

break and in case he is hunted by the law, he asks her to wait for him in the 

moonlight. Tim, the stable boy, who himself is in love with Bess, overhears 

and betrays them. The soldiers tie up Bess with a gun at her chest and wait at 

the window for the highwayman to shoot him. Meanwhile Bess manages to 

free her hand and when she hears the highwayman’s horse, she shoots herself. 

The shot warns him and he escapes. The next day that he comes to know that 

Bess had shot herself to warn him of the trap. To take revenge, he rushes back 

and is shot down in the middle of the road by the soldiers. On certain winters’ 

nights, it is believed that the highwayman’s ghost still rides down the 

highway to meet his love Bess. The lovers thus are reunited in the afterlife.    

2.Examine the tone of the poem. How is it established?  



‘The Highwayman’ narrates the story of an unnamed highwayman and an 

innkeeper’s daughter Bess who sacrifices her life for her lover’s safety. The 

poem begins with a dark and mysterious atmosphere with phrases such as 

torrent of darkness, gusty trees, purple moor and the moon compared to a 

ghostly galleon. The restless nature of the night is established by the restless 

wind. The mysterious tone is set by the highwayman’s unknown visit as he 

makes way to a closed inn. This is immediately followed by a romantic and 

warm tone with the sudden appearance of the inn keeper’s daughter Bess. The 

lovers have agreed upon a whistling tune as a signal to meet in secret. The 

hopeful mood then swiftly shifts to gloomy apprehension with the parting of 

the lovers with an uncertain future ahead. The clash between the soldiers, the 

highwayman and the ultimate sacrifice of Bess makes it intense and woeful. 

The poem finally ends in a supernatural or ghostly tone with the lovers 

meeting again in wintery nights.  

3.Describe the character of Bess. How is she, in many ways, brave and 

selfless?  

Bess, the daughter of the innkeeper is one of the chief characters in the poem 

‘The  

Highwayman’. She is described as a black- eyed bonny girl with long dark 

hair. She is the love interest of the Highwayman, whom she loves and Tim 

the stable boy who secretly loves her. She eagerly waits for the highwayman 

and rushes to the window when she hears the whistling signal. This shows her 

profound love for the highwayman in the face of grave danger. We never get 

to hear anything from Bess, she patiently listens to the highwayman as he 

tells her of his plan and implores her to wait for him in the moonlight, 

promising to come back, no matter what the circumstance be. Even in peril, 

surrounded by the redcoats, when Bess is tied up and gagged, with a gun to 



her chest, she is more worried for the safety of the highwayman. She does 

everything possible to save him and ultimately sacrifices her life to warn him 

of the danger. This act of sacrificing her life shows how she would do 

anything to save the person she loves. This ascertains Bess as a brave and 

selfless person. (197 words)  

4.Examine the use of colour in the poem, and how specific references to 

colour foreshadow events to come.  

In this poem the action centres round the lives and deaths of the two main 

characters, a highwayman, or thief, and his paramour, the daughter of the 

landlord, Bess.. The ‘Black eye’ of landlord’s daughter refers to her beautiful 

look. There is a “dark red love-knot” in her hair that stands for her love, its 

intensity and the relationship to the man. The fourth stanza introduces the 

third character into the poem, “Tim the ostler”. He has a whiteface. The 

whiteness of his face implies the shock the ostler receives at being privy to 

the lovers meet and also shows the lack of warmth or humanity with the 

absence of colour. The speaker notices that rather than the highwayman come 

up the road he sees “a red-coat troop marching”. The colour red signifies the 

approaching violence, menace and bloodshed. Thus colours have been used to 

bring out the tone, ambience and meaning of the poem.   

5.What is implied by the end of the poem, and the repetition of certain 

lines?  

The last two stanzas of the poem are foretelling that they come after the main 

events outlined in part I and part II. These lines describe how after the events 

of the poem, the ghosts of the two lovers still reappear around the inn. When 

the “wind is in the trees” and the atmosphere is in the right state, as it was at 



the beginning of the poem, the highwayman comes riding again, as he used 

to. Just like in the past, when the two were alive, he tries to get to the inn.  

Bess is there just as she used to be “Plaiting a dark red love-knot into her long 

black hair”, except now they are both dead. These lines are almost word for 

word those that came at the beginning of the poem. This is a hopeful and 

warm image at the end of the poem. The lines that are repeated at some 

distance in the poems are called refrain.  Refrain is a technique used by the 

poet to intensify the theme.  There is another such example in the poem when 

the poet repeats the line about the highwayman "riding, riding, riding" three 

times.  

  

  

  

  

The Highwayman Multiple Choice Questions  

  

1.In the first part of The Highwayman we learn that- (a) the Highwayman and 

Bess are secretly married (b) the Highwayman is not really a thief (c) Tim, 

the ostler loves the landlord’s daughter, Bess (d) Bess, the landlord’s 

daughter loves Tim but he does not love her  

2. The Highwayman plans to return to Bess before daylight unless- (a) 

stagecoach is late (b) horse goes lame (c) redcoats harass him (d) 

stagecoach is not carrying gold  

3. The redcoats learn of the Highwayman’s plans from- (a) Bess (b) King 

George (c) the innkeeper (d) Tim, the ostler  

4. The redcoats use Bess as- (a) reward for a successful robbery (b) 

punishment for a crime (c) bait for a trap (d) revenge for betrayal   



5. How does Bess warn the Highwayman? (a) By sending a letter (b) By 

telling the innkeeper (c) By shouting out his name (d) By shooting herself  

6. While we the enter the second part, the  reader is primarily concerned with 

the fate of- (a) innkeeper (b) the redcoats (c) Bess (d) the innkeeper’s wife  

7. Bess can be described as- (a) cowardly (b) self-sacrificing (c) greedy (d) 

selfish  

8. The poet uses a strong rhythm to capture the beat of the- (a) pounding rain 

(b) the blazing sun (c) rat-a tat of gunfire (d) horses hooves  

9. The Highwayman is classified as a- (a) Narrative poem (b) Novel (c) Epic 

poem (d) Biography  

10. ‘The moon was a ghastly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas..’ is an example 

of- (a) Simile (b) Metaphor (c) Onomatopoeia (d) Irony  

11. ‘Tiot-tiot; tiot-tiot! Had they heard it? The horses roof ring in clear’, is an 

example of- (a) Onomatopoeia (b) Alliteration (c) Metaphor (d) 

Personification  

12. The redcoats treat Bess with- (a) sympathy (b) care (c) cold politeness (d) 

disrespect  

  

Answer Key  

Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

  Question 

No.   

Correct 

option  

01  C  04  C  07  B  10  B  

02  C  05  D  08  D  11  A  

03  D  06  C  09  A  12  D  
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Lesson 1 Romance of a Busy Broker  

O. Henry  

  

Summary  

O’ Henry, in his short story, “Romance of a Busy Broker”, narrates the incident in the life 

of Harvey Maxwell, busy broker. He is New York based share broker. Harvey Maxwell is 

such a busy man that the author refers to him as a machine. One morning he enters the 

office in the usual scheduled time with his young lady stenographer who has been 

working with him for the last one year. His stenographer is a young beautiful lady called 

Miss Leslie. Unlike her usual routine, this morning, she is blushing and looking happy. 

She keeps lingering around Maxwell’s desk, trying to get his attention. But Maxwell, 

surrounded by his mail, telegrams, and endless phone calls, is so busy that he hardly 

pays any attention to her.  

  

The previous day, Maxwell had asked his clerk Pitcher to hire another stenographer. But 

when his clerk brought in a candidate, Maxwell denies the candidate by saying that he 

does not have any intention of hiring another stenographer, as he is perfectly satisfied 

with the services of Miss Leslie. The clerk quietly declares that Maxwell is getting more 

and more absent-minded and forgetful day by day.  

  

As the day progresses, the speed of business grew faster, and Maxwell is working like a 

machine. He is lost in the world of finance – stocks, bonds, loans, shares and securities. 

In the middle of his busy day, suddenly a sweet smell of lilac comes in through the 

window. He recognizes the smell as belonging to Ms. Leslie, and suddenly he forgets the 

world of finance. He can only think about her.  All of a sudden, he decides to propose 

marriage to her. He dashes into her office and asks her to marry him. Miss Leslie acts 



strangely. At first, she is totally surprised. Then tears flows from her eyes and she smiles 

at him. She then put her arms around his neck and tells him that they have already got 

married the previous evening at 8 o'clock in the Little Church around the Corner. The 

story thus ends with a surprise.  

  

  

Attempt the following questions in short  

(1) Who is Mr. Pitcher? Describe his conversation with the young lady.  

O. Henry, in his short story ‘The Romance of a Busy Broker’, narrates the incident in the 

life of Harvey Maxwell, busy broker. Pitcher was the personal clerk in the office of 

Maxwell. Miss Leslie worked as his stenographer. Her appearance was quite 

unstenographic as she dressed in a very simple manner. But one morning she had 

different appearance when she came to office. She was softly glowing. She looked bright 

and happy with a touch of some sweet memory. Pitcher was surprised when she stayed 

in the outer office instead of starting her routine office work. Then she asked Pitcher if 

Mr. Maxwell had told him anything about appointing another stenographer. Pitcher 

replied in positive and told her that he had asked the agency to send a few girls in that 

regard. Since nobody had yet come, Miss Leslie told that she would begin her work as 

usual.  

(2) Who is Harvey Maxwell? Write about his business activities.  

Ans.: O. Henry, in his short story ‘The Romance of a Busy Broker’, narrates the incident 

in the life of Harvey Maxwell, busy broker. He is a New York based share broker. He 

works like a machine. He is so busy that he comes every morning and threw himself into 

the great heap of letters and telegrams waiting for him. In his office, the teleprinter 

sends out lengths of tape, the desk telephone rang continuously. Men begin to crowd 

into the office. Messenger boys ran in and out with messages and telegrams. The clerks 

in the office had to work like sailors during a storm. Maxwell’s business is growing fast. 

Maxwell worked like some high-powered, delicate, strong machine going at full speed. 

He was exact and never hesitated while at work. He is 'prompt as clock'. He always takes 

right decision while dealing with the Stocks, bonds, loans, shares and securities. He is 

more like a machine than a human being, which is why he is called as ‘the machine 

sitting at the desk’.  

  

(3) How was the young lady dressed? How did she appear?  

Ans.: O. Henry, in his short story ‘The Romance of a Busy Broker’, narrates the incident 

in the life of Harvey Maxwell, busy broker. Miss Leslie worked as his stenographer. Her 

appearance was quite unstenographic as she dressed in a very simple manner. She wore 

no chains, bracelets or lockets. That morning, her dress was gray and plain, but fitted 



her very well. There was the golden feather of a parrot in her black hat. She looked 

happy; her eyes dreamily bright and was glowing with softness.  

  

(4) Comment on the unusual ending of the story.  

Ans.: O. Henry is a wonderful short story writer. Most of his short stories end on a note 

of surprise. There is always a twist in his stories. In this story he has described the 

romance of a busy broker, Harvey Maxwell. He works like a machine. He is so busy that 

he comes every morning and threw himself into the great heap of letters and telegrams 

waiting for him. He is like some high-powered, delicate, strong machine going at full 

speed. He has to deal with the Stocks, bonds, loans, shares and securities. He is more 

like a machine than a human being, which is why he is called as ‘the machine sitting at 

the desk’.  

Miss Leslie was his stenographer, whom he had already proposed her, a day 

before, had married with her that evening. Maxwell is so busy person that he completely 

forgets about their marriage on next day and he again proposes his stenographer turned 

wife Miss Leslie   

The ending of the story is quite unusual as no one forgets about his marriage. 

His wife is aware of his busy schedule, so instead of getting angry, his wife cheerfully 

smiles at him and make him remember about their marriage that took place last evening 

in the little church around the corner.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multiple Choice Questions  

1. Who is the busy broker mentioned in the short story?  

(a) Mr. Pitcher     

(b) Mr. Harvey Maxwell    

(c) The New Stenographer    

(d) Ms. Leslie  

  

2. Setting of "The Romance of Busy Broker"  

(a) New York City     

(b) Chicago     

(c) Philadelphia     

(d) Washington DC  

  

3. Who had an expressionless countenance?  

(a) Ms. Leslie    

(b) Mr. Harvey Maxwell    

(c) The New Stenographer    

(d) Mr. Pitcher   

  



4. At the beginning of the story, for which of these reasons is Pitcher 

showing more expression than usual?  

(a)Maxwell reduced his pay   

(b) Maxwell is late to work   

(c) Maxwell and his former secretary enter together   

(d) He is interested in dating the secretary  

  

5. Which of these flowers is mentioned in the story?  

(a)Lily   

(b) Lilac   

(c) Tulip   

(d) Daisy   

  

6. What was there on Miss Leslie’s 

small black- hat? (a) The golden wing 

of a bird.   

(b) The Silver wing of a bird.   

(c) The gold-green wing of a bird.  

(d) The Silver White wing of a bird.  

  

7. 'I'll do the work as usual then, until someone comes to fill the place' 

whose words are these? (a) The new stenographer's   

(b) Ms. Leslie's   

(c) Mr. Pitcher’s   

(d) The book keeper's  

  

8. Who worked as a confidential clerk in Maxwell's office?  

(a) Mr. Pitcher     

(b) The book keeper   

(c) The New Stenographer      

(d) Ms. Leslie  



  

  

9. Which incident did Ms Leslie remind about at the end of the story?  

(a) That she and Mr. Maxwell got married the previous evening at 8' O 

clock in the church          

(b) That Maxwell had asked for appointing a new stenographer the 

previous day   

(c) That she and Mr. Pitcher got married the previous evening at 7'O 

clock   

(d) That she and Mr. Maxwell got married the previous evening at 7' O 

clock in the church  

  

10. How was Miss Leslie different from most other secretaries?  

(a) Her clothes do not fit her shape.   

(b) She was unusually beautiful.   

(c) She always dressed very simply.   

(d) She always wore attractive dresses  

  

11. What was the appearance of the Lady who came from the 

Stenographer's Agency? (a) Simple and Attractive   

(b) Self-possessed and with full of accessories   

(c) Kind and considerate  

(d) Arrogant and dull  

  

12. Why didn't Miss Leslie go straight to her desk when she came to 

work?  

(a) She did not want to do any work that day.   

(b) She wanted to know what Mr. Maxwell wanted her to 

do  (c) She wanted to ask Pitcher about employing a 

new secretary.   

(d) Because she always hated her job.  

  



13. What did Mr. Maxwell ask Mr. Pitcher 

the day before? (a) Mr. Maxwell asked Mr. 

Pitcher to speak with his wife.  

(b) Mr. Maxwell asked Mr. Pitcher to find a new secretary.   

(c) Mr. Maxwell asked Mr. Pitcher to order food for lunch.   

(d) Mr. Maxwell asked Mr. Pitcher to find him a new office.  

  

14. What is the purpose of the machine in Maxwell's office?  

(a) It makes copies of his letters.   

(b) It records all of his phone calls.   

(c) It organizes all his documents.   

(d) It brings him business news as soon as it happened.  

  

15. The desk telephone on Maxwell’s table   

(a) Was least used by him   

(b) Was out of order   

(c) Had a chronic attack of buzzing   

(d) was used by his clerk  

  

  

   

16. Where did Maxwell put his fountain pen?  

(a) Into his Pocket   

(b) Over his right ear   

(c) In his hand   

(d) In the pen stand on his table  

  

17. What does Maxwell ask 

his secretary? (a)   He asks 

her out to dinner.   

(b)  He asks her to 

call Pitcher.  (c) He 



asks her to write a 

letter.  

(d) He asks her to be his wife.  

  

18. Why did Mr. Maxwell tell Pitcher to send the woman from the 

secretary's agency away?  

(a) There was no need for another secretary.   

(b) He was too busy dealing with the stock market problems.   

(c) He thought that Pitcher had made a mistake.   

(d) Maxwell did not like the appearance of that woman.  

  

19. Why did Mr. Maxwell walk over to Miss Leslie's desk?  

(a) He wanted to take her out to lunch.   

(b) His hands were full of papers for her.   

(c) He had something important to tell her.   

(d) He wanted discuss some office work.    

 20. What did Maxwell forget happened the night before?  

(a) He already married his secretary.   

(b) His secretary left to find a new job.    

(c) Pitcher found him a new secretary.    

(d) Pitcher and his secretary got married.  

 Answer Key  

Questio

n No.  

Correc

t 

Optio

n  

  

Questio

n No.  
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t 
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n  

  

Questio
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t 
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n  
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n No.  
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t 
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n  

01  b  06  c  11  b  16  b  

02  a  07  b  12  c  17  d  

03  d  08  a  13  b  18  c  

04  c  09  a  14  d  19  c  

05  b  10  c  15  c  20  a  

  

  



  

  

Lesson 2 Miss Brill  

Kathari

ne Mansfield Summary  

Miss Brill is a middle aged, unmarried English tutor in France leading 

a lonely life. She works as a teacher for children and as a reader for an 

old man who is in vegetable state. She loves visiting Jardins Publiques 

meaning public garden on every Sunday. It’s being little chili on one 

such Sunday she decides to wear her fur necklet. It is an old piece kept 

in a box. She takes the fur stole out and brushes it clean. She 

addresses the necklet as little rogue as if it were a living thing. Miss 

Brill’s affectionate talk with the necklet highlights her loneliness. 

Visiting the garden, she finds increased number of people this Sunday 

afternoon. She also feels that the band plays louder and happier music 

this Sunday. She loves observing people of different age groups and 

from different walks of life interacting in the garden. Overhearing the 

visitors and forming opinions is her favourite pastime.  

She finds a fine old man and old woman sitting quietly near her. She 

also notices that people in the stands with her look kind of the same 

odd, quiet and old. Continuing to observe people she finds a 

gentleman in grey suit and a woman dressed in ermine toque. Miss 

Brill finds a small talk taking place between gentleman in grey and the 

woman identified by ermine toque. Miss Brill thinks of prospective 

grooming of relationship between the gentleman and the ermine 

toque. However, the couple doesn’t satisfy her, as they separate before 

anything meaningful happens between them. Soon she notices that an 

old man nearly gets knocked down by a group of young girls. 

Watching and observing people in the garden, Miss Brill starts 

imagining that all the activities happening before her are like acts 

taking place on the stage. She imagines all the humans around her 

including herself playing a predestined role. All are actors and 

actresses including her are on the stage of the world. However, her 



new found fancy gets knocked down soon. She finds a boy and girl 

replacing the old man and old woman. The boy and girl look wealthy 

and in love. They find the presence of Miss Brill annoying and 

invasion in their privacy. They use some insulting words for Miss 

Brill’s unwanted presence in the park and make fun of her old fur 

necklet. Dejected Miss Brill forgets to purchase her favourite slice of 

honey cake on way back to home. Miss Brill reaches her home and 

puts the fur coat in its box without looking at it. When she closes the 

lid of the box she hears something  

crying.  

Answer each of the following questions in short  

1.How does the fur transform Miss Brill on this Sunday?  

Miss Brill decides to wear her little fur stole this Sunday. She was 

glad that she decided to wear it, because the weather appeared fine but 

it was little chili too outside. She affectionately calls the fur a little 

rogue and talks to it as a living thing. In her loneliness, things like the 

fur stole fill the gap and become part of her life. The fur not only 

demonstrates her loneliness and isolation but also her capacity of 

imagination. The story of Miss Brill starts with her positivity to wear 

the fur to visit the public garden which was her favorite pastime every 

Sunday. The story ends with a young couple criticizing Miss Brill as 

an unwanted old woman wearing an ugly piece of fur. Dejected, Miss 

Brill hurriedly returns back to keep the fur back in the box from which 

she has taken it out so enthusiastically. This is how the fur transforms 

Miss Brill to a happy middle-aged woman to a dejected one on this 

Sunday.  

2.Examine the theme of decay in the story?  

The central theme of “Miss Brill” is the pain of loneliness. It is 

highlighted by her rejection by the people as an old and outdated thing 

like the decaying fur. From the beginning of the narrative, it becomes 

apparent that Miss Brill is starving for warmth and companionship. 

Her inadvertent attempts to experience life through the experiences of 



total strangers are evident throughout the narrative. However, people 

are so busy in themselves that they don’t have time for aged people 

like Miss Brill. They are like decaying piece of fur which is seldom 

used and keeps gathering dust. This theme of decay further sealed at 

the end when a young couple mocks her old age and ugly fur stole. 

The annoyed couple feels that her unwanted presence in the garden is 

intruding their privacy and such people should stay at home. Old 

people are outdated and unwanted in such public places. Hence the 

theme of decay dominates the story as it approached it’s sad, pitiable 

and pathetic end.  

3. Describe the tone of the story. Support your answer with examples 

from the text.  

The overall tone of Miss Brill is loneliness. Miss Brill is a middle-

aged, unmarried English tutor in France. This sense of loneliness of 

Miss Brill, which is painful and pitiful, is seen at number of places in 

the story. The story starts with Miss Brill dusting her fur stole and 

addressing it as a ‘little rogue’. Talking affectionately with an object 

like fur stole shows Miss Brills loneliness and craving for somebody 

to talk with. Miss Brill loves to visit a public garden every Sunday to 

get over her loneliness. She fantasizes herself to be an important 

character of the drama played in the world of the garden. However, 

her fantasy comes to a crashing end. A young couple makes fun of her 

old face calling it a ‘silly old mug’. The couple feels that old people 

like Miss Brill are unwanted in the public places as they intrude 

privacy of youngsters like them. Thus, in-spite of Miss Brills attempt 

to become a part of the larger spectacle she remains lonely in her life.   

4.Why and how does the conversation between the young boy and girl 

affect Miss Brill?  

Miss Brill is a middle-aged, unmarried and lonely English tutor in 

France. Miss Brill loves to visit a public garden every Sunday to get 

over her loneliness. She fantasizes herself to be an important character 

of the drama played in the world of the garden. However her sense of 

belonging crashes very soon. A young boy and girl make fun of her 



old face calling it a ‘silly old mug’. The young couple feels her 

presence annoying as it is an unwanted enchrochement to their 

privacy. They make fun of her fur necklet comparing it with a fried 

fish. They also think that old people like her should stay at home 

rather than visiting public gardens.  The arrogant conversation of the 

young couple shatters her fanciful thoughts of being an actress of 

drama played around her. The behavior and talks of the young couple 

pushes Miss Brill back to painful loneliness.  

  

5.Examine the role of the orchestra in relation to Miss Brill’s emotional 

state.  

The orchestra symbolizes Miss Brill’s emotional state in the narrative. 

As the orchestra plays, Miss Brill feels more and more connected to 

the people around her. On this Sunday she enters her usual public 

garden in a very happy mood. She feels that more number of people is 

out this afternoon in comparison to the previous Sunday. In her happy 

state of mind she feels that the band played louder and gayer. Even the 

conductor of the music is shown as wearing new coat and flapping his 

arms like a rooster about to crow. She feels as if the orchestra was 

playing for the family gatherings. On one occasion when a gentleman 

in gray suit deserts his girlfriend,  

Miss Brill feels that orchestra is playing the tune ‘The Brute! The 

Brute!’Miss Brill's emotions are reflected and echoed by the 

orchestra playing different tunes on different occasions. Thus 

throughout the narrative the orchestra symbolizes her emotional state 

of mind.  

6.How does the author use the weather, particularly the temperature, 

to influence the mood of the story?  

The story ‘Miss Brill’ starts with brilliantly fine weather. The blue sky 

with golden light splashed everywhere in the public garden sets the 

mood of the story. Though the air was motionless it was cold enough 

to help Miss Brill to decide on wearing her fur. Miss Brill talks to the 

fur stole as if it were a living thing. The fur fills the gap of loneliness 



in the life of Miss Brill. The beginning of the season of autumn and its 

silent beauty is in backdrop of the story.The temperature during this 

season is neither very cold nor very hot to be unpleasant. However the 

happy mood of Miss Brill does not remain the same till the end. The 

very fur becomes the reason of her dejected mood as it is mocked as 

an ugly piece by a young couple.Thus temperature plays an important 

role to influence the mood of the story.  

7. Explain the significance of the final line in the story?  

 The final line in the story ‘Miss Brill’ signifies Miss Brill’s pitiful 

lonely life. Miss Brill,     a middle-aged teacher of English in Paris is 

as rare, as outdated, as lonely, and as strange to the common folk as is 

the furry piece she wears. She loves the fur stole so much that she 

takes it with her to Sunday walks in the park.When the young couple 

mocks Miss Brill and her fur coat in the park she realizes for the first 

time in her life the type of existence that she has been leading. She 

leaves the park, and enters her lonely living space, putting the fur 

inside its box in almost the same manner in which she "hides" herself 

from a cruel world. The crying of something in the last line is the 

crying of Miss Brill’s dejected heart. The old fur is symbolically used 

in the story suggesting Miss Brills ageing state. Similarly the crying of 

the fur suggests her emotional state.  

  

Multiple Choice Questions 1.What 

does the fur’s ‘dim little eyes’ and 

nose suggest?  

a. that it has been stowed away in the box for a long time.  

b. that it is old and beyond repair   

c. that the value of the fur has grown over time and it would sell for a 

princely sum  

d. that it still has its best years ahead  



2. Why is the personification of the fur significant to the story, 

particularly its ending?  

a. Because it becomes an object the reader and Miss Brill empathies 

with..  

b. Because it illustrates Miss Brill’s loneliness.  

c. Because it ensures the reader is invested in the fur’s fate.  

d. Because, in many ways, it comes to represent Miss Brill and the 

difficulties of her old age.  

  

3. What does Miss Brill call her coat?  

a. little rogue  

b. dear old thing  

c. the brute  

d. none of the above  

  

4. Which of the following themes is not explored in the story?  

a. loneliness  

b. ambition  

c. age   

d. appearance versus reality  

  

5. What is Miss Brill’s profession?  

a. playwright  

b. actor   

c. conductor  

d. teacher  

  

6. What does Miss Brill find exciting about sitting in the park?  

a. the idea that she and all the people around her are all performers on 

a play  

b. observing the pleasant and unpleasant ways in which people interact 

in public  



c. listening to other people’s conversations  

d. watching people and their children laugh and play to the tune of the 

orchestra  

  

7. Who are the ‘hero and heroine’?  

a. a boy and girl   

b. an elderly couple  

c. Miss Brill and her fur coat  

d. none of the above  

  

8.Where does the story take place?  

a. England                        

b. America                              

c. France                        

d. Norway  

  

  

9.The weather in the story is ___?  

a. Slightly chilly  

b. Piercingly cold  

c. Temperate and sunny  

d. Very warm  

  

10. Who is sitting with Miss Brill at the beginning?  

a. The hero and heroine  

b. A nun  

c. An old man and woman  

d. Two peasant women  

  

11. What did the Englishman and woman talk about?  

a. Spectacles  

b. Shoes  

c. Coats  

d. Pocket watches  



  

12. What does Miss Brill like to do in the garden?  

a. Watch and listen to people  

b. Draw people  

c. Talk to people  

d. Doze off  

  

13. Miss Brill describes the people she sees as all the 

following except ___. a. Scary  

b. Old  

c. Odd  

d. Silent  

  

14. What do the two girls in red do?  

a. Jump and Dance  

b. Join up with soldiers  

c. Pluck flowers from the garden  

d. Talk meanly about Miss Brill  

  

15. What items worn by the peasant women are called funny?  

a. Hats  

b. Spectacles  

c. Toques                    

d. Shoes  

  

  

16. The man the woman in the ermine toque talks to 

is described as ___. a. intelligent  

b. cruel  

c. dignified  

d. funny  

  

17. After the man leaves the woman in the toque, Miss Brill thinks she 

hears the band playing what word? a. Lonely  

b. Sigh  



c. Cruel  

d. Brute  

  

18.What according to  Miss Brill the scene of 

garden looks like? a.  play  

b. painting  

c. memory  

d. dream  

  

19. What does Miss Brill do with the old gentleman four days a week?  

a. Take his dictations  

b. Clean his house  

c. Read the newspaper  

d. Teach him French  

 20. The hero says all the following about Miss Brill except ___.  

a. She should stay at home  

b. Her toque is shabby  

c. No one wants her  

d. She is odd  

 21.The girl says Miss Brill's fur looks like a ___.  

a. Fish  

b. Rag  

c. Rat                                     

d. Soggy piece of bread  
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Lesson 3 The Homecoming  

Rabindra

nath Tagore Summary  

The Homecoming is a tragic story of a naughty and mischievous 

teenager boy Phatik. Phatik Chakravorty was a 14 years old Bengali 

boy whose father died very early. According to his mother he was a 

lazy, wild and disobedient boy. His younger brother Makhan 

Chakravorti was quiet, good and fond of reading. Phatik thought about 

doing new mischief every day. One day he and his friends pushed into 

the river a wooden log meant to be shaped like a boat. Makhan, 

objecting to this and sitting firmly on the log, was thrown to water 

along with the log.   

  

At home, when he was questioned about this, he beat not only his 

brother, but his mother also. It was then that his uncle, Bishamber, 

from the far Calcutta City arrived. Phathik’s mother explains the 

whole situation to her brother. He suggests taking the boy along with 

him to Calcutta to be educated there. The boy was glad to leave. The 

widowed mother readily agreed.  

It was a great relief for her to get rid of him. She was distressed on the 

boy’s extreme eagerness to go away. She was half-relieved and half-

sad.   

  

Phatik's aunt and her three sons did not like this new addition to their 

family. The boy had his own problems. He was fast growing up. He 

was neither a child nor a man, crossing the line in between. He missed 

the meadow, mountain and river of his native village. Therefore, it 

was no wonder he became a failure at school. He answered no 

questions, was beaten badly daily at school and ridiculed by all 

including his cousins. He grew impatient about returning to home and 

always kept asking, when the holidays would come.   



  

One day Phatik lost his lesson book and was scolded and abused much 

by his aunt. It served as the last hurt to break him. On a rainy 

afternoon after school, feeling fever and headache, he sought shelter 

somewhere and did not return home. He did not want to trouble his 

aunt any more. His Uncle sought the help of the Police. They found 

him and brought him home, shivering and fallen into a restless state. 

He talked about things in his native village, asked his mother not to 

beat him anymore and called out fathom-marks which steamer-sailors 

in his native village river did. He moved restlessly, his hands beating 

up and down. His condition seemed critical to the doctor, and his 

mother in the village was sent for. When his mother arrived moaning 

and crying, and calling his names, he was nearing his eternal home 

which is Heaven. His last words were: Mother, the holidays have 

come.   

  

During his stay with his Uncle he longed for his village and family 

and he realizes the real value of home and family love.  

  

  

  

Attempt the following questions in short  

1. Describe in your own words Phatik’s experiences at school in 

Calcutta?  

Phatik who was the most notorious, mischievous and Playful boy 

in his village became the most backward and the dullest boy in 

the school. He remained silent when the teacher asked him a 

question. He patiently suffered all the blows and beating that 

came down on silently. When other boys played, he stood 

wistfully by the window gazing at the roofs of the distant houses. 

One day he lost his lesson book. It was impossible to prepare 

lesson without it. Day by day he was beaten unmercifully by the 



teacher for not answering in the class. His condition became so 

miserable that even his cousins were ashamed of him. He was 

insulted by his Teachers, classmates his aunt and his cousins. 

These all troubles were faced by Pathik when he was at school in 

Calcutta.  

  

2. Describe Phatiks’s relationship with his mother. Support 

your answer with examples from the story?  

Phatiks’s mother was prejudiced against her son. She thought that 

there was no love left between the two brothers. She told her 

brother that Phatik was a perpetual nuisance. He was a lazy, 

disobedient and wild boy. She tried to discipline him but Phatik 

dislikes his mother’s efforts to discipline him. He quickly grabs 

the opportunity to go to Calcutta with his uncle. His mother also 

wanted to get rid of the boy because she feared that he would 

harm his younger brother some day or run him in danger some 

day. That is why it was an immense relief to the mother to get rid 

of Phatik and agreed to send him to Calcutta with her brother. 

She never tries to hear or understand her teenager growing boy. 

She is unjust to him some times. On the other hand Phatik longs 

for his mother’s love and attention. He behaves rudely and 

disrespectfully with his mother  

  

3. Compare Phatik’s life in the village with his life in the city?  

Pathik was a happy and free boy in his village. He used to play 

boyish pranks and hasthe fun common to his age. When he was 

sent to Calcutta with his uncle he expected to have an exciting 

life there. But he was an unwelcome guest at his uncle’s house. 

His aunt was rude with him and found fault with him. He was 

despised, insulted and made fun of. He was beaten mercilessly at 

school. He took all the insult and beating silently. Instead of love 

he received contraption, insult and beating. A playful boy of 14 

who is a Leader of a group of boys at his village becomes a shy, 



silent and self-conscious person at school in Calcutta. In his 

village he was living a free life and was close to nature. He had a 

lot of friends to play with. But in Calcutta he depended on his 

uncle and aunt for everything. There were buildings around him 

and he became far from nature. He had no friends now to play 

with now. He does not like to play anymore. The longing for love 

and affection worsened his situation. This made the boy unhappy 

and adversely affected his progress in school. The unloved and 

uncared boy lastly fell sick and died longing for a home and 

family love.   

  

        

4. How did the general atmosphere of neglect affect Phatik, and 

how did he get into bad books of his teacher?  

In this story Phatik is the neglected boy longing for love and 

affection. His mother sends him to Calcutta with her brother 

hoping that the boy would get good education and be happy 

there. She always supported Makhan and beat and neglected 

Phatik. Phatik expected that he would have an exciting life at 

Calcutta but his aunt showed no love to him. He was an 

unwelcome guest in the uncle’s house. His cousins also insulted 

him. At school also being the most backward student of the 

school.In the whole story Phatik was not understood by anybody 

in village or in Calcutta. His aunt was not interested to take care 

of his needs and studies. She always scolded him. He was afraid 

of telling her about the book he had lost. He could not study 

without the book. He was mercilessly beaten by his teacher for 

not completing his lessons and not answering his questions. In 

this way he got into the bad books of his teacher.  

  

5. Comment on the significance of the line. “Mother, the 

holidays have come”.  

Phatik was not happy at his uncle’s house in Calcutta. He told his 

uncle that he wanted to go home. His uncle assured him that he 



will send him when Holidays would come. In the end his mother 

arrived to see her son dying. In his delirium he kept on asking his 

uncle that “uncle, have the holidays come yet? May I go 

home?”The story ends up with the answering refrain "Mother, 

the holidays have come”. He realized in the end the value of what 

he has left behind and wanted to go back. He realized the value 

of home and family love because of neglect from his uncle’s 

family and separation from his mother. He turned from a wild 

boy to a mature boy who understood the value of home. The last 

line of the story – “Mother, the holidays have come” tells that 

Phatik entered the long sleep of eternity. One thing can be safely 

concluded that Phatik’s homecoming may not be the village 

home that he longed for, but the eternal home. . It may be 

assumed that the lonely, isolated and feverish Phatik set-off for 

the holidays of eternity after getting a glimpse of his mother.  

  

6. With the story as your reference, discuss the situation of a 

young, carefree boy of fourteen caught in the expectations of 

his elders and the personal circumstances of his life.  

In the story of Phatik we have the theme of family, home, 

conflict, control, responsibility, love, isolation and expectations. 

According to the writer in this world there is no nuisance than a 

boy at the age of fourteen, who is neither ornamental nor useful. 

Though he craves for love affection and attention nobody cares 

for him. He is in his unattractive, not so pleasant growth age. His 

unavoidable lapses are hard to tolerate. He becomes 

selfconscious, shy  and shameful. He is in need of love and 

affection but none dares to show him that love openly. If not 

handled properly he becomes more defiant and aggressive. For 

him his own home is a paradise and to live at another unwelcome 

place is a torture for him. Phatik’s mother is has no control over 

him. He is not necessarily doing things that are dangerous or 

overly wrong. He is acting as many fourteen year old boys would 

do. Phatik is not allowed to be a young adolescence boy by his 



mother. Pathik’s mother expects him to get educated and behave 

according to her always. His uncle expects that he would be 

helping his sister by taking Phatik to Calcutta and educating him. 

Phatik completely fails to adjust with the new family, home, 

school and the new city. No one here cares to understand the boy 

and his needs. The carefree boy of fourteen therefore is caught in 

the expectations of his elders and the personal circumstances of 

his life.  

7. How and why did Phatik’s attitude to his brother change 

after he learnt that he would be leaving for Calcutta?  

Phatik and Makhan, kept fighting always. Makhan disobeyed his 

elder brother and did not hesitate to harm him too. When Phatik 

and his friends decide to perform a new mischief by rolling the 

wooden log down the river Makhan went against the plan. He sits 

on the log and did not let them roll it. Phatik asks him to get off 

the place but Makhan pays no attention. With Phatik’s order his 

friends rolled the log down with Makhan sitting on it. Makhan 

falls down in the mud. In fury he hurts Phatik and goes back 

home crying.  

Phatik is scolded by his mother on Makhan’s complaint and she 

even agrees to send him to Calcutta with her brother. When 

Phatik’s uncle asked him if he would like to go to Calcutta with 

him, he quickly agreed to it. He was excited to go with his uncle. 

He expected to have an exciting life at Calcutta. He was so 

excited that he was no longer a bullying elder brother to his 

younger brother who was the cause of the scene. His attitude 

towards his younger brother changed at once. Out of brotherly 

love he bequeathed to Makhan, his fishing rod, his big kite and 

his marbles. He showed generosity to his brother at the time of 

his departure.   

  



Multiple Choice Questions  

1. How old was Phatik?   

(a) 14-year-old   

(b) 10-year-old   

(c) 20-year-old   

(d) 12-year-old  

  

2. What Kind of boy was Pathik?   

(a) Naughty   

(b) Mischievous   

(c) Fun Loving   

(d) All the above  

  

3. What was new mischief he thought of?   

(a) to roll away the log of wood into the river   

(b) Beating his brother   

(c) Hiding himself from his mother   

(d) not going to school  

  

4. Why was Phatik annoyed with Makhan?   

(a) Makhan complained mother about Phathik’s mischief   

(b) Makhan refused to obey Phatik and told lies to his mother   

(c) Makhan did not share his things   

(d) None of the above  

  

5. Why did Phatik beat Makhan even in the presence of his mother?   

(a) Makhan lied his mother   

(b) Makhan complained mother about Phathik’s mischief   

(c) Makhan did not like Phatik   

(d) mother praised Makhan  

  

 6. To save his dignity and carry out his threat Phatik …   



(a) planned to roll the log and Makhan over together   

(b) thrash his younger brother for disobeying him   

(c) complained to his mother about Makhan   

(d) did nothing  

  

7. Phatik’s mother wanted to send him away to her 

brother’s house because  (a) She was prejudiced about the 

boy   

(b) His mother was worried about Phatik behaviour   

(c) She wanted to get rid of him   

(d) all the above  

  

 8. When Phatik reached his uncles home in Calcutta his aunt was.   

(a) very happy to see him      

(b) not happy to see him  (c) welcomed him 

whole heartedly  (d) liked him.  

  

9. Phatik could not do well at school because   

(a) he did not respect his teachers   

(b) he was miscevieous   

(c) he played all the time   

(d) he was the most backward boy in the school.  

  

10.         helped Bishambar to search for Phatik.   

(a) 

Phatik’s 

Aunt  

(b) 

Phatik’s 

mother  

(c) 

Police   

(d) Phatik’s cousins.  



  

  

11. Why did Pahtik want to perform a ‘new manoeuvre’.   

(a) to humiliate Makhan and amuse his friends   

(b) to put Makhan in a position of peril   

(c) to prove Makhan was an attention –seeking liar   

(d) to get Makhan off the log so he and his friends could resume their 

game.  

  

12. How did Phatik behave with the middle-aged man” who asked 

him directions?                     (a) respectfully   

(b)with indifference   

(c) honourably   

(d) childishly  

  

13. Bishamber offered to take Phatik to Calcutta because   

(a) he wanted to help his sister   

(b) his wife dearly wanted to have another boy living with them at   

(c) he felt the city would have a positive effect on the boy   

(d) none of the above  

  

14. When Phatik agrees to go to Calcutta with his uncle his Mother is   

(a) confined, because she knows Phatik is a handful but she is worried 

about how she will cope   

(b) Delighted, because she feels Phatik is too much for her to handle 

and he might eventually place his younger brother in danger   

(c) Unhappy while Phatik causes so much trouble, she loves him most   

(d) Afraid, because she heard stories about Bishamber’s wife.  

  

15. Which of the following happened to Phatik when he moved to 

Calcutta?   

(a) a demotion in social status   



(b) being filled with fear over upsetting his aunt   

(c) confusion when it came to classes   

(d) all the above  

  

16. Which word best captures the way in which Phatik’s 

Aunt treated him?  (a) tenderness   

(b) neglect   

(c) fury   

(d) patience  

  

17. Which of the following, in your opinion, lists the central themes of 

the story?   

(a) family, identity   

(b) rural vs. urban life   

(c) Family, home  

(d) home, sibling rivalries, education  

  

18. What were Phatik’s last words?   

(a) “Mother, the holidays have come.”  

(b) “I am sorry for the trouble I have given.”   

(c) “By the mark!-three Fathoms.”  (d) “God, forgive me.”  

 19. Why did Bishamber send for his sister?   

(a) Because Pathik was very seriously ill   

(b) he wanted to send him back   

(c) he wanted her to take her away   

(d) he was upset with his wife  

 20. What was mother’s reaction when she came to see ailing Phatik?  (a) she was 

angry   

(b) she was sad and wept   

(c) she was restless   

(d) she was calm  

  

 



Answer Key  

Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  

1  A  6  A  11  A  16  C  

2  D  7  D  12  B  17  C  

3  A  8  B  13  A  18  A  

4  B  9  D  14  B  19  A  

5  A  10  C  15  D  20  B  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 4 

 Values in Life  

                                                                                                         

Rudyard Kipling  

Summary  

Kipling starts his speech with the comment about the custom of 

inviting scholars or distinguished person to speak or guide the young 

students at educational institutes. Here he humorously says that on 

such occasion like this the youth in audience generally pretends polite 

interest and the speaker behaves as if he knows everything.  

Rudyard Kipling feels that youth’s inability to respond to a 

situation or a social custom force them to remain silent. This silence 

and shyness often are taken as arrogance. Similarly, his first-hand 

experiences of the world and his rugged response to it shows him as a 

brutal person. The sophistication of response or conduct comes only 

after experience which can be seen in the matured people. Thus, the 

world terms the youth as sinful only because his inexperience. Kipling 

says that the students find themselves in a very organized conspiracy 

once they go out into the world. They are made to believe that the 

most important work is the acquisition of wealth. The world all over is 

dominated by this thought. Here, Kipling also says that some of the 

young people will always succumb to this idea which is prominent in 

the world.   

He says that one need to watch out for someone who is not 

controlled by this idea. It will be crucial and beneficial for young 

people. Money dominates everybody except the man who does not 

want it. For many people he may not be a smart person in his ideas, 

because the whole world is running for money. People even laugh at 

him but Kipling says that he who is not after material success only is a 

strong man. Such person will always be a satisfied man. He will not be 

a worried by defeat or loss of money. People will fear such a person 

who is not controlled by money. Kipling then goes on to give his 



young audience an instruction saying that don’t let money become 

everything in your life. Earn money but do not make it your master.   

Kipling says that one should acquire wealth by their left hand 

meaning as per their need and also ensure to live a balanced life in 

order to become a satisfied man.  They should use their right hand to 

do the good deeds in life. He says even for a selfless purpose, people 

should never indulge in amassing money with their both hands 

forgetting their prime goal of honest work. Money madness makes us 

stoop or lose our soul also. Because if you run after money you may 

succeed and also have enormous wealth at your hands but that does 

not guarantee a good life.   

Many people say that youth is a season of ambition, hope, and 

uplift. But in reality, youth can also become a season of great 

depression and doubt. This is because you might think yourself to be 

special and won’t communicate with others.  This situation may take 

the soul of the young person into darkness. The youth may start 

thinking that it is leading a worthless life of desolation and 

abandonment. It is nothing short of life in hell.   

Kipling goes on to that our desires, expectations and ambition 

can sometimes lead us in the wrong direction We develop an attitude 

of thinking that we are always right. This is nothing but an ego in us 

that speaks. It makes animal of a human being. To take ourself away 

from such darkness we should develop a selfless feeling.  We should 

learn to share sorrows of others and find joy in happiness of others.   

But if inspite of this the darkness does not go away, remember 

that the biggest liar in the world is our sensation. If we are able to 

control it, no despair or horror can affect us. We all have been created 

by the Heaven. It controls us from straying.  If for any reason, one 

does not believe in the mercy of Heaven, then one should atleast 

understand that we are not of much importance in this vast universe 

created by powers above or below us. Everything in the world should 

be taken seriously except ourselves.   



In his speech Kipling had mentioned the word, ‘Smart’. While he did 

that he had heard disrespectful laughter of some students. He wants to 

deliver message to the youth as they can mold the future of their 

country. He advices them not to be ‘smart.’ Had he not been interested 

in the good of that University, he would not have disapproved this 

kind of behavior. These students are advised that if they come across 

showing undue smartness, they should tenderly but firmly try to 

knowledge of higher and more interesting things.    

Answer the following questions in short  

1. How are the sins of youth inherent in its virtues?  

Ans: The writer Rudyard Kipling feels that the sins of youth are very 

largely due to its virtues. For example his shyness very often turns 

into arrogance. Unable to respond to a situation or a social custom the 

youth prefers to remain arrogantly silent which is considered to be 

arrogance. Similarly, his first hand experiences of the world and his 

rugged response to it showcases him as a brutal person. The 

sophistication of response or conduct comes only after experience 

which can be seen in the matured people. Thus the world once again 

terms the youth as sinful only because his inexperience in his conduct.   

  

2. What are the different positions the youth and the elderly take 

when a distinguished person is invited to address a gathering?  

Ans: Kipling starts his speech with the comment about the custom of 

inviting scholars or distinguished person to speak or guide the young 

students at educational institutes. Here he humorously says that on 

such occasion like this the youth in audience generally pretends polite 

interest and the speaker behaves as if he knows everything. So this 

speech is not on the general topics of virtue or vices of youth like why 

young people behave in such manner and why they don’t do what they 

are expected to do. But then he says this is about how to deal with the 

battle of life that is their future life when they complete their studies 

and enter into the real world.  



  

3. What kind of a person does Kipling encourage his listeners to 

seek out? What does he say about such a person? What would 

he like his listeners to do upon meeting such a person?  

Ans: Kipling says that the youth find themselves in a very organized 

conspiracy once they go out into the real world. He further says that 

the world is governed by an idea that wealth is for wealth’s sake. To 

put it in other words the most important work is the acquisition of 

wealth so the world all over can be at his feet. Here, Kipling also says 

that some of the young people will always succumb to this idea which 

is prominent in the world that one should always earn wealth. He also 

says that you need to observe a person who does not follow this idea 

and it will be beneficial for young people to study them. Money 

dominates everybody except the man who does not want it. For many, 

such a person may be a laughing stock, but he is a strong and satisfied 

person. He will not worry for monetary loss. We all need to earn 

money, so earn money but do not make it your master.  

  

4. What does Kipling actually mean when he asks young people to 

use their ‘left hand’ to acquire wealth? What is the purpose of 

the ‘right hand’?  

Ans: Kipling advices to the students that one should not be wealthy 

for wealth’s sake. In reality an individual should be wary of becoming 

greedy and to be satisfied with their lot when it comes in terms of 

money or wealth. A life is wasted by the constant pursuit of wealth 

and a person is running after it. Here, Kipling says that one should 

acquire wealth by their left hand means as per their need and also 

ensure to live a balanced life in order to become a satisfied man and 

use their right hand to do the good deeds in life. It is easy for a man to 

forget to have balance in their life and by doing so they will only 

suffer. He says even for a selfless purpose, people should never 

indulge in amassing money with their both hands forgetting their 



prime goal of honest work. Money madness makes us stoop or lose 

our soul also.  

  

5. What do you think Kipling means by the phrase ‘a smart man’, 

and why does he say it is a calamity to be such a person?  

Ans: Kipling says to his young audiences that do not fall into the trap 

of ‘smartness’. For him, smartness means the world thinks that smart 

people are good people or smart people are wealthy one. But Kipling 

says I do not have much message to deliver to you but I will tell you 

just one thing that is one value that you need to remember in your own 

life is that the world has a trap and he says that those who run after 

wealth, those who run after success are called as smart people and 

don’t fall into this world’s trap of being a smart person. Smartness 

says be busy, earn whatever you can, follow the rush of the world but 

Kipling says don’t fall into the trap because sometimes your world can 

become a living hell so don’t be smart and even if you find somebody 

who is doing it then firmly lead him into higher knowledge and more 

interesting things so that he may not fall into that trap just lift him up 

from that trap.  

  

6. What, according to Kipling, is the main cause of the darkness in 

young people’s lives? What remedies does Kipling offer?  

Ans: According to Kipling, Many people say that youth is a season of 

ambition, hope, and upliftment but in reality youth can also become a 

season of great depression and doubt. At the same time youth can be a 

season of great depression, despondencies, doubts, and wavering. 

Worse of it all is that there are incapable of connecting with the world 

due of lack of power of communication. This lack of communication 

sometimes leads them to alienation. The consequences of such 

alienation further leads to a horror of desolation, abandonment and 

realize worthlessness. Such a state for youth is like hell. This is a main 

cause of darkness in young people’s lives.  The remedy to get out of 



such darkness is to rise above our selfish self. By investing ourselves 

in joys and troubles of others, one can come out of the darkness.   

7. Kipling concludes by saying ‘I have no message to deliver……’ 

Is this true? Justify the statement with your own observations.                                                                        

Ans: Yes, it is true that Kipling concludes his speech by saying that 

he does not have a message to deliver to the youth.  He tells them 

just one thing that is one value that they need to remember in their 

life is that running after money may appear a smart work but it is 

like a mirage a trap. Smartness says be busy, earn whatever you can, 

follow the rush of the world. On the contrary, Kipling says don’t fall 

into the trap because sometimes your own world can become a 

living hell if you recklessly run after money. So don’t be smart of 

this kind. If you find somebody who is doing it then lead him, guide 

him tenderly by the both hands lovingly but firmly into higher 

knowledge and more interesting things so that he may not fall into 

that trap just lift him up from that trap.   

  

  

Multiple Choice Questions 1.Which of the following is the 

speaker using humor to maintain the audience’s interest?  

a. The only penalty youth must pay for its enviable privileges is that of 

listening to people known, alas, to be older and alleged to be wiser.  

b. And that is one of the most terrible calamities that can overtake a 

sane, civilized white man in our Empire today.  

c. At first you will be inclined to laugh at this man, and to think that he 

is not ‘smart’ in his ideas.  

d. I regret that I noticed certain signs of irreverent laughter when I 

alluded to the word  

‘smartness’.  

  

2. What does Kipling compare youth to?  



a. a season of hope, ambition and uplift  

b. season of great depression, despondencies, doubts and wavering  

c. period when the soul sometimes experiences a horror of desolation, 

abandonment and realized worthlessness d. all of the above  

  

3. ‘Which pretences sit uneasily on both of them?’ What purpose 

does this line fulfill? a. It offers advice to the listeners.  

b. It injects humor into the speech.  

c. It openly mocks then-contemporary conventions.  

d. all of the above  

  

4. Why does Kipling advise his listeners to pay attention to those who 

do not care to amass wealth?  

a. Because they are not ‘smart’ people and one should pay attention to 

them to avoid making their mistakes.  

b. Because they are people with principles who cannot be bribed or 

bought.  

c. Because the manner in which they work to earn a living is worthy of 

attention.  

d. Because too often people of high stature ignore those who are in 

need of help.  

  

5. Why, according to Kipling, does youth hold the potential to be a 

period of depression?  

a. Because we feel responsible for ourselves.  

b. Because we wish to challenge ourselves.  

c. Because we are compelled to do well.  

d. Because we are all full of unique doubts.  

  

6. The author advises that the only thing we must not 

take seriously is …… a. our colleagues   

b. those who earn wealth  

c. ourselves  



d. those who have gone astray  

  

7. What advice does Kipling offer for when we see our friends trying 

to be ‘smart’?  

a. We should show them a better and more humane way  

b. We should learn from them  

c. We should assist them in their work  

d. We should encourage them  

  

8. Which penalty youth must pay for its enviable privileges?  

a. ignoring people  

b. listening people   

c. rejecting people  

d. accepting people  

  

9. What does come out for youth’s natural virginity of spirit?  

a. humility  

b. politeness  

c. brutality  

d. shyness  

10. The idea that world is governed by wealth for wealth’s sake is 

……….  

a. an organized conspiracy  

b. true idea  

c. practical idea  

d. natural idea  

  

11. The writer advises to use our right hand for …………….  

a. earning money  

b. spending money  

c. proper work in life  

d. taking advantages of life  



  

12. The writer advises to use our left hand for …………….  

a. to misuse money  

b. to acquire wealth  

c. to spend money  

d. to donate money  

  

13. If we use both hands to acquire wealth we are in danger of 

……………..  

a. losing our money  

b. earning a lot of money  

c. being generous  

d. losing our soul  

  

14.According to Kipling, Youth is a season of ………….............  

a. hope, ambition, uplift   

b. education and sports  

c. entertainment and learning  

d. adventure and courage  

  

15.The chief cause of a man descending into darkness is 

…………………  

a. egotism  

b. self-esteem  

c. over-confidence  

d. unwanted generosity  

  

16. The writer advices us to follow a person who…………………..  

a. is materialistic  

b. runs after money  

c. is selfish  

d. can resist the power of money  



  

  

Answer Key  

Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  

1  a  5  c  9  c  13  d  

2  d  6  c  10  a  14  a  

3  d  7  a  11  c  15  a  

4  c  8  b  12  b  16  d  

  

                                                              

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

  



                                                            Personality 1  

                                                          RATAN TATA  

Summary  

Ratan Tata, born on December 28, 1937 in Mumbai, is an Indian 

industrialist, philanthropist. He is the adoptive grandson of Jamshetji 

Tata, founder of the Tata group. His father Naval Tata had been 

adopted from distant relative by Jamshetji’s childless son, named 

Ratan Tata. His parents (Naval and his first wife Sooni) separated 

when Ratan was seven and his younger brother Jimmy was five years 

old. Both were raised by his grandmother, Lady Navajbai in the lap of 

luxury at Tata Palace.   

Ratan Tata started schooling at the Campion School in Bombay and 

the Bishop Cotton School in Shimla. He finished his secondary 

education at the Cathedral and John Conon School. He completed his 

BS in architecture from Cornell University in 1962, and latter, the 

Advanced Management Program from Harvard Business School in 

1975. Ratan Tata began his career in the Tata Group in 1962. He 

initially worked on the shop floor of Tata Steel. He joined at the 

TISCO plant at Jamshedpur for six years. Here he learned both the 

technical aspects of the company's products and the corporate value of 

the Tata Group.  

Given charge of two sick companies in the Tata Group,. Nelco and 

Central India Textiles,. he managed a turnaround in both companies 

within a few years. and was made Chairman of Tata Industries, In 

1991 after JRD Tata stepped down. Innovation was given priority and 

Younger talent responsibilities. Under Ratan Tata’s stewardship, Tata 

Tea acquired Tetley, Tata Motor acquired Jaguar, Land Rover and 

Tata Steel acquired Corus. All of which turned Tata from a largely 

India centric group into a global business, with 65 percent of their 

revenue coming from abroad. He also pushed the development of the 

Tata Indica and the Tata Nano.   



The TATA Group was also forerunner in the emerging software field 

through Ratan’s pet project-the Tata Consultancy Services. Both these 

ventures put the Tatas in the top in the Indian and international 

economy. The existing businesses were improved. They bounced back 

into market leadership positions in spite of intense competition. His 

radical change in the group philosophy was questioned by the senior 

management team. But  Ratan Tata won many such tough situations, 

and carried on the legacy of his predecessors capably.  

On 31st January 2007, under the chairmanship of Ratan Tata, Tata 

Sons successfully acquired Corus Group-an Anglo-Dutch steel and 

aluminum producer. The merger created the fifth largest steel-

producing entity in the world. On 26th March 2008, Tata Motors 

bought Jaguar and Land Rover, the two iconic British brands, from 

Ford motor company. This gave him creditability in the passenger 

vehicle segment. Ratan Tata’s dream was to manufacturer a car 

costing just rupees 1,00,000. He realized his dream by launching the 

Tata Nano car in the New Delhi Auto Expo on 10th January 2008. His 

vision to steer each of the Tata Group companies toward growth and 

profit has come true.   

Ratan Tata retired from all executive responsibility in the Tata Group 

on 28 December 2012, which was also his 75th birthday. He 

succeeded by Cyrus Mistry, the son of Pallonji Mistry and managing 

director of Shapoorji Pallonji Group. Later on Cyrus Mistry was 

removed as the chairman of Tata Sons. Ratan Tata was made interim 

chairman of the two main Trusts- Sir Dorabji Tata and allied Trusts 

which together hold 66% of shares in the group holding company Tata 

Sons.  

Ratan Tata has served in various capacities in organizations in India 

and abroad. He is a member of the Prime Minister’s Council on Trade 

and Industry. He is on the board of governors on of East-West Centre, 

the advisory board of R&D’s Centre for Asia Pacific Policy and 

serves on the program board of the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation’s India AIDS initiative. He is also the chairman of major 



Tata companies such as Tata Steel, Tata Motors, Tata Teleservices. 

Power, Tata Consultancy Services, Tata Tea, Tata Chemicals, and The 

Indian Hotels Company.  

Ratan Tata’s foreign affiliations include membership of the 

international advisory board of the Mitsubishi Corporation, the 

American International Group, JP Morgan Chase and Booz Allen 

Hamilton. He is also a member of the board of trustees of the R&D 

corporations, University of Southern California and Cornell 

University. He also serves as a board member on South Africa 

international Investment Council and is a member of the Asia-Pacific 

advisory committee for the New York Stock Exchange.   

He was honored with Padma Bhushan in 2000 and Padma Vibhushan 

in 2008 by the government of India. Lifetime Achievement Award 

awarded by Rockefeller Foundation in 2012. Knighthood was 

conferred upon him in 2009 with the second-highest knighthood 

awardthe Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire 

(K.B.E.)  

He was also conferred an honorary doctorate in business 

administration by Ohio State University, an honorary doctorate in 

technology by the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, and an 

honorary doctorate in science by the University of Warwick. Tata has 

a personal fortune of GBP 300 million and owns less than 1% of the 

colossal group. Over two thirds of Tata Group is owned by charitable 

trusts that finance good causes.  

Although Tata said he has no personal icons, a personal credo that he 

persistently returns to is the need for a level playing field. ‘My dream 

India is where  every Indian has an equal opportunity to shine on 

merit. In a country like ours, you have to try to live and lead by 

example, not flaunt your wealth and prominence.’   

  

 

 



Answer each of the following questions in short   

1. List some of the major awards that Ratan Tata received.  

Ans- Ratan Tata was honoured with the Padma Bhushan in 2000 and 

Padma Vibhushan in 2008, the third and second highest civilian 

honors’ awarded by the government of India. He was awarded 

Lifetime Achievement Award by Rockefeller Foundation in 2012. 

Knighthood was conferred upon him in 2009 by the government of 

UK. He was also conferred an honorary doctorate in business 

administration by Ohio State University, an honorary doctorate in 

technology by the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, and an 

honorary doctorate in science by the University of Warwick.  

2. How did Ratan Tata turn around the companies he was 

given charge of?  

Ans- Ratan Tata assumed more senior positions in Tata Group in 

1968. Ratan Tata was given charge of two sick companies in the Tata 

Group. Nelco and Central India Textiles. It was difficult experience 

for him. His perseverance and hard work bore fruit when he was made 

Chairman of Tata Industries. In 1991, JRD Tata stepped down as Tata 

Industries Chairman, naming Ratan as his successor. Ratan faced lot 

of problems from many companies’ seniors. He settled the problems. 

Innovation was given priority.  At the same time Younger talent was 

given responsibilities. He created an intense culture of 

competitiveness within the Tata Group. During this period Ratan Tata 

decided and planned to convert the Tata Group into a highly 

competitive and diversified Group of Companies.   

3. How did people initially react when Ratan Tata took charge 

of the TATA Group?  

Ans- Initially Ratan Tata was criticized for lacking experience in 

running a company at the scale of Tata Industries. He sensed the 

consumer revolution. He created an intense culture of competitiveness 

within the Tata Group. However under Ratan Tata’s stewardship, Tata 

Tea acquired Tetley, Tata Motors acquired Jaguar Land Rover and 



Tata Steel acquired Corus. All of these turned Tata from India Centric 

Company into a Global Business. Ratan Tata’s chairmanship was 

widely accepted by the business community and within the TATA 

Group.  

The TATA Group was also forerunner in the emerging software field 

through Ratan’s pet project-the Tata Consultancy Services. Both these 

ventures put the Tatas in the top echelons in the Indian and 

international economy.   

4. Describe some of the acquisitions that were made by Ratan 

Tata.  

Ans - Ratan Tata’s chairmanship was widely accepted by the business 

community and within the TATA Group. On 31 January 2007, under 

the chairmanship of Ratan Tata, Tata sons successfully acquired 

Corus Group-an Anglo-Dutch steel and aluminum producer. It created 

the fifth largest steel producing entry in the world. On 26th March 

2008, Tata Motors bought Jaguar and Land Rover, the two iconic 

British brands from Ford motor company. Ratan Tata’s dream was to 

manufacture a car costing just Rs. 1,00,000/- It come into reality by 

launching the Tata Nano car. His dream to steer each of the Tata 

Group companies towards growth and profit has come true.   

5. Briefly describe the various companies under the umbrella 

of Tata sons.  

Ans- Tata sons Private Limited is the holding company of Tata Group 

and holds the bulk of shareholding in the Tata Group of Companies. It 

is a global enterprise comprising 30 companies across to verticals. The 

group operator in more than 100 countries across six continents. Tata 

sons are the principal investment holding company and Promoter of 

Tata companies. Some of the major Tata companies such are Tata 

Steel, Tata Motors, Tata Teleservices, Tata Power, Tata Consultancy 

Services, Tata Tea, Tata Chemicals, and The Indian Hotels 

Company.Tata Consultancy Service is an IT services consulting and 

business solutions.  Tata Steel Limited was established in India as 



Asia's first integrated private Steel Company in 1907. Tata Motors 

Limited is one of the leading automobile manufacturers in the world.  

6. Write your assessment of Ratan Tata’s assessments and his 

contribution to Indian industry.  

Ans- Ratan Tata began his career in the Tata Group in 1962. He took 

the Tata group to a new height by changing conventional business 

approach. He learned both the technical aspects of the company's 

products and the corporate value of the Tata Group.Under his 

stewardship, Tata Tea acquired Tetley, Tata Motors acquired Jaguar 

Land Rover and Tata Steel acquired Corus. All of these turned Tata 

from India Centric Company into a Global Business. Ratan Tata’s 

chairmanship was widely accepted by the business community and 

within the TATA Group. On 31 January 2007, under the chairmanship 

of Ratan Tata, Tata sons successfully acquired Corus Group-an 

Anglo-Dutch steel and aluminum producer. It created the fifth largest 

steel producing entry in the world. On 26th March 2008, Tata Motors 

bought Jaguar and Land Rover, the two iconic British brands from 

Ford motor company. Ratan Tata’s dream was to manufacture a car 

costing just Rs. 1,00,000/- It come into reality by launching the Tata 

Nano car. He was a chairman of Tata Group from 1990 to 2012.   

7. 'Ratan sensed the consumer revolutions.' How did he turn 

his vision into profitable business?  

Ans- Ratan sensed the consumer Revolution. He decided to convert 

the Tata Group into a highly competitive and diversified Group of 

Companies. The TATA Group was also forerunner in the emerging 

software field through Ratan’s pet project-the Tata Consultancy 

Services. Tata sons Private Limited is the holding company of Tata 

Group and holds the bulk of shareholding in the Tata Group of 

Companies. It is a global enterprise comprising 30 companies across 

to verticals. The group operators in more than 100 countries across six 

continents. Some of the major Tata companies such are Tata Steel, 

Tata Motors, Tata Teleservices, Tata Power, Tata Consultancy 

Services, Tata Tea, Tata Chemicals, and The Indian Hotels Company. 



Tata Consultancy Service is an IT services consulting and business 

solutions.    

  

Multiple Choice Questions.    

  

1.  When was Ratan Tata born?  

a. 28-Dec-37  

b. 12-Jan-38  

c. 15-Sep-39  

d. 28-Dec-40  

  

2.  How many civilian awards has 

Ratan Tata received? a. 1  

b. 2  

c. 3  

d. 4  

  

3. From where did Ratan Tata completed his Advance Management 

Program?  

a. London School of Economics  

b. Coventry University  

c. Middlesex University  

d. Harvard Business School  

  

4.  When was Ratan Tata appointed as the 

chairman of Tata Group? a. 1962  

b. 1991  

c. 1993  

d. 1994  

  

5.  Under Ratan Tata’s Supervision Tata Tea 

acquired_________. a. Lipton  



b. Tetley  

c. Brooke Bond  

d. Twinings  

  

6. Under Ratan Tata’s leadership, Tata Motors acquired which British 

auto company_______ a. Audi  

b. BMW  

c. Mercedes  

d. Jaguar Land Rover  

  

7.  Who is the father of Ratan Tata?  

a. Naval Tata  

b. Navajbai Tata  

c. J.R.D Tata  

d. Noel Tata  

  

8. Ratan Tata is the adoptive great grandson of Tata 

group founder_________. a. Naval Tata b .Noel Tata  

c. Jamsetji Tata  

d. Navaj Tata  

  

9. Which Indian business leader was awarded the highest honour by 

the city of Coventry on 1st October 2015?  

a. Kumaramangalam Birla  

b. Harsh Goenka  

c. Adi Godrej  

d. Ratan Tata  

  

  

10. Who has been removed as director of TATA Industries 

on 12th Dec, 2016? a. Cyrus Mistry  

b. Ratan Tata  

c. Cyrus Dastur  



d. None of the above  

  

11. On 31 January2007, under the chairmanship of RatanTata,Tata 

Sons successfully acquired Corus Group___________.  

a. an Anglo Dutch steel and aluminum producer  

b. an Indian steel and aluminum producer  

c. an Anglo-Indian steel and aluminum  

d. None of the above  

  

12. Ratan Tata retired from all executive responsibility in the Tata 

Group on__________ a. 25 December 2013  

b. 25 January 2012  

c. 20 January 2013  

d. 28 December 2012.  

  

13. Which car costing 1,00,000 was launched by 

Ratan Tata in 2008? a. Jaguar  

b. Tata Nano  

c. Tata Indica  

d. Indigo  

  

14. Based on the speech delivered, which of the following best 

describes Ratan Tata’s experiences at Cathedrals?   

a. He enjoyed school life and took part in as many extracurricular 

activities as he       could.  

b. He relished and active student life and social life.  

c. Through he did not enjoy school, he excelled in mathematics.  

d. School was not the most enjoyable period of his life, especially 

since on teacher        made things difficult for him.  

  

15. Which of the following best captures Ratan Tata’s attitude towards 

work?   



a. dedicated and eager to learn  

b. unenthusiastic  

c. experimental  

d. naïve  

  

16. Where did Ratan Tata begin his career?   

a. Harvard Business School  

b. Alfa Sigma Phi  

c. Tata Steel  

d. Nelco and Central India Textiles   

  

17. In the 1980s, what tragedy did Ratan Tata suffer?   

a. The difficult experience of being in charge of two companies in 

decline.  

b. The death of his mother to cancer.  

c. Facing criticism for taking over as Chairman of Tata Industries.  

d. none of the above  

    

18. Which of the following key values did Ratan Tata try to instill in 

the Tata Group when he took over?   

a. an eagerness to expand territories  

b. innovation and customer values  

c. growth and financial strength   

d. a mature code of conduct  

  

19. Why, in your opinion, did Ratan Tata want to build the Tata 

Nano?   

a. to make a car that was affordable to all  

b. to be at the forefront of innovation  

c. to ensure the Tata Groups profits were in line with expectations  

d. to capitalize on an untapped segment of the market  

  

 



20. What is the foundation of Ratan Tata’s dream India?   

a. wealth  

b. prominence   

c. opportunity   

d. equality  

  

Answer Key  

Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  

1  a  6  d  11  a  16  c  

2  b  7  a  12  d  17  b  

3  d  8  c  13  b  18  b  

4  b  9  d  14  c  19  a  

5  b  10  a  15  a  20  c  

  

  

                                                         Personality 2  

                                                      SUNDAR PICHAI  

Summary  

Sundar  Pichai  was born on July 12
th
 1972 in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 

India. He was from a middle class family. He grew up in a two-room 

apartment. His mother Laxmi was a stenographer and father 

Regunatha was an electrical engineer in the British multinational 

company GEC. Sundar was always interested in the work his father 

did and had long conversations about it even as a young boy. He was 

good at football and cricket.   

Sundar Pichai completed schooling in Jawahar Vidyalaya, a Central 

Board of Secondary Education school in Ashok Nagar, Chennai and 

completed the Class XII from VanaVani School at Chennai. He 

earned his degree (B. Tech) from IIT Kharagpur in metallurgical 

engineering. He holds an M.S. from Stanford University in materials 

science and engineering, and an MBA from the Wharton School of the 

University of Pennsylvania, where he was named a Siebel Scholar and 



Palmer Scholar, respectively. Pichai began his career as a materials 

engineer. According to one of his former teachers, ‘He was doing 

work in the field of electronics at a time when no separate course on 

electronics existed in our curriculum”. His thesis dealt with 

implanting molecules of other elements in silicon wafers to alter its 

properties.   

Sundar Pichai joined Google in 2004, where he led the product 

management and innovation efforts for a suite of Google's client 

software products, including Google Chrome and Chrome OS. In 

addition, he went on to oversee the development of other applications 

such as Gmail and Google Maps. In 2013, Pichai added Android to 

the list of Google products that he oversaw.  

Sundar Pichai was selected to become the next CEO of Google on 

August 10, 2015, after previously being appointed Product Chief by 

CEO, Larry Page. On October 24, 2015, he stepped into the new 

position at the completion of the formation of Alphabet Inc., the new 

holding company for the Google company family. In December 2019, 

he became the CEO of Alphabet Inc. With its latest product, Google 

Assistant, it is clear that Google has now actively embraced artificial 

intelligence (AI) technology. Pichai has been leading figure in it.   

Google’s quality has raised fears of a world monopolized and 

controlled by large corporates such as Apple, Amazon and Google. 

Recently data privacy on social sites such as Facebook and WhatsApp 

make it even clearer that unless consumers consciously inform 

themselves and ask for control their private data, corporations may use 

for their own financial and Political gain.  

Technology needs to be used with care, and the benefits balanced with 

risks. While it is unlikely that the world will revert to the Pre-Google 

world in the near future, innovation in technology seems to be 

working towards making it simple to use without letting encroach into 

personal space. Pichai has proved to be instrumental in the field of 

Google and its innovations.  



  

  

Answer the following questions in short  

1. Describe Pichai’s attitude towards A.I.  

With its latest product, Google Assistant, it is clear that Google has 

now actively embraced Artificial Intelligence technology.  Pichai has 

been leading figure in it. He says artificial intelligence is going to 

have a bigger impact on the world than some of the most universal 

innovations in history. Pichai also points out that “it is important to 

help people understand that they use AI today. AI is just making 

computers more intelligent and being able to do a wide variety of 

tasks and we take it for granted whenever something happens and we 

adopt it,” AI is forcing change upon companies, workers and society’s 

infrastructure. “It is important to understand that tomorrow, whether 

Google is there or not, artificial intelligence is going to progress.   

2. Why are there concerns about google’s pervasiveness?  

Google’s pervasiveness has raised fears of a world monopolized and 

controlled by large corporates such as Apple, Amazon and Google. 

Recently data privacy on social media sites such as Facebok and 

Whatsapp make it even clearer that unless consumers consciously 

inform themselves and ask for control for their private data, 

corporations may use it for their own financial and political gain.  

Technology needs to be used with care, and benefits balanced with 

risks. While it is unlikely that the world will revert to the pre-Google 

world in the near future, innovation in technology seems to be 

working towards making it simple to use without letting in encroach 

into personal space.  

3 Describe the character of Sundar Pichai.   

Pichai Sundararajan was born in a middle class family. His father was 

an electrical engineer for the British multinational company, GEC. His 

mother used to be a stenographer before having children. He was 

always interested in his father’s work and had long conversations 



about it even as a young boy. After his schooling education he joined 

IIT Kharagpur and studied Metallurgical Engineering (B.Tech).  Then 

he went to Stanford USA. He earned master’s degree (MS) in 

Engineering and Material Science and later he got management degree 

(MBA) from the Wharton School of Business. He was always a topper 

in his class.   

Pichai joined the Google bandwagon years ago as a product manager. 

He started to rise rapidly through the ranks and was made CEO of the 

company. His journey to success is one with a lot of hard work and 

dedication to his craft.  

4. What impression has Pichai left on colleagues, teachers and 

mentors?   

Pattu Subramanian, who was two years senior to Pichai in school, 

remembers him as a quiet worker, studious and a bookish type. “He 

used to have a smile on his face and (was) kind of a bookworm. I had 

never thought this shy boy would one day become so big,” he said. 

His friend Prashant Tripathy, director and CEO of Max Life 

Insurance, who stayed in the same wing of the hostel Nehru Hall 

during their IIT days says found him sharp and articulate. When 

discussions took place within the group, Pichai would take center 

stage. Pichai’s passion for cricket and movies and how discussions 

about them led to many late nights. Professor Sanat Kumar Roy who 

taught at the IIT Kharagpur remembers that Pichai was doing work in 

the field of electronics at a time when no separate course on 

electronics existed in curriculum. His thesis dealt with implanting 

molecules of other elements in silicon wafers to alter its properties. He 

was enthused about electronics and materials.   

5. Why is data privacy linked so closely to innovation in 

technology?   

Technology needs to be used with care, and the benefits balanced with 

risks, While it is unlikely  that the world will revert to the Pre-Google 

world in the near future, innovation in technology seems to be  



working towards making it simple to use without letting in encroach 

into personal space.  

In a blog that declared Sundar Pichai’s elevation as CEO of Google 

Inc. Larry Page said, “we have long believed that over time companies 

tend to get comfortable doing the same thing, just making incremental 

changes. But in the technology industry, where revolutionary ideas 

drive the next big growth areas, we need to be a bit uncomfortable to 

stay relevant.”  

Caution and strategic retraining are necessary because there is no way 

to stem the tsunami of technological innovation once, nor should there 

be. Technology is going to continue, it is going to continue to move 

forward. You need to move forward with that technology responsibly.   

Multiple Choice Questions  

  

1. Where did Sundar Pichai spend his childhood?  

a. Mumbai  

b. Bangalore  

c. Chennai  

d. Ahmadabad  

  

2.  Which company did Pichai’s father work for as an 

electrical engineer ? a. Airbus  

b. General Electric  

c. Ford  

d. Rolls-Royce  

  

3. What did Pichai study at IIT Kharagpur ?  

a. Mechanical Engineering  

b. Software Engineering  

c. Chemical Engineering  

d. Metallurgical Engineering  

  



4. In 2015, Pichai became the CEO of which company?  

a. Apple  

b. Microsoft  

c. IBM  

d. Google   

  

5. What did Sundar Pichai make into a household name?  

a. Android   

b. igoogle  

c. Chrome browser  

d. Google toolbar  

  

6. After studying at IIT Kharagpur, which university awarded 

Pichai a scholarship? a. Stanford  

b. Columbia  

c. Brown  

d. Princeton  

  

7. Which of these sports is Pichai a big fan of ?  

a. Athletics  

b. Golf  

c. Cricket  

d. Chess  

  

8. What did Pichai drop out of Stanford to pursue?  

a. A management job at General Electric  

b. To start his own software development business  

c. To launch the Bing internet browser  

d. A management job at Applied Materials  

  



9. In 2002 Pichai completed an MBA at the University of 

Pennsylvania. After, he was       employed as a management 

consultant at which firm?  a. The Boston Consultancy Group  

b. McKinsey & Company  

c. Bain & Company  

d. Ernst & Young   

  

10. What does Google’s investment in Google Assistant signify?  

a. A significant shift in the tech industry in embrace the benefits of 

artificial intelligence   

b. A significant shift in the tech industry to invest in privacy-saving 

measures   

c. A push to priorities Google apps in android  

d. Remarkable change in the way we now use our phones   

  

11. Why, in the modern era of Facebook, Twitter and Whatsapp, is 

data     privacy important?  

a. Because our online behavior must be monitored for our own safety.  

b. Because it prevents the spread of false information.  

c. Because data privacy ensures online users behave responsibly.  

d. Because personal date might be manipulated by corporations for 

their own gain.   

  

12. In which year was Sundar Pichai employed by Google ?  

a. 2010  

b. 2008  

c. 2006  

d. 2004   

  

13. What is Larry Page’s opinion when it comes to the field of 

technology?  

a. That innovation requires confronting and negotiating uncomfortable 

realities.  



b. That technology must never settle into confortable pattern  

c. That revolutionary ideas require patience and dedication  

d. That safe, incremental change is the best way forward  

  

14. What did he first work on at Google?  

a. Google Search Toolbar  

b. Google Video Player  

c. Google+  

d. Google Drive  

  

15. What Google product, which was officially launched in 2012, 

did Pichai convince cofounders Larry Page and Sergey Brin to 

create ? a. Google+   

b. Google Chrome Browser   

c. Chrome book  

d. Google Maps  

  

16. Pichai is known for having a good memory of what?  

a. Addresses  

b. Names  

c. Constellations   

d. Numbers  

  

17. ‘It’s more profound than […] electricity or fire.’ What is this 

line in reference to? a. A.I   

b. Goggle Assistant.  

c. Chrome browser   

d. None of the above   

  

18. What point does Sundar Pichai’s former teacher make?  

a. That his work was revolutionary  

b. That he was enthusiastic about A.I.  



c. That his work on Electronic has been instrumental to Google’s 

success  

d. That even in his thesis there could be found evidence of his desire to 

shift to a cloud – based platform   

  

19. What, according to the text, does technology need to balance?  

a. Financial gain with growth  

b. Ease of use  with data privacy  

c. Innovation with relevance   

d. Pervasiveness with usefulness  

  

20. In 2014, Pichai became Product Chief of which of these products?  

a. YouTube  

b. Android   

c. Google+  

d. AdSense  

  

Answer Key  

Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  

1  c  6  a  11  c  16  d  

2  b  7  c  12  d  17  a  

3  d  8  d  13  d  18  c  

4  d  9  b  14  a  19  c  

5  c  10  a  15  c  20  b  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Personality 3 Louis Braille  

Summary  

Louis Braille was born on 4 January 1809 in a small French village of 

Coupvray. He is known for creation of a system of reading and writing 

for the blind. This system is very useful for the blind for learning and 

communication.   

Braille was a naturally inquisitive child. Once while playing with awl, 

his fathers’ tool to punch holes in leather, he injured his right eye. The 

infection spread to the left eye and Braille lost complete sight when he 

was five. Life became difficult for him. Braille, however, never 

complained and mastered the handicap with relative ease and comfort.   

While studying at the National institute for Blind Youth, the students 

used a system for the blind which had limitations. It enabled the blind 

to read. The system was not helpful for writing. It was a frustrating 

experience for Braille with this system. He yearned for a system that 

would help the blind to both read and write. He was inspired by 

Barbier’s ‘Night System’ which was used by soldiers on the 

battlefield for communication. However, it was a difficult system. 

Braille decided to simplify the system. He worked tirelessly and 

eventually created a system after several revisions, in 1837, where 

letters could be recognized by a single touch of a finger. It was a 

remarkable achievement.   

The Braille’s system was admired by students but the board of the 

school showed little interest in this new system. It was two years after 

Braille’s death that the system was adopted by the school. Later the 

system spread across the globe due to its usefulness. The Braille’s 

system has now become an essential part of life of the blind.  

 

 



Answer the following questions in short  

1.What role did the awl play in Braille’s life?  

As a child, Braille was naturally curious about things around him. 

Once he was trying to mimic his father’s role as a leatherer. He was 

punching holes in leather using an awl. While doing this, the awl 

accidently glanced off and hit Braille’s right eye. The eye got infected. 

Inspite of the medical treatment, the infection spread to the left eye 

and blinded Braille when he was just five years old.   

Braille wanted to develop a system that would enable the blind 

persons to read and write.  

Working for years, he created the Braille’s system with the help of an 

awl. It was the same tool that had blinded him when he was a child. 

Ironically, with the help of the same tool, he created a system with 

which the blind could read and write.    

2.Write how Braille’s system came to be.   

While Braille was a student at National Institute for Blind Youth, a 

system was used for the blind students to read. This system had its 

limitations. Braille found that while he was able to read with the help 

of the system, he could not write with it. Braille always wanted to 

develop a system that would enable a blind person to read and write 

with ease. So, he began to develop the system. At this time, he was 

inspired by Barbier’s system known as ‘Night Writing’. This system 

was too complicated. Braille worked tirelessly to simplify it. He 

completed the first version of Braille’s system in 1824. By 1837, 

Braille improvised the system where letters could be recognized by a 

single touch of a finger. This system proved very effective and later 

spread across the globe as the universal Braille’s system.  

3.How was Braille’s system received when it was published?  

The board running the Royal Institute for Blind Youth showed little 

interest in the Braille’s system when it was published. They believed 

that the existing Valentin Hauy’s system was perfect and there was no 



need to introduce the new Braille’s system in the school. In fact, the 

Headmaster of the school was dismissed when he had translated a 

history book into Braille.  

The students of the school admired and used the Braille’s system, but 

they did it secretly due to the board’s disinterest in the system.  

4.Describe the earlier system of reading that existed for the blind?  

The earlier system of reading for the blind was created by a 

philanthropist, Valentin Hauy. In this system, the raised imprints of 

Latin letters were embossed on heavy paper. The reader used his 

fingertips to trace the raised edges of the letters to ‘read’ a sentence.   

This system had its limitations. The production of books with such 

system was very expensive. These books used to be very heavy and 

clumsy to carry. Moreover, this system could be used by the blind to 

‘read’ only. It could not be used both for reading and writing purpose.  

5.Describe the character of Louis Braille. Use examples from the 

text to support your answer.  

Louis Braille, since his childhood, was naturally curious about the 

things around him. While playing with his father’s tool out of 

curiosity, he lost his sight at the age of five. His life became difficult. 

However, he was a courageous person. He never complained when it 

was difficult for him to make out ways in the countryside, blind. He 

mastered his handicap with relative ease and comfort. Braille always 

desired to develop a system which could help the blind not only to 

read but also to write easily. He was persistent in this effort. He 

worked tirelessly and developed the first version of Braille’s system 

when he was only fifteen. Thus, Louise Braille was intelligent, 

inquisitive, innovative and perseverant. On account of these traits, he 

could make generous contribution for the blind. The Braille system 

has now become an essential element of life for the blind.  

  

 



Multiple Choice Questions  

1. When was Louis Braille born?  

a. 4 January 1809     

b. 4 January 1810  

c. 4 January 1811  

d. 4 January 1812  

  

2. What was Braille’s father?    

a. A successful Carpenter  

b. A successful Doctor  

c. A successful Leatherer  

d. A successful Engineer  

  

3. When had Louis Braille lost all sense of sight?  

a. By the age of five  

b. By the age of six   

c. By the age of seven  

d. By the age of eight  

  

4. Till what age did Braille remained in the local school in his 

village?  

a. Till he was eight years old  

b. Till he was nine years old  

c. Till he was ten years old  

d. Till he was eleven years old  

  

5. Who was the founder of the Royal Institute for Blind Youth?  

a. Louis Phillip  

b. Van Heusen  

c. David Howarth  

d. Valentin Hauy  

  



6. Which of the following is correct?  

a. Braille found himself with a particular talent for cello and organ  

b. Braille found himself with a particular talent for guitar and 

piano  

c. Braille found himself with a particular talent for Violin and 

saxophone  

d. Braille found himself with a particular talent for cello and guitar  

  

7. When was the Braille system first published?  

a. 1828  

b. 1829  

c. 1830  

d. 1832  

  

8. Who was the captain of the French army who devised the 

system of communication for soldiers on the battlefield?  

a. Charles Andrews  

b. Charles Napier  

c. Charles Darwin  

d. Charles Barbier  

  

9. Name the tool that blinded Braille which ironically helped him 

to create his own raised-dot-system?  

a. Awl  

b. Tweezer  

c. Spanner  

d. Plie  

  

10. Which of the following statement is incorrect?  

a. The board running the school showed little interest in Braille’s 

system  



b. Braille’s pupils tried to implement the system in the school 

curriculum  

c. Braille’s pupils believed in the Braille’s system  

d. The board running the school showed great interest in the 

Braille’s system  

  

11. The Headmaster of the school was dismissed for translating 

which book into Braille’s system?  

a. History Book  

b. Latin Book  

c. Astronomy Book  

d. Physics Book  

  

12. At what age had Braille to give up teaching due to his ill 

health?  

a. At the age of forty  

b. At the age of forty-one  

c. At the age of forty-two  

d. At the age of forty-three  

  

13. How many years after Braille’s death his system was finally 

adopted by the school? a. Two years  

b. Three years   

c. Four Years  

d. Five Years  

  

14. In which year was the Universal Braille code for English 

formalized?  

a. 1935  

b. 1940  

c. 1945  

d. 1932  



  

15. Which of the following statements is incorrect?  

a. Braille himself was blind when he developed his system  

b. Braille was naturally inquisitive  

c. Braille’s parents were supportive towards Braille  

d. Braille was not inspired by Captain Charles Barbier’s system  

              Answer Key  

Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  Question 

No.  

Answer  

1  a  6  a  11  a  

2  c  7  b  12  c  

3  a  8  d  13  a  

4  c  9  a  14  d  

5  d  10  d  15  d  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Poem 1 An Irish Airman Foresees His Death  

W. B. Yeats  

Summary  

The poem ‘An Irish Airman Foresees His Death’ is composed by W. 

B. Yeats as an elegy to commemorate the death of Robert Gregory. 

The poem is written in the form of dramatic monologue. The speaker 

in the poem is Robert Gregory, an Irish airman and the son of one of 

Yeats's close friends Lady Gregory. He fought in World War I and 

was killed in action over the Italian front. The speaker expresses his 

views and intention before going to fighting in the war. The opening 

lines express that the speaker can see his future that he is going to be 

killed in the sky by an unknown enemy. He clearly states that he has 

no friendship with those for whom he is fighting and has no enmity 

with those whom he is fighting against. He goes on introducing 

himself that he does not belong to the country that partook in the war. 

His country is Kiltartan Cross, Ireland. The people of Kiltartan Cross 

are his compatriot. The defeat of war would not bring any loss or 

triumph would not bring any profit to his country. He is not bound by 

law, duty, political people or cheering up of the crowds. His only 

desire to join the war is to have the pleasure of an exciting or thrilling 

experience of war. He has wasted his previous years and he finds 

nothing in the years coming in his life. He feels that his life is futile 

and meaningless. So, he wants to balance his life with death.   

  

Answer the following questions in short  

  

1. What is the Irish Airman attitude towards the war he is fighting 

in? How does he view his own fate in the light of the war?  

Answer: The Irish Airman’s attitude towards the war he is fighting in 

is a sense of pleasure. He has no friendship with those for whom he is 

fighting and has no enmity with those whom he is fighting against. He 

is not bound by law, duty, political people or cheering up of the 

crowds. His desire to fly into battle comes from his indifference to 



both political and moral duty. He has nothing to do with the defeat or 

victory of the war. His personal desire is to have the pleasure of an 

exciting or thrilling experience of war and he finds his past and future 

meaningless. So, wants to meet his future and decides to accept death 

to balance his life.  

2. Is the speaker heroic in your opinion? Why or why not?  

Answer: No, the speaker is not heroic in my opinion. A hero is a man 

of action rather than thought. He accepts challenges for a particular 

purpose. He has to fight and die for the welfare of the people. He is a 

public figure. He loves his people and country. He brings glory to the 

nation at the cost of his life. His life is dedicated to serving the nation 

or people. On the contrary, the speaker in the poem takes part in the 

war just for the impulse of delight. He has nothing to do with the 

defeat or victory of the war. He is not fighting for the reason of 

patriotism, the welfare of the people and profit or loss of the nation. 

His life is not dedicated to the nation or people. He has a selfish desire 

to experience pleasure in the war. That is why I think the speaker in 

the poem is not heroic.  

3. The speaker says of his countrymen: ‘No likely end could bring 

them loss/ Or leave them happier than before’. Elaborate on 

this.  

Answer: The speaker in the poem is an Irish airman. His country was 

not a part of the war. He is not fighting for his country. His country is 

Kiltartan Cross, Ireland. He is not bound by duty, nation, political 

power or the people of his country. He expresses his desire to take 

part in World War I just for the ‘impulse of delight’. He thinks his life 

is meaningless when he sees it in the past or the future. He has to 

balance his life with death. He has no friendship with those for whom 

he is fighting and has no enmity with those whom he is fighting 

against. He and his country are completely indifferent to victory or 

defeat and profit or loss of the war. That is why the speaker says of his 

countrymen: ‘No likely end could bring them loss/ Or leave them 

happier than before’.  



4. Examine the use of binaries in the poem.  

Answer: Binary means something made of two things or parts. 

Binaries may be complementary and contradictory. Yeats used the 

binary words in the poem ‘An Irish Airman Foresees His Death’ to 

bring stress to the positive and negative thoughts expressed by the 

speaker. The speaker speaks about his concern with the war expressed 

with the words like  

‘love’ and ‘hate’. The speaker goes on talking about the consequences 

of war i.e. ‘loss’ and ‘happier’(profit). He speaks about his future as 

‘the years to come’ and past as ‘the years behind’. He thinks that his 

past and future life is useless. In the last line, he speaks about ‘life’ 

and ‘death’.   

5. Assess from your reading of the poem the objective, outcome 

and impact of war.  

Answer: The poem ‘An Irish Airman Foresees His Death’ by W. B. 

Yeats is an elegy to commemorate the death of Robert Gregory. The 

speaker, Robert Gregory, expresses his objective concern about his 

participation in the war. The speaker’s attitude is completely objective 

because he is not bound by law, duty, political people or cheering up 

of the crowds.  He has no friendship with those for whom he is 

fighting and has no enmity with those whom he is fighting against. He 

does not even bother about the outcome of the war. He and his 

countrymen remain unaffected by the defeat or victory of the war. If 

he wins, he will not be happy and if he loses, he will not be sad.  

  

  

 

 
 

 



 

Multiple Choice Questions  

1. Which of the following best captures the central themes of the 

poem?  

(a) Mysticism, honour  

(b) The common people, grace  

(c) War, life and death, fate   

(d) War, heroism, glory  

  

2. What does the tone of the 

poem accomplish? (a) It sets a 

sense of fear and anger  (b) It 

serves to glorify war.   

(c) It hints at meaninglessness of war.   

(d) None of the above.  

  

3. Which of the following lines contradicts popular opinion held about 

war?  

(a) ‘Those that I fight I do not hate’   

(b) ‘Those that I guard I do not love’   

(c) My countrymen Kiltartan’s poor, No likely end could bring them 

loss  (d) All of the above.  

  

4. Britain drafted Irishmen to fight in World War I. Why is the 

fourth line significant? (a) To emphasise that the speaker’s home 

and people are Irish, not English   

(b) To illustrate how far from home the speaker is, and that this is not 

his war to fight   

(c) To showcase how heartless the English were   

(d) To showcase how heartless war had made the airman  

  

5. What is the reason the Irish airman fights in this war?   

(a) Out of duty   



(b) For honour and glory   

(c) For cheering crowds and the people of Kiltartan   

(d) None of the above  

  

6. Where does the speaker think it will all end?  

(a) In the clouds above   

(b) On a field in Italy somewhere   

(c) In Ireland   

(d) On the moon  

  

7. What is another word for "airman"?  

(a) A guy made of air   

(b) A baseball player   

(c) A cricketer   

(d) A pilot  

  

8. What does the speaker say about the "years behind"?  

(a) They were awesome   

(b) He can't remember them   

(c) They were surpising   

(d) They're a waste of breath  

  

9. What does the phrase "years behind" refer to?  

(a) The eleventh century   

(b) The future   

(c) The past   

(d) A cricket team from Northern Ireland  

  

10. Where was the speaker driven?  

(a) To a tumult in the clouds   

(b) To Kiltartan   

(c) To the Atlantic Ocean   



(d) To Russia  

  

11. What is the theme of the poem?  

(a) Loss innocence   

(b) The positive parts of war   

(c) Acceptance of death   

(d) Patriotism  

  

12. What words from the poem convey the author's tone?  

(a) "Love, happier, delight"   

(b) "Lonely, loss, death"   

(c) "Cheering, fate, balance"   

(d) "The clouds above"  

  

13. What does the line "No likely end could bring them loss or leave 

them happier than before"  

(a) They feel indifferent toward death. It wouldn't bring them pain or 

make them feel better.   

(b) The men are happy at war   

(c) They don't feel pain anymore when they see their friends die   

(d) They were happier before war  

  

14. What will the speaker meet in the clouds?  

His best friend   

(b) His fate   

(c) Clouds   

(d) The moon  

  

15. What does the word "fate" most likely mean?  

(a) Slice of apple pie   

(b) Airplane   

(c) Death   



(d) Nothing  

  

16. What are the last two words of the poem?  

(a) The waste    

(b) The clouds   

(c) My fate  

(d) This death  

  

17. What is the speaker able to do?  

(a) Disappear   

(b) Foresee his death   

(c) Write poetry   

(d) The moon in the sky  

  

18. What does the phrase "this life, this death" refer to?  

(a) Hell    

(b) Life as soldier, death in battle   

(c) Victory   

(d) Immortal  

  

19. The poem is a dramatic monologue. What does that mean?  

(a) The speaker addresses the reader directly. A dramatic monologue 

usually involves a fictional speaker who may not necessarily speak 

the views of the poet.    

(b) It is meant to be read loudly to one person.   

(c) It contains frightening and thrilling passages.   

(d) None of the above  

  

20. Who is the speaker in the poem?  

(a) W. B. Yeats   

(b) Robert Gregory   

(c) Lady Gregory   



(d) Mr. Gregory  

  

21. What is the poetical type of the poem?  

(a) Elegy   

(b) Ballad   

(c) Song   

(d) Lyric  

  

Answer key  

Ques  01  02  03  04  05  06  07  

Option  c  d  d  a  d  a  d  

         

Ques  08  09  10  11  12  13  14  

Option  d  c  a  c  b  a  b  

                

Ques  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  

Option  c  d  b  b  a  b  a  

  

  

Poem 2 Money Madness                                                                                               

D.H.Lawrence  

Summary  

In this poem ‘Money Madness’ the poet D.H.Lawrence expresses his 

concern about the obsession people have for money. This obsession 

has gone to the extent of making people mad about money. Every 

individual has his own strain of insanity towards money. The whole 

human race is collectively mad in pursuit of money.  In the pursuit of 

materialistic pleasure, man has become illogical; he has forgotten the 

true worth of a human being. It is really sad to see a man suffer so 

much pain having to part with just a ‘pound note’ and he literally 

shivers if he has to give away a ten-pound note. Money has a cruel 

power. It has the capacity to purchase everything and subjugate 

anyone. Therefore, man fears losing money because losing money is 



losing power and respect. Man will go to any extent to gain money. 

The worth of a man is judged by the monetary wealth he possesses. 

Those without money have to sacrifice their pride and beg for 

kindness and basic acts of humanity. The money-mad fellow men 

make these poor people sacrifice their self-esteem, feel degraded and 

beg for mercy. This is more fearful than living in poverty. The poet 

makes an appeal to make the basic needs of life - bread, shelter and 

fire freely available to everyone all over the world. He persuades 

people to regain their sanity about money, makes them aware of the 

disastrous effect of this money- madness which might eventually lead 

people to killing each other for it.  

Answer each of the following questions in short  

1.Why does Lawrence say that the present attitude towards 

money is all wrong? What are the changes he wants to see in 

society?  

D.H.Lawrence is really dejected and pained to see people madly in 

pursuit of money. Money has brought in cruel power, created a 

situation of unfair competition, rivalry and selfishness. It is an 

injustice to a human being to beg to eat and stay alive. The wrong 

notion that money is power will lead to doom and destruction. He 

wishes to make people realise that money is not the be-all and end-all 

of everything. Money cannot buy love and happiness. Man’s worth 

should be determined by the virtues and qualities he possesses. The 

poet feels that if the basic necessities of life are given free to all the 

people, the madness about money will reduce to a great extent and 

lead to harmonious existence. The poet wants people to respect one 

another and shun from degrading human life.  

2.Why does he call this ‘collective’ madness? What happens to an 

individual when the multitude is mad?  

As each and every individual has gone mad in the illogical pursuit of 

money, the poet calls it ‘collective madness’. In this age of 

industrialization people have forgotten the true worth and values of 

virtues. The whole human race is after material pleasures which are 



temporary and cannot give ultimate peace and fulfilment. The money 

mindedness is making man self-centred and distancing him from one 

another. Every human being has qualities like mercy, pity, 

compassion, peace and love which make him humane. These virtues 

take him away from hatred, jealousy, ill will, animosity and cruelty. 

But when everyone collectively engages in a wrong pursuit like the 

madness to possess money, it takes its toll on innocent lives too. They 

are compelled and dragged into this wrong action. If an individual is 

not money-minded he might not be rich and powerful then this 

multitude of people will dishonour him, humiliate him and make him 

beg for food and shelter. To avoid eating this dirt, slowly everyone 

gets engaged in the wrong and mad pursuit of money without thinking 

that it will lead the whole human race towards self-destruction.  

3.What are the three items which the poet considers should be 

free? Why?  

The poet feels that bread, shelter and fire should be free because they 

are the necessities of life. A person can live without luxuries but a 

person cannot stay alive without food, shelter and protection. This 

mad pursuit of money is to gain the comforts and luxuries of life. This 

money- madness is to gain control of resources and other people’s 

lives. The cruel power thus achieved makes a moneyed person cast all 

the injustices on the deprived and poor man making him lose his self –

esteem and eat dirt. But if bread, shelter and fire are provided free to 

him, he will not be required to subjugate himself to the ill treatment 

by the rich. He can live his virtuous life without compromising or 

sacrificing his dignity and self-respect. Then this cruel hunger for 

money will reduce, the true worth of people would be realised and the 

world will move towards harmonious existence.  

4.How does Lawrence show that the possession of money is a kind 

of madness? What evidence does he bring up to substantiate his 

argument? Do you feel that the same situation exists today?  

In the poem ‘Money Madness’ Lawrence shows that the possession 

and pursuit of money is a kind of madness because it makes people 



inhuman and unjust. He considers it illogical as people has this 

obsession for wealth to get all the material comforts, gain power and 

control other’s lives which ironically will not give happiness, peace 

and fulfilment. Money-madness instils fear in a person- fear of losing 

wealth, self-esteem and life supports. In the poem he mentions that 

‘money makes us quail’, parting with money is ‘a real tremor’ and it is 

‘not money that one is terrified of, it is the collective money-madness 

of mankind which considers the worth of a man on the basis of the 

material wealth he possesses. The madness reaches the limit when a 

person feels that ‘if I have no money, I will have to eat dirt’. The same 

situation exists today; it has worsened as today man is killing man for 

money. Man is forgetting his morals and indulging in crimes. The lure 

of money is making him selfish, self-cantered, power hungry and in 

turn leading him towards self-destruction.  

6.Lawrence offers some solutions to the problems caused by 

money-mindedness. Do you think they are practical? What are the 

solutions for this problem at the individual and societal level?  

Lawrence suggests that if bread, shelter and fire which are the basic 

necessities of life are given free to everyone all over the world, the 

problems caused by money-mindedness will be reduced to a large 

extent because man requires food to survive. For survival man can 

stoop down to any level. The practical solution suggested is that if the 

government provides food and shelter to the poor, most of the 

problems would be solved. The crimes which are committed to satiate 

hunger would be drastically reduced and people would indulge in 

worthwhile activities. This would be tremendously beneficial for the 

society. At the individual level, a person should be satisfied. 

Satisfaction, contentment are the key words. If a person is not satisfied 

with what he has then greed for money has no end. Educating people 

to having the right goals in life and helping them understand the true 

meaning of life will make them rise above this moneymindedness and 

get rid of the evils associated with it.   

  



Multiple Choice Questions  

1. Which of the following best captures the central themes of 

the poem ‘Money Madness’?  

a) money, madness, delight  

b) money, power, glory  

c) power, obsession, servitude  

d) freedom, choice, charity  

  

2. What is meant by the line ‘we grovel before it in strange 

terror’?  

a) Money has the capacity to drive people mad.  

b) To be deprived of money is to be deprived of life.  

c) To live without money is to live freely yet in fear.  

d) Money holds such a control over our lives that we do 

everything we can to earn more money.  

  

3. What is meant by the lines ‘I shall have to eat dirt/if I have 

no money’?  

a) Those without money face such squalor that they are 

literally forced to eat dirt to starve off hunger.  

b) Those without money must sacrifice their pride and beg 

for kindness and basic acts of humanity.  

c) Those without money must learn new skills in order to 

earn money and avoid a life of poverty.  

d) Those without money are shunned by all levels of 

society  

  

4. What, according to the poet, is ‘wrong’?  

a) that basic, yet essential human needs are not free but are 

commodified for other people’s financial gain.  

b) That people are charitable, while others are filled with 

fear at the mere thought of sharing money.  

c) That money has such a powerfully positive impact on 

society  



d) All of the above.  

  

  

  

5. Which of the following binaries best represents what the 

poem is about?  

a) freedom vs servitude  

b) wealth vs poverty  

c) joy vs despair  

d) religion vs reason  

  

6. How does man hand out a pound note according to the poet?  

a) with a lot of pain and distress  

b) with happiness  

c) with the intention of charity  

d) showing power of wealth  

  

7. We quail, money makes us quail. Why?  

a) The fear of losing money is losing power.  

b) We tremble and lose heart when parting with money  

c) Losing money will make us eat dirt  

d) All of the above  

  

8. On what basis is man’s worth considered in this poem?  

a) intellectual wealth  

b) political power  

c) monetary wealth  

d) character  

  

9. What is the poet afraid of?  

a) Losing money  

b) That he will be degraded in society  

c) Money-mad fellow men  

d) All of the above  

  



10. Why should bread, shelter and fire be free?  

a) because they are readily available  

b) because they are the basic necessities of life  

c) because they are cheap  

d) all of the above  

  

Answer Key  

01  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  09  10  

c  d  b  a  b  a  d  c  d  b  

  

  

  

                                                               Poem 3  

                                                            Stay Calm  

                                                                                                                

Grenville Kleiser  

Summary  

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity. If we are able to conquer our emotions, we will not react 

easily to the provocations of the outside world and we will be able to 

achieve peace in the outer world too.  

The central idea of the poem is that if you desire to win a worthwhile 

battle with your opponents then first you have to win a war over your 

emotions. You should learn to control your emotions. You should be a 

master of your emotions and feelings and not a slave. If you harbour 

anger, jealousy, hatred, then these negativities will compel you to take 

wrong decisions. You should conquer this battle through compassion 

and forgiveness.  



The poet advises us to achieve equanimity in our emotions. No 

emotion should exceed while dealing with our enemy. We should 

maintain mental balance. Then we will be able to deal with the both 

the enemy who is visible or who is making covert plans. If you are 

having mental balance, you will be able to think in a cool manner and 

take wise decisions. Mental balance will also ensure that you have 

good health, which is also essential to overpower the enemy.  

To sum up, the poet says that even if we are insulted, cheated, or our 

wishes are not deliberately fulfilled or even if we are confronted by an 

enemy who is seen, or if we are troubled by a foe who is in hiding, we 

should not lose our patience.  

  

Answer each of the following 

questions in short- 1. Examine the 

binary of Peace vs Turmoil in the 

poem.  

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity.  

The entire poem is about achieving mental peace to alleviate outward 

turmoil.  

If we want peace in our relations with the outer world, then first we 

have to conquer the inner turmoil of emotions in our heart.  

If we are able to conquer our emotions, we will not react easily to the 

provocations of the outside world and we will be able to achieve 

peace in the outer world too. Therefore, the poet uses the binary of 

turmoil and mental peace.  

  



2. Examine the theme of balance in the poem. Elaborate on this 

with examples from the text.   

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity.  

The poet advises us to achieve equanimity in our emotions. No 

emotion should exceed while dealing with our enemy. We should 

maintain mental balance. Then we will be able to deal with the both 

the enemy who is visible or who is making covert plans. If you are 

having mental balance, you will be able to think in a cool manner and 

take wise decisions. Mental balance will also ensure that you have 

good health, which is also essential to overpower the enemy.  

The poet gives many examples where if we have not learnt to be calm, 

we will behave rashly and damage our own image. The poet says that 

even if we are insulted, cheated, or our wishes are not deliberately 

fulfilled or even if we are confronted by an enemy who is seen, or if 

we are troubled by a foe who is in hiding, we should not lose our 

patience.  

  

3. Paraphrase the message of the poem in your own words.  

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity.  

The central idea of the poem is that if you desire to win a worthwhile 

battle with your opponents then first you have to win a war over your 

emotions. You should learn to control your emotions. You should be a 

master of your emotions and feelings and not a slave. If you harbour 

anger, jealousy, hatred, then these negativities will compel you to take 

wrong decisions. You should conquer this battle through compassion 

and forgiveness.  



  

4. What according to the poet is the most vital thing in life, and 

why must we master it?  

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity.  

The most vital thing in life according to the poet is the ability to stay 

calm in each challenging situation.  

The poet says that the world is full of people who are fighting with 

each other because of overpowering emotions like ambition, jealousy, 

and hatred. However,  if you are able to experience inner peace and 

you have gained control over your negative emotions then you have 

achieved the most important life skill.  

  

  

5. Describe the tone of the poem. How does the tone contribute to 

the point the poet is trying to make?   

In this poem, Kleiser counsels readers to keep calm in the face of the 

many big and small problems of life. The poet advises that a tranquil 

temperament is the most potent weapon one can have against 

adversity.  

The most vital thing in life according to the poet is the ability to stay 

calm in each challenging situation.  

The tone of the poem is didactic. It means it tries to teach you. This 

tone lends a seriousness to the message that the poet is giving. It 

underlines the finality that if you do not learn to stay calm, you cannot 

achieve success.  

Multiple Choice Questions  



1. Which of the following verbs best captures what the 

speaker is endorsing? a. Control  

b. assures  

c. win  

d. wish  

  

2. How according to the speaker, can you ensure you are not over 

whelmed by negative thoughts?  

a. by striving for tranquility   

b. by addressing them one by one  

c. by rationalizing their pros and cons  

d. by striving for apathy  

  

3.Which of the following best represents the central 

theme of the poem? a. poise  

b. grace  

c. strife  

d. reason  

  

4.Who is the poet of the poem Stay Calm?  

a. John Keats   

b. Robert Browning  

c. Grenville Kleiser  

d. William Wordsworth  

  

5. What is the synonym for the word ‘peeved’ used by the 

poet in Stay Calm? a. annoyed  

b. happy  

c. nervous  

d. depressed  

  



6. What is the other synonym used by the poet for the word 

‘tranquil’ in Stay Calm? a. oppressed  

b. irritated  

c. depressed  

d. peaceful  

  

7. What should we learn according to the poet, ‘Grenville Kleiser?  

a. to keep strict silence  

b.to become annoyed  

c.to get irritated  

d.to remain pleased.  

  

8.When should we maintain mental balance?  

a. when confronted by a foe  

b. when attacked by a friend   

c. while cheated by a close aid  

d. none of the above.  

  

9. Which of the following is not the synonym of, ‘curb’?  

a. constrains  

b. check  

c. bridle  

d. liberates  

  

10. What is the most vital thing in life?  

a. to avoid strife.  

b. to become irritated  

c. to avoid certain people  

d. to be poised and tranquil.  

  



Answer Key  

01  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  09  10  

a  a  a  c  a  d  a  a  d  d  

  

  

  

Poem 4  

The Lotus    

                                                                                                                                 

Toru Dutt                            

Summary   

The god of love, Cupid, came to meet the goddess of flowers, 

Flora. He asked her to create a unique flower. It would be the 

undisputed queen of flowers. The lily and the rose have been 

rivals for this high honour for a very long time.  

Important and powerful poets sang in the praise of their 

respective flowers. They put forward their claims. One group 

argued that the rose can never stand with dignity and grace like 

the pale coloured flower of a lily. Lily’s face is like that of the 

face of Juno, the goddess of grace and beauty. They asked if the 

lily is lovelier than the rose.    

Flowers divided themselves into factions. The rival factions 

assembled in the leafy garden of Psyche. They quarrelled 

among themselves. They staked the claims of their own flower. 

The rose and the lily were old rivals in the race.  

The god of love asked Flora to give him a flower which may be 

as delicious as the rose.  

That flower must be as stately and graceful as the lily is. Flora 

asked, “What should be the colour of that flower?” The god of 



love first said, “Rose-red.” Then he prayed, “No, the flower 

must be of white colour like that of the lily. In the end, he 

prayed that the flower must-have colours of both the lily and 

the rose.”  

Ultimately, the goddess of flowers, Flora, handed over her 

creation-the flower of lotus to the god of love, Cupid. The lotus 

fused both the colours the redness of the rose and the whitish 

colour of the lily. Undoubtedly, the lotus  was  unique and 

accepted as  the queen of flowers by all.   

          

            Answer the following question in short  

1. Why couldn’t Love choose between the two flowers?  

Ans. The lily and the rose were old rivals. Both of them 

competed for the high honor of being called the undisputed 

queen of flowers. Both of them were proud of their beauty and 

grandeur. The rose was proud of its red color while the white 

lily had the grace of the face of goddess Juno. Even the poets 

had divided loyalties. One faction favoured the rose while the 

other sang in praise for the lily. Therefore, Love couldn’t 

choose between the two flowers and came to Flora, the goddess 

of flowers. He asked flora to create a unique flower. The flower 

must be the most beautiful of all the flowers. It must be the 

undisputed queen of flowers.   

  

2. Why is the Lotus referred to as the ‘queenliest flower’ in 

the end?  

Ans. Cupid, the Roman god of love wanted Flora to create a 

unique flower. The flower must be the undisputed queen of 

flowers. First, Cupid wanted the intended flower to have the 

reddish color and beauty of the rose-the favourite of lovers. 

Then he changed his stand and wanted a flower that would have 



the beauty and grace of the lily.  Cupid seemed to be confused. 

Then he demanded that the wished flower might be the fusion 

of the two. Flora resolved the conflict. By creating the lotus, 

she created a unique flower. It was to be the unquestioned 

queen of flowers. It would the ideal fusion of the beauty and 

grace of the rose and the lily.  (117 words)  

3. What, in your opinion, is the moral or message of the 

poem?  

Ans.  The poet uses the rose and the lily in the poem to describe 

the West and the  

East.  The ‘lily’ is a representation of the white race and the 

‘rose’ depicting the reddish skin tone of the eastern race, such 

as her native India.  Thus the poem ‘The Lotus’ indicates a 

fusion between the West and East.   

The lotus is a unique flower. It is a fusion of the red rose and 

the pale-whitish lily. Actually, it is a unique blending and 

fusion of religions and cultures. The lotus is considered as a 

cultural symbol in the Indian society. It is the seat of Lord 

Vishnu and Goddess Laxmi. The lotus is a national symbol of 

India and the Hindu faith.  The overall theme of the poem is the 

pride of India’s culture and Hindu religion. The poet wanted to 

acknowledge her Indian background for others to understand 

her love for her native country India.  Although she had 

travelled and received her education abroad during her 

childhood, she still believes India to be her home.     (175 

words)  

4. Elaborate on the tone of the poem. How does the diction 

enhance or contribute to the tone ?   

Ans. ‘Diction’ is simply the author’s choice of words that 

conveys a particular meaning while ‘tone’ is the  attitude or 

feeling that the writer’s words express. Thus, tone is largely 

determined by diction or the words that an author chooses.  The 



poet has used easy and impressive language throughout the 

poem. She has very aptly made use of the tactful tone in the 

poem to convey its message to the readers. The use of 

personification, alliteration, various symbols and rich imagery 

adds charm to the poem and makes it easy for the readers to 

understand the theme of the poem.   (100 words)  

5. Examine the use of personification in the poem.   

Ans. The poet has aptly made the use of personification in the 

poem.  The poet has personified ‘Love’as the god of love and 

‘Flora’ as the goddess of flowers and vegetation. The poet has 

also beautifully depicted the ‘rose’ and the ‘lily’ as rivals. The 

‘lily’ is a representation of the white race and the ‘rose’ 

depicting the reddish skin tone of the eastern race while the 

‘lotus’  is the ideal fusion of the beauty and grace of the rose 

and the lily.  Thus lotus, lily and rose have also been 

personified in the poem.               

  

Multiple Choice Questions  

  

1. Which of the following is an example of assonance?   

a. ‘Love came to Flora asking for a flower’  

b. ‘Bards of power/Had sung their claims’  

c. ‘And stately as the lily in her pride’   

d. None of the above  

  

2. Which of the following is an example of alliteration?  

a. ‘Flower-factions rang the strife in Psyche’s bower’.   

b. ‘Give me a flower delicious as the rose.’   

c. ‘And “lily - white” & the queenliest flower that blows.’  

d. None of the above  

  

3. What was the ‘high honour’ for which the flowers were 

competing?  



a. to be as ‘delicious as the rose’, and as ‘stately as the lily’   

b. to have Bards of power sing their claims   

c. to be the ‘undisputed queen’ of all flowers   

d. none of the above   

  

4. What is the significance of the colours of the lotus?   

a. The lotus carries both colours that Love desires –it is red as 

a rose, and white as a lily.   

b. The lotus is neither red nor white, thereby ending the dispute 

between the rose and the lily.   

c. The colours of the lotus are the colours of victory.   

d. All of the above  

  

5. What is meant by line, ‘Like the pale lily with her Juno mien?   

a. It suggests the lily carries with it a dignified grace.   

b. It suggests the rose carries with it a dignified grace.   

c. It suggests the lily is favoured best considering it was the 

flower of Juno, goddess of marriage.   

d. It suggests that while the lily is lovely, the rose is the 

loveliest of all flow  

  

Answer Key  

Question  01  02  03  04  05  

Option  d  a  c  d  a  
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UNIT I - SHORT STORIES 

 

 

The Gifts 

Very Short Answer Questions 

A. What was the price offered by Madame Sofronie for Della’s hair? 

A. Madame Sofronie offered twenty dollars for Della’s hair. 

 

B. What was the name of the Saloon where Della sold her hair? 

A. The saloon where Della sold her hair was called ‘Madame Sofronie - Hair 

Dealer’. 

 

B. Which gift did Della purchase for Jim and at what price? 

A. Della purchased a gold chain for Jim’s watch for twenty one dollars. 

 

B. Which gift did Jim purchase for Della? 

A. Jim purchased tortoise shell combs for Della’s hair. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

A. Describe the two things in which Jim and Della took pride. 

B. What happened at Madame Sofronie’s shop? 

C. What did Jim purchase for Della? How? 

D. Describe the combs bought by Jim for Della. 



 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

Jim took great pride in his gold watch and Della took pride in her beautiful long 

hair. They were a poor couple, and these were the only rich things they had. But 

Della sold all her hair to buy a gold chain for Jim’s watch. She sold it for twenty 

dollars at Madame Sofronie’s Saloon. At the same time, Jim also sold his gold 

watch to buy tortoise shell combs that had jewels on their rims.  

 

Long Answer Questions 

A. Why did Jim and Della look at each other like two stupid children who had been 

tricked when they saw the Christmas gifts? 

B. How does the story ‘The Gifts’ show the love between Jim and Della? 

C. Write a note on the element of irony in the story ‘The Gifts’. 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

Jim and Della were a young but poor couple. For their first Christmas, they both 

wanted to buy expensive gifts for each other, but they did not have any money. So, 

Della sold her long hair to buy a gold chain for Jim’s gold watch. Ironically, Jim 

had sold his watch to buy beautiful combs for Della’s hair. In reality, the only 

expensive thing Jim had was his watch, and the only beautiful thing Della had was 

her hair. But their love for each other was so deep, that they sold off what they 

liked so much just to buy Christmas gifts. However, when they got the gifts, they 

both looked like two stupid children who had been tricked because those gifts 

could not be used. There was a chain, but no watch. And there were combs, but no 

hair.  

 

 

The Axe 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. Who was Velan? 

A. Velan was a poor labourer’s son living in a small village. 

 

2. Which were the plants in the garden? 

A. The garden had trees of hibiscus, chrysanthemum, jasmine, roses, and cannac. 

 



3. How were the son of Velan’s master? 

A. The sons of Velan’s master were very uncaring. 

 

4. To whom the house was sold? 

A. The house was sold to a company. 

 

5. What did Velan say to the tree cutters? 

A. Velan told the tree cutters not to cut the margosa tree until he had gone far. 

 

6. What did the astrologer foretell about Velan? 

A. The astrologer foretold that Velan would live in a three storied house 

surrounded by many acres of garden. 

 

7. How old was Velan when he left home? 

A. Velan was 18 years old when he left home. 

 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. What did the astrologer foretell about Velan? How did people react to the 

astrology? 

2. Why did Velan leave his home? 

3. What did Velan do after leaving his home? 

4. How did the master’s sons treat Velan after the master’s death? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

An astrologer had said that Velan would live in a three storied house with a large 

garden. Poeple laughed at this because Velan’s father was a very poor labourer and 

earned only a few annas per week. When he was 18, Velan left his home because 

his father slapped him for being late. He went to the town and started work as a 

gardener. He spent many happy hours there, but the master’s son treated him 

shabbily after the master’s death.  

 

Long Answer Questions 

1. What comment on the human situation does the story of Velan Bring home? 



2. ‘Narayan is at once simple and profound.’ Does the present story bear out this 

statement? 

3. Would you agree with the view that Narayan maintains in the story his habitual 

mood of ironic detachment? 

4. What change does the passage of time bring in the fortunes of Velan, the 

gardener? 

5. Comment on the significance of the title of the story? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

The short story, ‘The Axe’, is a simple but profound story written by R.K. 

Narayan. It tells us how human beings can be unfeeling and cruel. The master who 

originally kept Velan as a gardener was very fond of trees and was kind to Velan 

who kept his garden beautiful. But after his death, his sons fought and left. Then 

they kept tenants who treated Velan and his garden very shabbily. When they also 

left, the empty house looked haunted without any maintenance. Velan also started 

living in the verandah as his hut started leaking. Finally, the owners sold the house 

to a company who wanted to build a housing complex which had no garden and 

thus Velan was fired. But before he could leave, tree cutters came to chop down his 

favourite margosa tree. Velan was heart broken and did not allow them to cut it 

until he had gone far away.  

 

 

UNIT II - POETRY 

 

You Turned Yourself Away 

1. How does Kabir talk to inner lover? 

2. Why does the poet ask, “Is it logical you would be walking around entirely 

orphaned now?” 

3. Which are the reasons for weird failure? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

Kabir asks his inner lover why he is in such a rush or why he is so impatient. He 

walks around like he is an orphan, but that is not logical because he is not without 

love. Kabir says that there is some kind of spirit that loves everything. It loves the 

birds, the animals, the insects, and also loves human beings. It is the same spirit 



that gave us life while we were still in our mother’s womb. This spirit is a very 

caring spirit and looks after everything that lives. Anyone who forgets that goes 

towards darkness and feels lonely. He walks around like an orphan and faces 

failure everywhere. If we remember how much our God loves us, we will be able 

to feel happiness again and we will not have to live in darkness. We knew this 

when we were children, but we forget it when we grow old.  

 

Mending Wall 

1. Elucidate the central idea of the poem. 

2. What is the symbolic significance of the wall? Is this an appropriate symbolism 

for the central idea what Frost is trying to convey? 

3. Do you think this poem is confined only to the American country life that Frost 

uses here as the setting, or does it evoke universal emotions? 

4. Does the poet resolve the contraries at the end? Does he give solutions? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

In the poem ‘Mending Wall’, Frost uses the American country life setting to talk 

about a very universal philosophy. Frost describes how the stones from the wall 

between his field and his neighbour’s field fall down every year and how they have 

to put them back in place again. The poet says that he does not understand why 

there should be walls between fields as the trees from one field are not going to eat 

the fruit from another field. This means that walls create differences between 

people. They are built when there is no trust. But this tendency should not be there 

in educated and civilised people. We do not live in caves anymore. The solution to 

this problem is that people should trust each other and respect other people’s 

boundaries. If that happens, there will be no need for walls. 

 

 

The Unknown Citizen 

1. How does W.H. Auden approach to modern man? 

2. How does the poet project the crisis of identity in the poem ‘Unknown 

Citizen’? 

3. Highlight the theme of the poem relating to conflict between outer and inner, 

appearance and reality? 

 



For all above questions, you can write this answer 

W.H. Auden finds modern life very impersonal. He says that people don’t have 

any identity of their own. They are identified by numbers as if they are things. The 

government has all records on them. The government knows if they have been 

involved in anything illegal or if they have been a nuisance in the Trade Union. It 

even knows what paper they bought and what things they had. Auden takes the 

example of a common mildly class citizen who was never in the limelight for 

anything. He paid all his debts, he held all the popular opinions, he sent his 

children to school, he had some friends with whom he could relax. In short, there 

was nothing extraordinary about him. So the government did not bother about him. 

Nobody cared to know if he was happy. So long as he was not creating trouble, the 

government paid no attention to him. 

 

 

UNIT III - ESSAYS 

Tolerance 

Very Short Answer Questions 

1. What is the only way to proper re-construction, according to Forster? 

D. The only way to proper re-construction according to Forster is to settle 

down together to the work. 

2. Can love succeed in public affairs? 

- Forster feels that love cannot succeed in public affairs. 

3. Is tolerance an exciting virtue? 

- No. In fact, tolerance is a very dull and boring virtue. 

4. Did St. Paul believe in tolerance? 

- No, St. Paul did not believe in tolerance. 

5. Did Dante believe in tolerance? 

- No, Dante did not believe in tolerance. 

6. Is tolerance the same as weakness? 

- Tolerance is not the same as weakness. Putting up with others does not 

mean giving in to them. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

1. What is the difficulty in nations loving one another? 

2. What is the Nazi solution to world problems and what is the other solution? 



3. What is Forster’s attitude to militant ideals? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

According to Forster, love works fine when it is between individuals, but it is 

impractical among nations. It is impossible to love someone we have never met. 

The Nazi solution of killing people or driving them away is not acceptable either. 

Forster does not approve of militant ideals because they cannot be implemented 

without killing or harming thousands of people. The other solution is tolerance. If 

we can’t love everyone, we can at least tolerate everyone.  

 

Long Answer Questions 

1. Why does Forster say that love cannot succeed in public affairs? 

2. What does Forster say about the quality of tolerance? 

3. Which are the areas where tolerance is needed? 

4. Who are the great men who have recommended tolerance? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

Forster says that love is only for people close to us. We cannot love everybody 

because everybody is not close to us. That is why love cannot succeed in public 

affairs. But we need a different quality for peace, that is tolerance. Since we are not 

able to love everyone, we cannot accept their different way of life. But it is easier 

to tolerate their way of life. Forster says that it sounds negative to say we should 

tolerate each other, but tolerance is more successful than love. There are many 

areas of life where we need tolerance. We must be tolerant in a queue, or on the 

phone, or in the street or office. In short, it is needed where we are dealing with 

other people. But above all, it is needed between classes, races and nations. Great 

people like the Emperor Ashoka, the Dutch scholar Erasmus, philosophers like 

Montaigne, John Locke, and Goethe have all recommended tolerance. 

 

The Philosophy of Pleasure 

Very short answer questions 

1. What is the first law of pleasure? 

- The first law of pleasure is that we have to include unhappiness in our 

lives to really appreciate pleasure. 

2. What is the second law of pleasure? 



E. The second law of pleasure is that it is deepened by suffering some pain. 

3. What is the third law of pleasure? 

- The third law of pleasure is that pleasure is a by-product, not the goal. 

4. Shall we start with pleasure or end with it? 

- We can do both, but if we start with pleasure, we may regret it. We get 

more satisfaction by waiting for pleasure and finally getting it. 

 

Short answer questions 

1. How does pleasure resemble beauty? 

2. How do fireworks and lilies attract us? 

3. Why does Sheen say that pleasure should come as a ‘treat’? 

4. How does pain help pleasure? 

5. Why does Sheen say that the real joy of marriage is born out of some pain? 

6. What is the great mistake made by people regarding pleasure? 

7. What is the basic difference between the Christian and pagan attitudes to 

pleasure? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

According to Sheen, pleasure is like beauty because it can be appreciated against a 

contrast, just like fireworks look beautiful against a black night sky and beautiful 

lilies grow in dirty ponds. Pleasure should be a treat because if we try to have it 

every day, we would not like it so much. Even the joy of marriage comes from 

some pain because when the first fights happen, it is painful. But staying together 

after resolving differences is even more joyful. Many people make the mistake of 

aiming at pleasure itself. Real pleasure comes from fulfilling a duty or doing 

something well. Forster says that Christians wait for pleasure and enjoy it later, 

while pagans first enjoy pleasure and then regret it. 

 

Long Answer Questions 

1. Why does Sheen say that pleasure is conditioned by contrast? 

2. What is the second law of pleasure, according to Sheen? 

3. Why does Sheen say that pleasure is a by-product and not a goal? 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 



According to Sheen, pleasure can be really felt only by contrast. Just as a black 

dress will not be seen properly against a black curtain, pleasure cannot be enjoyed 

fully if our life is full only of pleasure. It is important to have ups and downs in life 

so that we can enjoy pleasure properly. This is the first law of pleasure. The second 

law is that pleasure can be felt more deeply if it comes after a period of sadness. 

The sadness puts us in a negative frame of mind and because of that, any pleasure 

that we get is appreciated more. Although everybody likes pleasure more than 

pain, we must remember that pleasure is a by-product, not a goal, says Sheen, 

because real pleasure comes from fulfilling our duties. It comes from knowing that 

we are doing our best. Otherwise, if we follow only pleasure, our life will become 

immoral. 

 

On Painted Face 

Very short answer questions 

1. What did Gardner notice about the face of a young lady? 

- Gardiner noticed that the young girl’s face had become more mature. 

2. What does A.G. Gardiner abominate above all? 

- Gardiner abominates a painted face above all. 

3. What, according to Gardiner, is painting the face or dying hair like? 

- Painting the face or dying hair is like trying to pass of a fake coin. 

 

Short answer questions 

1. What does Gardiner write about a young lady in the street? 

2. Why does Gardiner write that the beauty of the sunset is the deeper? 

3. How does A.G. Gardiner describe the beauty of the sunset? 

 

For all above questions you can write this answer 

Gardiner met a young lady who he had known as a little girl. He noticed that she 

had more maturity on her face now. But he also noticed that she had painted and 

powdered her face. Gardiner says he hates this. He says that there is a beauty and a 

grace in a face growing old. Just like the sunset is more beautiful and more 

spiritual than sunrise, a face that shows its lines and hair that shows its whiteness is 

more attractive than a painted face. 

 

Long Answer Questions 



F. How does A.G. GArdiner deal with familiar event in ‘On Painted Face’? 

G. Sketch the character of a lady with painted face. 

H. What A.G. Gardiner has to assert in the lines, ‘The paint of the face does not 

stop at the cheeks. It stains the soul’. 

 

For all above questions, you can write this answer 

According to Gardiner, a painted face is very ugly. He says that make-up should 

not be used at all as it makes women look fake. He feels that women who try to 

look younger with make-up in fact look more pathetic as it is as if they do not 

respect themselves. A painted face looks like it is trying to cheat Death, but looks 

deathly. On the contrary, an ageing face is the sign of years and years of 

experience. White hair and wrinkles on the face mean that the woman who has 

them is not a shallow young kid, but is a wise woman who has many things in her 

experience. If a woman paints her face, it is not her face she is painting, but her 

soul. Gardiner says this because he feels that her soul is painted. It is as if she is 

trying to appear like a different person than what she is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grammar 

 

ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION 

 

1. A mark or substance that cannot be removed    

 indelible 

2. To avoid or escape from someone or something    

 evade 

3. Able to do many things and also be used for many purposes  

 versatile 

4. A person who does not believe in the goodness and sincerity of people  

 cynic 

5. In a dangerous state       

 precarious 

6. Wanting everything to be correct and perfect    

 fastidious 

7. That which cannot be read      

 illegible 

8. Belonging to the same time      

 contemporary 

9. To go down in value       

 depreciate 

10. Incapable of making a mistake      

 infallible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANTONYMS 

 

1. acquit  X  convict 

2. barren  X  fertile 

3. bend  X  straighten 

4. eager  X  reluctant 

5. exclude  X  include 

6. follow  X  lead 

7. lend  X  borrow 

8. major  X  minor 

9. reveal  X  conceal, hide 

 

 

 

SYNONYMS 

 

1. abate  -  lessen 

2. yearly  -  annually 

3. meticulous -  carerful 

4. appear  -  seem 

5. lucid  -  clear 

6. broad  -  wide 

7. elementary -  basic 

8. futile  -  useless 

9. mandatory -  compulsory 

10. wreck  -  destroy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Letter Writing 

 

As the Head of HR, send an interview call letter to Mr. Rohit Dalmiya, 139, New 

Laxmi Nagar, Nagpur, and ask him to appear for an interview for the post of 

Marketing Executive at your company, Swami Sales Corporation, 14, Gandhibag, 

Nagpur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Swami Sales Corporation 

14, Gandhibag, Nagpur 

email: abcde@fgh.com  ph.: 0987654321 

 

__________________________________________________________________

________________ 

 

SSC/HR/32/2016 

 

14/09/2016 

 

To, 

Rohit Dalmiya 

139, New Laxmi Nagar 

Nagpur 

 

Sub: Interview Call Letter 

Ref: Your application dt. 31/08/16 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

We have received your application for the post of Marketing Executive. Having 

gone through your bio data, we are satisfied that you may be a good candidate for 

our company. Please attend the interviews being held for the post on 22/09/16 at 11 

a.m. 

 

Wish you good luck. 

 

Thanking you. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

Signature 

(Head, HR Department) 

mailto:abcde@fgh.com


 

B.COM. IIND 

SEMESTER 

STUDY MATERIAL 
Marriage is a Private Affair 

 

Answer the following in about 75 words each 

 

1. What were the two objectionable things Okeke found in Nene? 

A. Okeke did not like it that his son had chosen a girl for himself. He had wanted 

him to marry a girl of his choice. But he was willing to consider. However, when 

he heard that Nene was an Atang, and not from their tribe, he was very angry. He 

was also firmly of the opinion that women should not study and not even speak too 

much. He found it very objectionable that Nene was educated and a teacher. 

 

2. What did Nnaemeka know about Ugoye Nweke, the girl proposed by his father? 

A. Nnaemeka used to play with Ugoye Nweke when he was little. This was the girl 

chosen by his father for marriage. Nnaemeka remembered her as a strong girl who 

would beat up all the boys on the way to the stream where they played. She even 

beat up the author sometimes. The author remembered that she was very dull in 

studies. 

 

3. What did Nnaemeka’s fatehr write to Nnaemeka after receiving the wedding 

picture sent by him? 

A. Nnaemeka once sent his wedding picture to his father. His father did not like 

this at all. He tore it up, and sent the half with Nene’s picture back. He wrote 

Nneameka a letter saying that he was amazed that his son could be so insensitive. 

He said that he was sending Nene’ photo back because he would never have 



anything to do with her. He said he wished he had nothing to do with Nnaemeka 

also. 

 

4. Write a short note on the contents of the letter written by Nene to Nnaemeka’s 

father. 

A. Nene always wanted to have a good relationship with her in-laws. But 

Nnaemeka’s father never even wanted to see her. So she wrote him a letter saying 

that their two sons always wanted to meet their grandfather. She could not tell him 

that he did not want to see them. She requested him to let Nnaemeka bring them to 

the village when he went there next time while she stayed in Lagos. 

 

5. Write a brief character sketch of Nnaemeka’s father. 

A. Nnaemeka’s father, Okeke, was not a bad man. He was just old fashioned 

because he was not educated and had spent his life in the village. He did not 

approve of young people finding their own partner. He did not like people 

marrying outside their tribe. He also did not like women getting an education and 

believed that they should keep quiet as much as possible. He liked girls to be good 

Christians who knew the Bible by heart. 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. Give a gist of the discussion that took place between Nene and Nnaemeka before 

the latter received a letter from his father. 

2. What information did Nnaemeka give to his father about Nene? What was the 

latter’s reaction to it? 

3. What did Nnaemeka’s father write to Nnaemeka about the girl he selected for 

him? 

4. How did the people around Okeke react to Nnaemeka’s decision to marry Nene? 

5. Describe how a positive change ocurred in the attitude of Okeke towards the 

end. 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 

Nnaemeka belonged to a small village, but had gone to Lagos to study. While he 

was there, he met Nene, and the two decided to get married. Nene wanted 

Nnaemeka to tell his father about them as soon as possible. But Nnaemeka 

convinced her that it would be better to talk in person. When he finally talked to 

Okeke, he was very upset because Nene was from a different tribe and also an 

educated girl who was a teacher. Okeke had already selected a girl for Nnaemeka. 

She was quite dull in studies, and was a strong girl who beat up boys. But she had 

a good Christian upbringing, Okeke said. Nnaemeka did not listen to his father and 



married Nene. When this news reached the village, they suggested different things 

like giving him medicine from a native doctor. Okeke was dead against the 

marriage, but when he heard that his two grandsons wanted to meet him, his heart 

melted. 

 

The Taxi Driver 

 

Answer the following in about 75 words each 

 

1. What was the incident that Dittu remembered when he had someone else’s 

wallet in his hand? 

A. One day, Dittu found a wallet on his backseat. He believed that taking 

someone’s property like this would bring bad luck. He remembered an incident 

from the past when he had found a parcel in the bazaar and taken it. But someone 

had played a prank and it was just wrappers without anything inside. Dittu was 

very ashamed that he had been tricked like that. 

 

2. What did Dittu dream of? 

A. Dittu dreamed that he left the house in the morning in his taxi, but was stopped 

by the policeman. Dittu begged him to let him go, but he would not listen. When 

Dittu tried to touch his feet, he kicked him in his stomach. Finally, Dittu reached 

the taxi stand, but nobody would engage him. So he started going around on the 

streets to look for customers when suddenly a truck rammed into his car and killed 

him. 

 

3. How did Banti plan to spend the amount in the wallet? 

A. Dittu was a poor taxi driver. There was never enough money even though he 

lived in the slum and did not spend much. But when he found a wallet on the 

backseat of his taxi, he still did not want to keep it as he believed that it would 

bring bad luck. But his wife wanted to spend it on repaying debts. She said that 

since the owner forgot it in their taxi, the money was theirs now.  

 

4. Write a short note on Dittu. 

A. Dittu was a taxi driver. He was very poor, but he was also honest. One day, 

when a passenger left his wallet on the backseat of his taxi, Dittu wanted to return 

it. But since he did not know who the wallet belonged to, he could do nothing. He 

then thought of giving it away at the Gurudwara. However, his wife wanted to use 

the money. Dittu became so upset about it, that he even beat her. 

 

5. Write a short note on Dittu’s wife. 



A. Dittu was an honest man, but his wife was practical. When Dittu found a wallet 

in his taxi, he wanted to return it or give it to the Gurudwara priest. But Banti 

wanted to settle loans of creditors. She argued with Dittu that they needed the 

money, and because the customer had forgotten it, now the money was theirs. She 

fought with him, even took a beating from him, but did not give him the money 

back.  

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. What was the encounter of Dittu with the unknown passenger? 

2. How does Dittu react with his wife? 

3. What does Dittu’s dream suggest? 

4. What was Banti’s reaction to his son about her husband’s rude behaviour? 

5. Why did Dittu remorse? 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 

 

Dittu was a poor taxi driver. But he was also very honest. One day, when a 

passenger forgot his wallet on the backseat of his taxi, Dittu got very disturbed. He 

believed that it would bring bad luck. He wanted to return the wallet, but he did not 

know who to give it to. He even thought of giving it to the Gurudwara priest, but 

his wife, Banti, pointed out that they were all crooks. She wanted to use the money 

to give to their creditors. They had a big fight about this. When Dittu went to sleep, 

he was so disturbed that he even dreamt that a truck killed him. When his wife 

refused to give away the wallet, he even hit her. Their son started crying, but Banti 

told him that men sometimes hit their wives. She was willing to take a beating, but 

not give away the money because it was useful to her family. 

 

 

Art of Life 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. What is nature of human being? 

2. How does human nature differ from animal nature? 

3. Which pointer does the poem open to live human life? 

4. How does Tukdoji stress that human life is not mere physical existence but more 

than that? 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 



 

The nature of animals is to kill others in order to survive. If they don’t kill, they 

will die of hunger. Big animals kill small animals, and small animals kill smaller 

animals. But this is not the nature of human beings. Humans are more noble and 

they don’t have those tendencies. They follow the rule of ‘live and let live’. This 

means that they like to live peacefully. They also like to live collectively as a 

community. In fact, our life depends on the community as it is impossible to live 

alone. According to Tukdoji, this is the real art of living. Animals do not have this 

art as they trick other animals to kill them. On the other hand, humans try to bring 

peace and live in harmony. They even take care of weaker human beings in the 

process. Animals do not do this. 

 

 

Horses 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. What do horses suggest in the poem? 

2. How does the poetess contrast horses’ lives and human life? 

3. What do you respond to the following lines - ‘In Sweden, China, Afrika, In India 

or Maine, The animals are same; They know and know and know, There’s ground 

below And sky up high’? 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 

 

Horses Graze is a simple poem. With a simple idea of how horses eat, Gwendolyn 

Brooks tells us a deep philosophy about life. She tells us how horses and other 

animals graze on grass all day. They bend down their heads to reach the grass, and 

eat and eat. When they are satisfied, they lie down and rest. They do not wish for 

anything else. They do not run after money. They do not join the rat race like men. 

They find satisfaction in simple things. As long as they have the sky above them 

and the ground below them and grass to graze, they do not need anything else. The 

poetess  does not really says this, but implies that human beings are too obsessed 

with money and material things. They too could learn some things from animals 

and be satisfied with little things. That is the true way to be happy. 

 

Knowledge and Wisdom 

 

Answer the following in about 75 words each 



1. Give one instance to show that the pursuit of knowledge in the absence of 

wisdom may become harmful. 

A. In Knowledge and Wisdom, Bertrand Russell tells us that knowledge in itself is 

not important. It has to go hand in hand with wisdom. He gives us the example of 

modern medicine. He says that modern medicine has made man live for much 

longer than earlier. Knowledge has helped us achieve that. But this becomes a 

problem because we did not increase agriculture that much. This led to world 

hunger. Wisdom teaches us how to use knowledge. 

 

2. What is the sign of wisdom in private life? 

A. Wisdom is very important in private life. For example, two people may hate 

each other. If we talk to them separately, they will each give a list of the bad traits 

of the other. But really speaking, nobody is that bad. All of us have our normal 

share of bad traits. If we are able to convince these two people about the normalcy 

of the other, we will have instilled some wisdom in them. 

 

3. What does ‘egoism of the senses’ mean? 

A. Egoism of the senses means our need to satisfy ourselves through our senses. 

Russell says that when we are very young, we only care about how we feel. If we 

are hungry, we are only aware of our own hunger. If we are in pain, we only care 

about our own pain. We don’t care about others. This is egoism of the senses. But 

as we grow older, we start caring about others also. 

 

4. When does love of the neighbour become real? 

A. Russell says that people are taught to love our neighbour only on Sundays, that 

is, when they go to Church. But on other days, they are taught to hate their 

neighbours. They are taught how we are different, and how we are right and others 

are wrong. This is what creates hatred among people. But when we are told to 

understand others, love of the neighbour becomes real. 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. Sense of proportion as a sign of wisdom. 

2. Russell’s suggestions to achieve freedom from prejudice. 

3. The ways of teaching wisdom, according to Russell. Write an essay on the 

factors which constitute wisdom. 

4. Point out the merit and limitation of Hegel as a historian. 

5. What is the method suggested by Russell to cure personal prejudice? 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 



 

Russell says that there is a difference between knowledge and wisdom. Knowledge 

is just information. But it becomes wisdom when it is used properly. For example, 

modern medicine has made man live for much longer than earlier. Knowledge has 

helped us achieve that. But this becomes a problem because we did not increase 

agriculture that much. This led to world hunger. So, a sense of proportion is 

necessary. Prejudice may also be based on knowledge, but wisdom lies in 

removing prejudices through understanding. Such prejudice can be seen in Hegel 

as a historian. His view of history is very wide as he starts from the earliest times, 

but this view is still faulty as he wanted to prove that Germany was the best nation 

of all times through his history. History should be a true account of events, not a 

propaganda machine. 

 

 

On Education 

 

Answer the following in about 75 words each 

 

1. How can knowledge of truth be preserved? 

A. Einstein says that knowledge of truth is like a statue of marble that stands in the 

desert. It is continuously in danger of being buried under the shifting sands. So, it 

is important for hands to be busy removing the sand all the time. In the same way, 

the knowledge of truth should be kept alive by people who want it to reach people. 

 

2. How does Einstein associate the school with tradition? 

A. According to Einstein, the school is the most important agency that transfers the 

wealth of tradition from one generation to another. Earlier, this was also done 

through the family, but the family has become a weak force today, he says. So, the 

school has become more important than ever before.  

 

3. Explain the most important method of education mentioned by Einstein. 

A. Education can be imparted in many ways. But mostly it is done by transferring 

knowledge. The problem is that knowledge is dead, while students are living 

beings. It should become interesting for them. This would make sure that students 

do not become standardised individuals but thinking people. This can be best 

attained when students are taught to ‘do’ instead of ‘learn’. People tend to retain 

knowledge better if education is given through actual performance. 

 

4. What is Einstein’s idea of the power of the school teacher? 



A. The school teacher is a very powerful influence on children. So the school 

teacher should be an ideal one. He should be able to generate an interest in 

students. He should not teach through fear. He should be gentle. So that students 

have respect for him. He should teach students to take pleasure in what they learn. 

He should be able to make students think for themselves and find answers on their 

own. 

 

5. What is the author’s opinion of Darwin’s theory of the struggle for existence and 

the natural selection connected with it? 

A. Darwin’s theory of evolution stresses the survival of the fittest. It says that 

natural selection makes sure that only the best of the species survives. But this is 

not a good idea in school education. Students may think that they have to compete 

to survive and this might bring unhealthy competition. In fact, though, our survival 

is based on living as a community. The efforts of a lone individual does not make a 

society survive. 

 

6. What is your concept of an ideal school teacher? 

A. The school teacher is a very powerful influence on children. So the school 

teacher should be an ideal one. He should be able to generate an interest in 

students. He should not teach through fear. He should be gentle. So that students 

have respect for him. He should teach students to take pleasure in what they learn. 

He should be able to make students think for themselves and find answers on their 

own. 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. Write briefly on your own idea about school education. 

2. In what spirit according to Einstein, should youth be taught? 

3. Make a comparison of Russell’s ideas with those of Einstein. 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 

 

School education is very important for later success in life. Einstein says that the 

aim of education should  be to make children think, seek and discover. They 

should become independently thinking and acting individuals. This is best done by 

making education interesting. If education is made boring, students don’t tend to 

learn well. Schools often make children learn by telling them again and again how 

important it is to learn. This does not work well. Similarly, sometimes children are 

made to learn through fear. This only makes them resent the teacher as well as 

studying. Instead, it is more effective to help students learn through practical 



learning. If students are able to perform what they have to learn, they remember it 

for the rest of their lives. Russell has similar views, but he goes further by saying 

that just gaining knowledge is of no use. It should be turned into wisdom through 

understanding. 

 

 

What is Indianness? 

 

Answer the following in about 75 words each 

 

1. Which are important qualities of Indian culture? 

A. There are a few important qualities of Indian culture that make it different from 

other cultures. First is its ability to accept new influences and still remain what it 

was. Another quality is its strong belief in sacredness. We believe that everything 

from the sun and moon to the tree is sacred. Sheila Dhar also says that it is in our 

culture to be patient. Indians also believe that the solution to every problem lies 

within us. 

 

2. What is Indianness according to Sheila Dhar? 

A. Indianness, according to Sheila Dhar, is a particular way of looking at life and 

certain habits of thinking and feeling which are special to us. For example, the 

feelings of a girl getting married and leaving her home are the same all over India. 

The son-in-law is treated with respect all over India. And the elderly bless the 

young in the same way, no matter which part of India they are from. 

 

3. What is nature of tradition as reflected in ‘What is Indianness’? 

A. Tradition means those ways of thinking and feeling that have come down to us 

from the past. Sheila Dhar says that it is in our tradition to respond to love rather 

than force. She gives the example of the dacoits of Chambal who laid down their 

arms when a national leader appealed to them. The appeal was able to do what the 

police had not been able to do for decades. 

 

Answer the following in about 150 words each 

 

1. What is Indianness according to Sheila Dhar? 

2. How does the writer explain Indians’ strong belief in sacredness? 

 

For all the above questions, you can write this answer: 

 



There are a few important qualities of Indian culture that make it different from 

other cultures. These are the qualities of Indianness. First is its ability to accept 

new influences and still remain what it was. Another quality is its strong belief in 

sacredness. We believe that everything from the sun and moon to the tree is sacred. 

We worship trees, tools, musical instruments, the harvest, the kitchen, and so on. 

We believe that all of these things are useful for our lives and that is why we 

consider them sacred. This sense of sacred runs through our society. Even little 

kids do not put their feet on books. Indians respect age and wisdom, and all that is 

good. Sheila Dhar also says that it is in our culture to be patient. Indians also 

believe that the solution to every problem lies within us. These qualities may not 

just be of Indians, but this particular combination makes it Indianness. 

 

 

Changing Degrees 

 

1. She is the tallest girl in the class. (Change into Positive) 

-   No other girl in the class is as tall as her. 

 

2. Bangalore is greener than Nagpur. (Change into Positive) 

-   Nagpur is not as green as Bangalore. 

 

3. I have not heard news that is as disturbing as this. (Change into Superlative) 
-   This is the most disturbing news I have ever heard. 

 

4. Physics is not as simple as Maths. (Change into Comparative) 
-   Maths is simpler than Physics. 

 

5. This is the best time to act. (Change into Comparative) 
-   There is no better time to act. 

 

6. There is no spot deeper than the Mariana Trench in the world. (Change into 

Superlative) 
-   The Mariana Trench is the deepest spot in the world. 

 

7. Dams are usually fuller at this time of the year. (Change into Positive) 
-   Dams are usually not this empty at this time of the year. 

 

8. It is said that 2018 will be the hottest year so far. (Change into Comparative) 
-   It is said that no other year so far will have been hotter than 2018. 

 



 

Homonyms 

 

1. The sun rises in the East. (son, sun) 

2. The steel plant closed down two years ago. (steel, steal) 

3. I like to read before I go to sleep. (read, reed) 

4. He played the role of a talented artist in the play. (roll, role) 

5. The shop is a small hole in the wall. (hole, whole) 

6. He can’t hear properly because of old age. (hear, here) 

7. The exit poll predicts that no party will get a clear majority. (pole, poll) 

8. The global leaders stressed the importance of world peace. (piece, peace) 

 

Letter Writing 

 

As the manager of Sunrise Super Bazaar, Canal Road, Ramdaspeth, Nagpur, place 

an order with Annapurna Wholesalers, Itwari, Nagpur, for some goods in your 

store. 

 

Ans: 

 

 

 

SUNRISE SUPER BAZAAR 

Canal Road, Ramdaspeth  

Nagpur 

Ph.: 0712-1234567       email: 

sunrisesuper@gmail.com 

—————————————————————————————————

—————————— 

 

 

To, 

The Proprietor, 

Annapurna Wholesalers, 

Itwari, Nagpur 

 

Dt.: 16/03/18 

 

Sub: Placing order for goods 

 



 

Dear Sir, 

 

I would like to place an order for the following goods for Sunrise Super Bazaar, 

Canal Road, Ramdaspeth, Nagpur: 

 

Gold Coin Wheat   200 kgs 

Chinnor Rice    150 kgs 

Wholesome Wheat Atta  150 kgs 

Tur Daal    100 kgs 

Refined Sugar    200 kgs 

Sunflower Refined Oil   100 lts 

Black Pepper       10 kgs 

Cashew Nuts       20 kgs 

 

Please send all the goods within two days. As usual, the carting will be borne by 

you. 

 

 

Regards, 

 

(XYZ) 

Manager, 

Sunrise Super Bazaar 

Nagpur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


